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In The
Twilight Zone
The Ghost of Christmas Presents.

I was awakened last night by an
apparation in chains.

He had the look of a Harvard
MBA, from his gold-rimmed spectacles
down to his wing-tips. An Oversized
TV tuned to Lifestyles of the
Ostentatious hung from his neck, and
dozens of paperback potboilers and
celebrity magazines and top-forty cas-
settes dangled from his wrists and
ankles. I knew in a twinkling he must
be a rising young multimedia
executive.

"Why do you trouble me, appa-
rition?" I asked.

I come to give you warning,

"

wailed the spirit. "While I lived, I was
so ruthless in the pursuit of big bucks
that I banished anything that wasn't
safe, inoffensive, and squeaky-clean
from my broadcasts and publications.
Now I am condemned to walk the
earth in chains until a Christmas
passes without the shade of censorship
or compromise. Pray, take heed! This
could happen to youl" So saying, the
spirit gave a baleful shriek, and
vanished without a trace.

While we here at TZ have never
been in danger of becoming Fat Cats,
we have taken the vision to heart.
That's why our Christmas issue this

year offers very little to lull or pacify,
and much to provoke, disturb and
enlighten.

Anti-Claus
And who could be more provocative
than Harlan Ellison? Those of you
who ve kept up with the entertainment
media know that it was a disagree-
ment with the censors over a Christ-
mas episode of the new Twilight Zone

television series (titled "Nackles") that
provoked Ellison to leave his position
as Creative Consultant; Because
you've been good this year, you'll not
only get the first look at this remark-
able teleplay, but Ellison's exclusive
account of how he came to write the
script, and the circumstances that led
up to his resignation. And, for good
measure, we've included the story that

started it all — a tale about what we
might call an "Anti-Claus" by best-

selling mystery/suspense author
Donald E. Westlake. Westlake's most
recent novels are A Likely Story and
Good Behavior, both published by
Mysterious Press.

Ellison just won Hugo Award
number 8V2 for his novelette "Paladin
of the Lost Hour," (December '85 TZ).
His most recent works include
Sleepless Nights in the Procrustean
Bed from Borgo Press and An Edge in

My Voice from Donning.

The Year That Was
Your second present this year is The
Twilight Zone Review; an expanded
color "mini-magazine" surveying the
best and worst of the year in fantasy
entertainment. We've called upon four
of the field's most talented critics to
tell us just what were the years tri-

umphs— and turkeys. Contributing
Editors Gahan Wilson and James Ver-
niere concentrate on film, with Wilson
supplying his own highly opinionated
list of the year's highs and lows, and
Verniere not only surveying the year
in film, but previewing the season's
biggest releases as well.

To cover television, we've enlisted
the talents of media critic Bill Warren.

Barry N. Malzberg

Marc Laidlaw
The second volume of his exhaustive
(1400 pages!) work on science fiction

film in the fifties. Keep Watching the
Skies, has just been published by 5
McFarland Company, Inc. (Box 611, |
Jefferson, NC 28640; $39.95) g

And, to wrap up the year in fic-

tion, we've turned to Edward Bryant.
Twice winner of the Nebula Award,
Bryant has most recently appeared in

Dennis Etchison's Masters of Darkness
(Tor) and The Cutting Edge
(Doubleday).

Our color section concludes with
a new feature. The Twilight Zone
Gallery, spotlighting the work of a
wildly imaginative artist -J.K. Potter.

Potter frequently contributes covers
and interior art to our sister

publication Night Cry and created the

Season of the Witch" cover for the
last Twilight Zone. The portfolio,
and the interview by Joe R. Lansdale
that follows, are both evidence of a
powerful and unsettling talent.

Winter Dreams
Charles L. Grant (last seen here with
"The Price of a Toy," '86 TZ) leads
our fiction section this issue with a

spooky little number titled "Listen to

the Music in My Hands". Grant's latest

novel. The Pet, will soon be out in

Tor paperback..

Two of science fiction's most
gifted authors, Barry N. Malzberg and
Jack Dann, make their first ap-
pearance together here with "Bringing
it Home", a haunting examination of
the impact of the Vietnam War.
Malzberg is the author of several criti-

cally acclaimed novels, including
Beyond Apollo (which won him the
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John W. Campbell Award) and The
Remaking of Sigmund Freud (Del

Rey).

Jack Dann, who has been a final-

ist for more than tv/enty Hugo and

Nebula Awards is also one of the

field's most successful anthologists. His

short fiction has apfieared in Omni,
Playboy and Penthouse, and he has

just completed a new novel, Counting

Coup.
Incidentally, five of our contribu-

tors this issue — Ellison, Grant, Dann,
Malzberg, and Karen Joy Fowler — are

included in a new anthology of fiction

about the Vietnam War, In the Field

of Fire, due out next month from Tor
Books. It was edited by Jeanne Van
Buren Dann (who contributed "Wil-

loughby is Real" to last issue's "Illumi-

nations" section) and Jack Dann.
Fowler's story, "Contention" is from a

new anthology of her work. Artificial

Things, just out from Bantam Spectra.

In keeping with the season,

several of our contributors have pro-

vided us with stories about winter.

J. N. Williamson contributes a moving
tale titled "Happy Hour," about the

magic powers of music. Author of

several horror novels, Williamson is

perhaps best known, however, as the

editor of the acclaimed anthology

Masques, nominated for the World
Fantasy Award. A si!cond collection.

Masques II, featuring new stories by
Stephen King, Robert McCammon,
Ramsey Campbell and Robert Bloch,

will be out this spring.

Marc Laidlaw's story "Snowblind"

features an unusual kind of magic, the

dark powers of the Hawaiian gods.

Laidlaw's work has appeared in Omni,

J. N. Williamson

Karen Joy Fowler

F&SF, Shadows, New Terrors, Night

Cry and the forthcoming Mirror-

shades: The Cyberpunk Anthology
(Arbor House). His first novel. Dad's

Nuke, was published by Arbor House
last year.

John Brizzolara, whose story

"Borderland" (December '84 TZ) was
selected for The Year's Best Horror,

returns with "Nightskin," the tale of a

very strange winter encounter in the

depths of the wilderness. He has

recently completed a thriller titled

Wirecutter, to be published this spring

by Doubleday.

Jon Cohen, a frequent contributor

to The Twilight Zone, is best known
for the sort of chilling horror found in

such tales as "Yard Sale," published in

the October TZ. But in this issue,

Cohen tries a bit of a change of pace

with "Preserves."

And finally. Jack C. Haldeman II

gives us "Dead Man's Tie," a whim-
sical account of a young lad's adven-

tures in a broke-down future.

Haldeman is the author of Vector

Analysis (Berkley) and The Fall of
Winter (Baen Books).

As stocking stuffers this issue,

we've brought you our usual collection

of thought-provoking columns, includ-

ing a retrospective by Welch D. Ever-

man on George Romero's "Zombie
Trilogy," and a new column by Ron
Goulart called, aptly enough. The
Goulart Archipelago. And so we wish

you the merriest of holidays, and
leave you with this word of caution:

If you hear the patter of hooves on
the roof, don't look out. It might not

be Santa. . .

-TK

Kod Staines
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Books
by E. F. Bleiler

A trio of less-than-

masterful masterworks.

IT by Stephen King (Viking, $2.95)
Winter in Eden by Harry Harrison
(Bantam, $18.95)

The Mirror of Her Dreams by
Stephen R. Donaldson (Del Rey
Books, $19.95) #

According to Saki (in "The Infernal

Parliament") when George Bernard
Shaw died and went to Hell, he was
assigned the task of keeping the scrap-

books for theatrical publicity which
did not contain the letter "s." Similar-
ly, when Stephen King dies and goes
to Hell, he will be put to work writing
novels. Each time he finishes one, an
imp clad in the costume of a literary

agent will appear and say, "Great,

Stevie! Really slick! Immense! It'll go
over big! Now rewrite it, and drop
one hundred thousand words." Over
and over again, until King boils it

down to a single page resume. And
King will deserve it.

IT runs to more than 550,000
words, or roughly the length of Moby
Dick and Bleak House put together,

plus a couple of issues of Twilight
Zone thrown in. Is such length really

necessary? Certainly not, from the

text. A good editor would have urged
King to cut the book down by a third

to a half. But unfortunately, Stephen
King, who is in many ways the

Thomas Wolfe of our times (though a

Wolfe hung up on chronicling the hor-
ros of the unconcious) has never met
the Maxwell Perkins that he needs and
deserves.

Evil with a Capital "E"

IT is a novel about the foulest under-
side of our life, about our cloacal,

defecatory, fecal nature, and its

which is identified with evil. All this

is on both a literal and a metaphorical
level. The locale of this pearl-diving is

the town of Derry, Maine, which has
an abnormally high rate of crimes and
social evils and an underlying cultural

pattern of cruelty, violence, and
psychic genocide. Probably this loca-

tion and the fleshing out of one of the
leading characters as a highly success-
ful writer of horror stories have a per-
sonal relevance to King; the equations
are obvious enough. But in any case
Evil with a capital "E" lives there in

Derry, and it emerges in full force
every twenty-seven years or so. This
period is roughly equivalent to a

human generation, leading a reader to

suspect that King is really saying that

each generation must face evil and
overcome it afresh. But in IT there is

no second generation, and the genera-

tion that defeated a horrible monster
in childhood must return as adults for

a second bout.

The theoretical underpinning of

IT reaches far away from Maine. The
central idea is an Oriental, perhaps
Tibetan, cosmology that envisions the

universe as ultimately emerging from a

single principle that split into two
forms: a good, creative, but now inac-

tive deus absconditus (symbolized by
a turtle) and an evil, destructive, ac-

tive principle symbolized by a thing

that we perceive as spiderlike. The
spider is the problem in IT. It lives in

the sewers and disused conduits (and
evil minds) of Derry, fomenting evil

and occasionally working directly and
physically on chosen victims. Its

human opponents must fight their way
through the lower intestine of the city

against it.

The first episode in the struggle

takes place in 1958, when seven ten-

year-olds first come into contact with
horror. Without going into details, it

may be said that each represents a

social or psychological problem: Bill

(the writer of horror stories) is un-
wanted and depersonalized since his

parents consider him responsible for

his brother's death; Stanley is Jewish
and suffers some discrimination; Ben
is a natural victim because of his

obesity; Eddie is owned by his mother
and is prey to psychosomatic illnesses;

Mike is black and pays for it; and
Beverly is on the edge of incestuous
molestation by her father. The spider

horror affects each of them, sometimes
manifest in the guise of a clown called

Pennywise, sometimes as a fleshing

out of horror images picked up from
the mind of its victim. The monster is

a deadly one, clutching minds, driving
misfits to crime, ripping its victims
apart, and destroying life patterns. In

this earlier episode the seven children.
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after mishaps, defeat the monster and
drive it back to its lair, where it

broods. But, as Lovecraft wrote, "That
is not dead which eternal can lie," and
even over continents the spider works
on the seven over the years, giving
them, oddly enough, worldly success,
but sterilizing them.

Twenty-seven years later, in 1985,
Mike, who has remained in Derry as
a librarian, summons the other six

back. They have forgotten details of
the previous encounter, since the mon-
ster controls memories, but they are
compelled to act, and all except Stan,
who commits suicide rather than re-

peat the past, return to Derry. Actual-
ly, the summons has really come from
the spider, which wants revenge. Once
again the humans defeat it, killing it,

but at the cost of another life. But the
reader may question whether it is real-
ly dead, for the process of amnesia
seems to be at work again. Memories
are growing weaker by the day -writ-
ten records are fading away, just as
happened twenty-seven years earlier.

There are many brilliant moments
in IT. The life histories of lire seven
champions are well handled, and the
many intercalated backflashes, which
sometimes amount to independent
short stories, are excellent. The piling
up of horrior images is superb, and
the technical virtuosity displayed in

interweaving the two time eras is

enviable.

Yet, apart from overdevelopment,
there is also much that is wrong with
IT, particularly in its substructure.
The whole situation is like an elab-
orate morgue-hospital, filled with
secret corridors and hidden chambers,
with heavy walls, squat ugly domes
and debased statuary — all resting on a
couple of fifteen-foot bamboo poles
bought at Rickels for sixty-three cents
each (special bargain sale advertised in
The Record). It just doesn't hold up.
It collapses. The structure and the
basic ideas are too weak to support
the narrative.

The origin of the monster, its

physical emergence on earth from
beyond, its concentration on Derry,
its brood of little eggs, the Tibetan
cosmology -simply do not fit the
cloacal horrors. Nor does the easy
double resolution, first in 1958, then
1985. Here is a horror of the most
overwhelming potency, both mental
and physical, yet is easily defeated by
the faith of a band of children and,
twenty-seven years later, by nonsense
talk from a blabbermouthed anchor-
man. It is just unbelievable, whether
the story is taken literally or

metaphorically, that evil so distorting,
foul, and powerful can be so trivial-

ized. IT, despite enormous power at
times, takes the reader back to the
days of the Weird Tales, where
Seabury Quinn's Jules de Grandin, for-
merly of the Surete Nationale, would
once a month destroy a threatening
monster in one absurd way or
another, perhaps by an electrified win-
dow screen, perhaps by a twig from
the Holy Thorn of Glastonbury, per-
haps by a powdered relic of a saint.
Surely the creative King who has
worked up some of the most nauseat-
ing horrors on record should realize

that an avalanche cannot be stopped
with a smile.

King, of course, is a giant, the
only one that the field of American
horror fiction has produced since
Lovecraft, and since he is a giant his
flaws are more perceptible than those
of a smaller man. And, because of his
stature, his power can demand that
we ignore his faults or make allow-
ances for them, appreciating, instead,
his strengths. But not everyone can
do this.

Anthropological SF
Winter in Eden by Harry Harrison is

the second volume of a trilogy that
began with West of Eden, published a
couple of years ago. In case the first

volume is unfamiliar, the proposed
trilogy is based on a double "what-if";
if the conjectural large meteorite that
struck earth about twenty million
years ago, (flooding the atmosphere
with radiation and incidentally causing
the extinction of the dinosaurs), had

missed earth, and if evolution, follow-
ing roughly the paths known to us,

had continued . . .

The result in Harrison's alternate
history is the rise of a species of in-

telligent saurians who have developed
a sophisticated civilization on princi-
ples alien to us. Whereas most of our
technology is based on manipulating
dead or inanimate objects, the Yilane
perform the same tasks with the most
delicate and far-reaching genetic engin-
eering. Their weapons are modified
monitor lizai’ds that shoot out poison
darts; their ships are gigantic sea
monsters, perhaps modified manta
rays, formed into vessels; their data
storage facilities are living memory
banks; and their cities are extended
trees, in which carefully contoured
roots and branches form uprights and
joists, while smooth walls are created
by controlled insect larvae. All this is

very ingenious, perhaps unnecessarily
so, but Harrison assures us that it

works well. There is, however, one
overpresent danger to a physical plant
of this sort: lire. Fire is outlawed and
practically unknown to the Yilane.

At the moment a new Glacial age
is beginning, and the Yilane, as cold-
blooded reptiles with a civilization
based on cold-blooded life, are im-
perilled by falling temperatures. Their
outpost in Europe is being frozen out,
and even the home cities in Africa are
feeling the change. One solution to
their problem is moving their popula-
tions elsewhere, but this creates two
problems. As with modern social in-

sects, the lives of individual Yilane are
often completely integrated with that
of their living city, and if a city dies,

its inhabitants usually (though not al-

ways) collapse. Second, the geographi-
cal knowledge of the Saurians is sur-
prisingly limited. Even though their

scientists know of continental drift

and the theory of tectonic plates, they
do not know that South America ex-
ists. (Such an idea-dilemma suggests a
goof on Harrison's part.)

The essential story, apart from
character clashes resulting from dif-

ferent ethical systems, describes the
contact shock when the reptiles meet
human beings of a sort. One calls

these intelligent, plantigrade primates
humans, since they seem to look like

Homo sapiens and they behave like

twentieth-century men, but they have
not descended from a chain of African
rock apes as we have, but from the
South American Cebidae or platyr-
rhine monkeys. Although Harrison
does not spell the sequence out, it

must have paralleled our own evolu-
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tion, with some exceptions to be

noted. These hominoids are primitive

in culture, mostly hunters and fishers,

although one small tribe far inland has

begun to till the soil and make pot-

tery. These men, so far at least, live

only in North America, in a small,

scattered population.

Harrison's first novel described

the clash when the reptiles tried to

found a new city in North America.

The book began with a slaughter,

when human hunters, not realizing

that a group of bathing Yilane males

were intelligent beings (and probably
would not have cared in any case)

wantonly killed them. The reptiles

responded by massacring the human
tribe— with an exception. A Yilane

philosopher undertook to educate and

train a human as an (.“xperiment. This

is Kerrick, who grew up in a Yilane

city and later escaped. The novel

ended with Kerrick's leading the hu-

mans to burn the reptiJe city in North

America.

Winter in Eden de:scribes the con-

tinued war of reptile versus mammal,
as the Yilane decide to exterminate

mankind, and Kerrick voyages far

seeking a way to save his fellows.

New ideas, however, emerge. Kerrick

has come around to accepting peaceful

coexistence, despite intrinsic incom-

patibility, as have a few of the Yilane.

The powerful reptile attack on man al-

most succeeds, but Kijrrick saves the

day in a maneuver reminiscent of the

old "world-saver" stories of the Camp-
bell era.

Harrison's plot, though based on
an ethic of tolerance, is not the most

interesting part of his novel. The real

fascination lies in the Yilane and their

culture. The humans, both typolog-
ically and individually, are much less

important. Kerrick and his wife Ar-
mun are quite colorless compared to

the scientist Ambalasi, whose attempt
to plant a colony in newly discovered

South America is described in detail.

Harrison has taken pains to work
up a convincing culture for the Yilane.

With the aid of T. A. Shippey he has

crated a complex language that is

based as much on what philologists

call supersegmental features as on oral

speech. For the Yilane gestures and
skin-color changes add emotional and
social dimensions to words, which are

limited as communication. Since their

culture is strongly hierarchical with

as many levels of courtesy and rank-

demonstration as a pre-modern Orien-

tal language of our world, communi-
cation between Yilane and humans is

limited. A man like Kerrick, if suffi-

ciently limber, can manage most of

the body positions that do not involve

a reptilian tail, but obviously cannot

convey skin-color changes. (I wonder,

though, how a reptile can call from
one room to another within the limita-

tions Harrison imposes.)

The same linguistic interest ap-

pears in the speech that Harrison and
Shippey have created for a new group

of humans, the Paramutan, who are

quasi-Eskimo in culture and agglutina-

tive language. The furred Paramutan,

though, offer a special problem for the

reader; they have tails, and it is hard
to see how a Paramutan can manage
a tail in Eskimo clothing.

Winter in Eden is a very in-

teresting book, one of the better ex-

amples of anthropological science-

fiction. It is well plotted, and’ the

characterizations are adequate for their

purpose. The background is exception-

ally well handled. My only major
criticism (apart from the too trig

resolution that I have hinted at) is the

dialogue. Either Harrison has devel-

oped a bad ear for speech, or he had
attempted a peculiar mode of utter-

ance that not come across. The char-

acters talk either like Dick and Jane or

ornate like parodies of Longfellow's

Hiawatha.

The Mirror Crack'd

I enjoyed Stephen R. Donaldson's old

double trilogy of novels about

Thomas Covenant despite their theat-

ricality and occasional bad writing,

for they had a swash and a gusto and
wild imagination that carried them
through. I didn't really take them

•1

seriously. Donaldson seemed to have
enjoyed writing them, and the exuber-

ance was contagious. If he threw the

kitchen sink at the reader, with thun-

der from smashing chinaware and
clanking tin pans, it was all in fun.

But the first volume of Donaldson's

new epic. The Mirror of Her Dreams,
does not represent the old Donaldson,
and I cannot say much good about it.

If Covenant was of the tribe of Tolkien,

The Mirror of Dreams is a tribulation

of the Andre Norton type of fantasy.

Take a routine fantasy, expand it

about ten times, mute down the char-

acters, pretend a little with archetypal

figures, chop off the first third and
publish it, and there you are. To give

it a little extra nuance and sophistica-

tion, let King Lear stick his head up
through the trapdoor every now and
then. And it's all very dull.

The Mirror of Her Dreams is (in

large part) the story of a poor little

rich girl from New York who winds
up in an alien universe where magic
works and mirrors do not carry reflec-

tions but offer doorways to other

places or worlds. In this other-world

the kingdom of Mordant is' in a bad
(continued on page 43)

Divine
Intervention
Fantasy and Science Fiction Music

by Julia Ecklar

$8.00 per Cassette Tape

To order or

for information contact:

Air Craft Records

Dormont Square

Pittsburgh, PA 15216

(412) 341-0830

Allou; 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

Check or Money Order

No Cash Please
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Book notes

Scientific wonder, a
magical mess, and
choice cuts of horror.

Arc of the Dream by A. A. Attanasio
(Bantam/Spectra, $3.50)

Cat Magic by Jonathan Barry and
Whitley Strieber (Tor, $17.95)
Moon by Janies Herbert a(Crown,
$14.95j

The Year's Best Horror Stories XIV,
edited by Karl Edward Wagner
(DAW, $2.95)

Cutting Edge, edited by Dennis Etch-
ison (Doubleday, $16.95)

A. A. Attanasio came out of the blue
a few years ago with Radix, a big,

sprawling, brilliant, wildly imaginative
first novel into which the author had
seemingly poured every idea that had
come into his head during its writing.

His second book. In Other Worlds,
was distinctly less ambitious, but more
tightly constructed. Attanasio's third

book. Arc of the Dream is yet another
step down — for this author, a relative-

ly minor work — but a wonderful read,
rich in invention and language.
Attanasio particularly breathes life in-

to, and makes important to us, some
very abstract and even difficult ideas
out of theoretical physics. And in this,

Attanasio returns science fiction to its

roots as no other author I can think of.

He has reintroduced to science fiction

a sense of wonder. He has done it by
attempting to broaden our sense of
what the universe is, of what reality is.

A Dreaming Jewel
The story concerns a being from
another order of reality who has come
visiting. That part of it that manifests
in our three dimensions is "no larger

than a quarter ... a slender metallic
void, cool to the touch and shimmery

by Jonathan White

as the wind." Its location in three-

dimensional space is an integral part
of its being and when a boy sees it

and picks it up it is thrown into
agony and its very existence is

threatened. The alien, "an arc |of
energy] leaping across the void," must
be returned to its proper place or it

will eventually lose its being in a rapid
dissipation of energy resembling a
nuclear explosion.

In order to get itself returned, it

touches the minds of four people and
enlists them in the effort. In the pro-
cess they are all transformed. One of
these, Dirk Heiser, an unhappy youth
living in an orphanage in Hawaii, is

the viewpoint character, a complex
person whose emotional and intellec-

tual awakening is skillfully delineated.
The major problem with the book

is pacing. The last third or so moves
slowly, working against the urgency
of the situation. Attanasio compen-
sates with a prose that is often poetry,
which at its best can weave a spell

around the reader, and makes this, the

weakest of his books, very much
worth a look

Kitty Litter

According to the jacket blurb for Cat
Magic, co-author Jonathan Barry is an
aerospace consultant. He is also a
practicing witch and has an intimate
familiarity with the witchcraft move-
ment. Insofar as the novel is at its

most lively and deeply felt, as a pro-
paganda piece for witchcraft I was go-
ing to write that newcomer Barry had
brought more to the book than old
pro Strieber. However, I have since
heard that Barry is a Strieber
pseudonym, so there goes that. But
who knows?

The book's a mess. Strieber and/
or Barry have woven the several plots
and sub-plots into one lumpy, poorly
paced whole. The story focuses on
Amanda Walker, now in her early
twenties, who has returned to May-
well, New Jersey, the quiet little town
of her birth, but also the locale of
some bitter memories. Still living in

Maywell is Amanda's only living

relative. Uncle George, a truly mad
scientist, and a randy one to boot,
who has developed a method of resus-

citating the dead. At a certain point
he decides he needs a luscious young
thing to experiment on, and we quick-
ly see where that's going to go.

Amanda has come to Maywell to

work for Constance Collier, who has
ostensibly hired her to illustrate a
book. Constance, however, is actually
a witch, the spiritual leader of the
large local coven who, sensing that

her death is near, has chosen Amanda
to be her successor. But of course it

is not so simple. Amanda must grow
into the role, and so she must enter
the realm of death, and return.

The local fundamentalist preacher,
Simon Pierce, is even more loony than

12 Twilight Zone



Amanda's Uncle George. Brother

Simon has a genius for stirring up
crowds and is hellbent, as it were, on
eradicating the witches of Mayweil.
Having already committed a murder
(and having been driven mad by the

guilt of it). Brother Simon is fully

capable of it again.

It is when the book is making a

case for witchcraft — the white witch-

craft of living with and worshipping
the Earth and nature, and of learning

(or relearning) a healthy relationship

between humanity and the cosmos —
that the book is at its most passionate

and engaging. For the rest — interesting

at times; and at times, not.

Luna-toons
Readers may be familiar with the

name James Herbert, perhaps through
his work, or through the many lauda-

tory words Stephen King devoted to

him in Danse Macabre. However, read-

ers approaching his latest book. Moon,
with high expectations will be doing
both the book and themselves a disser-

vice. This is a modest thriller that works
best with the least amount of rfitical ex-

amination. It is, however, fun.

The premise is reminiscent of the

movie Eyes of Laura Mars. Jonathan
Childes, a schoolteacher with psychic
talents, occasionally sees the most
hideous murders as they are being
committed — through the eyes of the

murderer. The lunatic senses the

presence of Childes, and with the cun-
ning of madness, tracks down his ex-

wife and child, his students, and his

lover. Though the set-up would seem
to have potential, the book is not a
nail-biter. It is simply a run-of-the-mill

thriller, and it manages to work up
only a few tense moments as it

meanders its way to its climax.

In a bizarre way, the climax
makes the book special. When Childes
is finally confronted with the homici-
dal maniac the scene is so absurd as

to fairly be called comical. It attempt-
ing to create a villain of unparalleled

monstrousness, he has instead fash-

ioned a clown. (Well, I did say the
book was fun.)

Prime Cuts
Considering the way paperback prices

are going, Karl Edward Wagner's four-

teenth Year's Best Horror Stories is a
rather generous offering at its $2.95
cover price. There are nineteen stories

here, nine of which I thought were
first-rate. I was particularly fond of:

Leonard Carpenter's "Dead Week,"
which goes along innocuously enough
until it drops its bomb on us — beauti-

fully done; David Schow's "Bunny
Didn't Tell Us," with its wild scene in

the graveyard; Simon Clark's atmo-
spheric, creepy "Beside the - Seaside,

Beside the Sea . . and stories by
David Silva, Michael Reaves, Tanith
Lee, Dennis Etchison, Paul M. Sam-
mon and Stephen F. Wilcox. Not quite

as good were Ramsey Campbell's "The
Sneering," which was too depressing
for words; William F. Nolan's "Cere-
mony," which was nicely atmospheric
but totally predictable; and David S.

Garnett's "Red Christmas," well writ-

ten, but which read like an outline for

a longer story. On the other end of

the scale, Wayne Allen Sallee's "Rapid

Transit was a) very derivative of
Stephen King, b) poorly observed,

c) sick, and d) dumb. What a horror!

Dennis Etchison has aimed high in

Cutting Edge: the very title, a wonder-
ful pun, demonstrates an ambition to

do something like what Harlan Ellison

attempted with Dangerous Visions. It

does not, however, break new ground,
although it is a pretty good collection.

Etchison has elicited some fine stories

from his contributors, and I would
guess that several of them will be can-
didates for next year's Year's Best.

Perhaps the best story in the book is

Peter Straub's "Blue Rose," which is

about a disturbed youngster with a

talent for hypnotizing people, especial-

ly his little brother, and how terribly

wrong things go when they do go
wrong. The story weaves a spell of

unease that gradually deepens into

dread and finally horror. Also ex-

cellent are: Roberta Lannes's "Good-
bye, Dark Love," told with under-
standing, inventiveness, and frankness,

which explores the mind of a girl

driven mad tiy a pathological relation-

ship; Ramsey Campbell's "The Hands,"
which traces the path of a tired, bitter

travelling salesman into a particularly

terrible Hell; "Lost Soul" by Clive
Barker, a clever, unusually original

story that imagines New York as a
battleground of good and demonic
forces, though apparent only to the

agents of each side, who go about
their dark business unobtrusively; and
Robert Bloch's "Reaper," which con-
cerns a retired writer who makes a

Faustian deal that inevitably backfires.

I also liked the stories by Charles L
Grant, Wiliam F. Nolan, George Clay-
ton Johnson, Les Daniels, Karl Edward
Wagner, and Joe Haldeman. Also worthy
of mention is Whitley Strieber's "Pain,"

which seems to be a case study of a
psychotic masochist, though it may
not have been intended that way.

fihort Takes
Stephen King fans have a monthly
newsletter, Castle Rock, edited by
King's secretary, Stephanie Leonard.
Subscriptions are $15 for twelve issues

to Castle Rock, Box 8183, Bangor ME
04401. King himself recently was ac-

tive campaigning against a Maine cen-

sorship ordinance, which eventually

was defeated. The TV commercial
began "Want to hear something really

scary?" . . . Most important collection

of the year: The Complete Short
Stories of Philip K. Dick, to be
published by Underwood-Miller (651

Chestnut St., Columbia PA 17512) in

December in three editions, deluxe

with signature laid in for $350, slip-

cased for $100, and trade for $80. the

more expensive editions are being

limited to a few hundred sets . .

.

World Fantasy Award nominations
have been announced, and the winners
will be chosen about the time this

issue of TZ hits the stands. Nominees
for best novel are The Damnation
Game by Clive Barker, lllywhacker by
Peter Carey, The Dream Years by Lisa

Goldstein, Winterking by Paul Hazel,

The Vampire Lestat by Anne Rice,

and Song of Kali by Dan Simmons.
Nominees for best novella are "Flight"

by Peter Dickinson, "Nadelman's God"
by T.E.D. Klein, "Dead Image" by
David Morrell, "The Gorgon Field" by
Kate Wilhelm, and "Dare I Eat a

Peach?" by Chelsea Quinn Yarbro.

Other categores include best short

story, artist, £ind editor.
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Illuminations

A LITTLE NIGHT MAGIC
I am gazing at an open fire. Bright fingers of flame dart

upward from an old split log, pushing the cold and the

darkness back into the shadows.

Tonight, walking home from the ferry, I stopped to

catch my breath in the chill evening air, turning to look

back down the hill. The sun, far to the south in the

eastern sky, had almost set behind the apartment towers

of Brooklyn across the harbor. A couple of months ago,

it would have been sunny at this time of day. Now it's

twilight; almost night.

We're nearing that time in the year when the sun

appears to pause for a moment in its retreat. That's what
the word solstice means. The sun stands still.

Now, as Christmas nears. I'm feeling the loss of the

passing year— the opportunities missed, the chores left

undone. The paint is peeling on my house, the leaves

need raking, the front lawn is overgrown with weeds.

I'm a child of summer. 1 grew up in a time of

abundance, celebrated my passage to manhood during a

Summer of Love. I come from a generation that believed

in miracles, that resents the coming of winter.

Winter seems a time when everything stops, when
the world is buried under a winding sheet of snow.
Sleeping; perhaps dead. But I forget that winter, too, has

a message.

Under the snow, things are happening. The crocus

and tulip under my overgrown front lawn are undergoing

astonishing changes — changes that would be impossible

without the cold. Caterpillars have spun cocoons, and,

inside, turned to soup, a formless substance that to the

untrained eye contains no trace of structure. Yet inside,

an alchemy is taking place that will produce a miracle.

I guess we all have to fall apart a little, sometimes, in

order to rebuild ourselves and our dreams.

These days, on the darkest night of the year, I work
my own small alchemy, as my ancestors did centuries

ago. I make a small pile of debris from the year past.

and set it afire. The old year's nightmares appear before

me like tortured demons, and are transformed by the

dancing flames into the new year's dreams. And the sun,

frozen in the sky, is coaxed by the warmth to begin its

long journey back.

It's called sympathetic magic, the faith that from
small actions and causes, great things can come,, like a

small ember that bursts iijto a great flame. Perhaps the

sun would return without my gesture, but by doing it

I've become a part of that ancient rhythm again. I've left

my past behind, and become a part of the future.

That's how we got here, I think. By seeing how
things might be. We certainly weren't as well equipped

for survival as some of our cousins. But we endured by
using our one unique gift — the ability to imagine the

unreal. To prepare for winter while the days are still

long, to remember summer in the midst of winter, and
so have reason to hope and persevere.

As I sit in front of the fire tonight, I'm remembering
the words of John Lennon, whose life ended about this

time of year, but whose influence is still very much with

us. He urged us to resist accepting the world as it is,

and to make use of our imagination. He told us that each

and every one of us was a superstar, one of the beautiful

people. "Now that you know who you are," he asked,

"what are you going to do?"

I ask you the same question. Your imagination is a

remarkable gift— and you have it in abundance, more
than almost anyone you know. If you don't like the

world in which you're living, what are you going to do
about it? Imagine the world you'd like to be living in.

Close your eyes and see it clearly. Make that small,

magical gesture th^ will make great results. Light your

flame.

Move the sun.

— Tappan King

.a
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Illuminations

F/.NTASIES FOR SALE
TFie largest and oldest

science fiction/horror/

red-light district" will

have a whole new
meaning.

Christopher Karwowski

The clock has stopped in

the dark.

fantasy bookstore in the

country started out as a

12X15 cubicle on the top

of a laundrymat.

A Change of Hobbit,

located in Santa Monica,
California, now holds

seventy-five thousand
books and encompasses
forty-eight hundred
square feet. "We've ex-

panded so quickly that

we've had to move three

times," says owner
Sherry Gotlieb. "Each

time we moved, the

stoi-e grew five times its

former size."

A Change of Hobbit
also sells cards and
original artwork. They
take mail orders from all

over the world and hold

frequent "autograph par-

ties" with renowned
authors like Arthur C.

Clarke, Stephen King,

and S. P. Somtow.
The idea for the

fourteen-year-old

bookstore came about
when Gotlieb decided

that she wanted a

change of habit from her

old lifestyle. "I was sick

of being a college-

educated secretary," she

says, "so I opened
myself up a bookstore."

The size and populari-

ty of the store should

be a sign of just how
(continued- on page 19)

PAINTING THE
TOWN RED
Instead of painting the

town red with shots of

tequila and whiskey,

Richard Sandhaus, presi-

dent of Science Faction

SFC has given thus far.

They give Sandhaus "in-

teresting constraints,

which means we have to

come up with interesting

answers." However,
Sandhaus and SFC see a

T. S. Eliot

brilliant potential for laser

"sculpting and painting'

without a corporate log(

doodled on a cloud. One
of the more interesting

applications is the planned
installation next year
of a ninety foot "light

tower" at the newly
redeveloped Bay Front

Park in Miami. Thinking
on a scale a bit bigger,

Sandaus imagines large

scale performances — really

large scale, as in geomet-
rical figures rotating over
Sao Paulo, Brazil, or

oscillating walls of

light over the island of

Manhattan.

Possible future events?

They may include exhibits

at the Egyptian pyramids,

a laser reconstruction of

the Templo Mayor in

Mexico City, the

Parthenon in Greece, or

an exhibit in China.

What does Sandhaus
consider the ideal canvas
for his astounding light

performers? After a short

pause he answers: "Times
Square" (his daily view
from his 52nd Street

office), because of its

accessibility to large

crowds, and the huge
surface areas of the

surrounding skyscrapers.

Indeed, if Sandhaus has

his way, the phrase
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Corporation, uses argon
and krypton lasers to cast

everyday sights in a new
light. Fascinated since

childhood with

holograms, Sandhaus has
begun to move lasers out
of the realm of Star

Wars (and Star Wars) in-

to new areas of com-
merce and art. With a
staff of twelve dynamical-
ly creative researchers.

Science Faction constantly

pushes the limits of laser

technology, incorporating

dazzling new laser effects

which would have been
impossible only six

months prior into their

repertoire. Visitors to the

SFC offices in New York
witness stunning sights:

tunnels of light, fleeting

cages, as well as a head-
spinning thirty-second,

"top-forty" of corporate

ads designed by SFC.
Exhibits for such corp-

orations as Arco, Kodak,
and Phillips are, perhaps,
the most visible and cre-

ative performances that
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(continued from page 16)

rapidly the interest :n

science fiction and fan-

tasy is expanding. "I’f we
grow anymore," laughs

Gotlieb, "then I think I'll

have to rent out a col-

iseum!"

— Ariel Remler

"When you look into a

mirror, you do not see

your reflection— your re-

flection sees you."

— Daedalus

RED SF

When the sun sets o^'er

the frozen soil of the

Siberian tundra and the

Soviet people huddle to-

gether for warmth, where
to their thoughts drift?

Do they, like us, dream
of strange and wonderful

worlds— better, happier

places?

This is the Twilight

Zone, and here the im-

ponderables often become
concrete. A letter arrived

on our desk a few days

ago — a letter written in

friendly (if ungainly)

English from a citizen of

the Soviet Union. It said

that he'd been a lovei- of

fantastic fiction all his

life, and that he wanted
the chance to read our

magazine.

"For exchange," he

wrote, "1 send with this

letter— it is Soviet sf

cards. I hope you like

them."

We were, frankly,

impressed. The cards are

bold, imaginative, and
hold up well against

American sf illustration.

They show futuristic

spacecraft and far-away,

exotic worlds. Some
depict the achievements

of the Soviet space pro-

gram; others, achieve-

ments and events yet to

come. It's hard not to see

the similarity to American
sf's own fantasies and
dreams.

They have the same
bug we have, those

Soviets do; no one, it

seems, is immune. There's

a strange and mysterious

doorway, it seems, even

in the hearts and minds
of the children of Mother
Russia. And when that

disturbing but somehow

familiar door to the di-

mension of the imagina-

tion is open, they too

step into . . . the Twilight

Zone.

Perhaps that is the

common ground we've all

been looking for.

— Peter R. Emshwiller

"If you kill imagination,

that is a kind of long-term

suicide."

— Pierre Boulez

MOTHER WAS
AN ALIEN
When Ridley Scott's hit

film Alien was released in

1979, James Cameron was
a twenty-five-year-old

truck driver from
Chippawa, Ontario, who
wanted to make movies.

Now, seven years later,

Cameron's sequel Aliens

is an even bigger success*

than the film which in-

spired it.

How did it happen?
It wasn't a case of over-

night success. Cameron
worked his way up
through Roger Gorman's
New World Pictures,

supervised special effects

on John Carpenter's

Escape from New York,

and made his directorial

debut with Piranha 11:

The Spawning in 1983,

before he had a chance

to make The Terminiator

in 1984, a sleeper hit that

became the number one

film in the U.S. for six

weeks, and established his

reputation as a director.

Cameron went on to

write the original script

for Rambo — a script

which Stallone later re-

vised. Many critics have
said that Warrant Officer

Ripley was a sort of

"female Rambo" in Aliens.

In fact, it was the other

way around. Cameron
wrote the first draft of

Aliens before he wrote

Rambo. Ripley, in a

sense, was Rambo's
mother.

The challenge for

Cameron was to come up
with something new. "The
Freudian element was
mined more effectively in

the first film," says

Cameron. "It was a clas-

sic vulnerable female up
against a dark, malevo-
lent and very male force

— an incubus, really. And
it had a lot of violent,

twisted sexual imagery.

Ours was much more of

an action film, although

we did come up with a

battle between two fe-

males of the species that

is a completely different

and yet similarly primal

struggle."

In a sense, then,

both The Terminator and
Aliens were fairy tales

about motherhood. "But

my mother is a very nor-

mal person," says

Cameron, anticipating the

next question. "I'm sure

she's deeply disturbed by
what she's spawned."

— James Vemiere

"Only the insane take them-
selves quite seriously.'*

—Max Beerbohm

t
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Illuminations

TZ MEETS THE '80s

CBS's new Twilight Zone
series has been justly ac-

claimed for its fidelity to

the spirit of the original.

But gone are the days of

the almost minimalistic

stage sets, black and
white film, and, unfor-

tunately, Rod Serling

himself. The famous
arena for bizzarite which
a whole generation has

grown up with has finally

passed into something
*•" much stranger than the

next dimension— it has

passed into the '80s.

To compete with the

glitzy style of Dynasty
and Lifestyles of the Rich

and Famous, the look of

the new TZ has been

updated to give new
meaning to the term "eye-

catching." The viewer im-

mediately knows he's not
in for a classical reading

as soon as the forty-five-

second title sequence

begins. It's as crisp and
full of pop graphics as

any Pepsi commercial or

music video. The opener
is, in fact, a well-

produced ad for the

episodes which follow.

Besides employing the

latest in film technology

for the credits, Phil

DeGuere, executive pro-

ducer of the series, also

employed the Grateful

Dead. Yes, the very ones

who sang "Sugar Mag-
nolia" are the ones who
composed and play the

new TZ theme. For

DeGuere to take such a

chance was considered a

pretty daring move in

that Capitol of Bland

known as Hollywood.
In fact Gary

Guitierez of Colossal Pic-
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tures, designer and direc-

tor of the sequence, con-

siders DeGuere one of

TV's most progressive

producers. "Phil had a

pretty open attitude about

what the opener could

be." Guitierez remarked in

a recent On Location

magazine interview. "Any
producer who's willing to

have such an unconven-

tional approach to things,

like deciding the Grateful

Dead are the right people

to do the music, is will-

ing to have a similar

attitude about the

visuals."

DeGuere pretty much
gave Guitierez — and his

partner and collaborator.

Drew Takahashi — their

creative heads. After a

rough track from the

Dead was recorded.

Tarantulas and ghoulish

dolls were rented, crystal

balls and Rorschach ink

blots called up and high-

tech effects were con-

jured. The end result is

anything but traditional.

But DeGuere wanted to

remind those viewing of

the program's roots, so

Serling himself is shown
drifting through clouds

(of liquid nitrogen), and
a few strains of the old

TZ theme are heard just

before the image resolves

into the new series logo,

DeGuere and the

staff who created and
produced this sequence

have succeeded in bring-

ing a vintage classic into

the 80s with class, while

still retaining many of the

elements which have

given it its unique

quality.

— Chris Karwowski

"Strange, is it not? That of

the myraids who Before us

pass'd the door of Dark-
ness through. Not one
returns to tell us of the

Road, Which to discover

we must travel too."

— Edward Fitzgerald

'The twilight is the crack

betvj'een the worlds."
— Carlos Casteneda
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THE

DEAMY “HACKLES”

Andre Gide wrote: "Everything's

already been said, but since no-

body was listening, we have to start

again."

(You can use that the next time

some spud tells you it isn't worth being

a writer, because Shakespeare created

all the basic plots, and all that's left to

us is rewriting what has already been

done perfectly.)

The mistake we all make is in

assuming anybody remembers
fljij/damnthing from one day to the

next. If that were true, we'd stop get-

ting involved with approximately the

same kind of wrong lover each time,

we'd learn the lessons of history, the

death penalty would discourage those

plotting murder, and George San-

tayana's famous quote would be about

as popular as "the bee';3 knees." But few

of us keep accurate records of what

we've learned as we hobble through life

barking our shins in the dark on ex-

periences we've already had; we have

no tickler file to point out the similar

traps of Korea and Viet Nam, of Joe

McCarthy and Jerry Falwell; and as

Olin Miller has so aptly noted, "Of all

liars, the smoothest and most convinc-

ing is memory."

Thus I must rem.nd myself that

though I have written two books of

essays on the subject of television (con-

cluding that to work in television is akin

to putting in time in the Egyptian House

of the Dead), and subsequently wrote

a long essay as introduction to my 1978

collection. Strange Wine (in which I

vowed on peril of losing my immortal

soul that I would never again work in

television), there may be at least tens

of thousands of readers of this essay

who remain unaware of my loathing for

the coaxial medium, and who know not

that my going to work in November
of 1984 for CBS's revival of The
Twilight Zone caused some small, but

significant, tremor of confusion among
the faithful. After all, hadn't I inveighed

against television for a decade and
more? Hadn't I advised viewers to kick

in the picture tubes and use their sets

as planters? Hadn't I grown to be the

specter at the banquet, doomsaying
brain damage and tertiary blandness for

all of you out there sucking up them
good ole phosphor dots?

Well, you can just imagine what
happened when it was announced that

I was returning to tv, to work as

Creative Consultant on The Twilight

Zonel Such hue and cry, such sturm

und drang, such death and transfigura-

tion! You'd have thought that a simple

mention in TV Guide was more unset-

tling than The Zimmermann Telegram!

Explaining what I was doing toil-

ing for a year in the hold of the televi-

sion trireme, for those who don't re-

member (and don't give a hoot), leads

to an explanation of why I left The
Twilight Zone's employ, for those who
are delighted to see the teleplay of

"Nackles" published here. And all of it,

from joyous opening credits to shabby
fadeout, circumnavigates the core fact

that neither you nor I remember the past

and thus are condemned to repeat it.

I
worked for more than a decade in tel-

evision. I won a number of awards

doing it. The number of awards I won,
counted on the fingers of the left hand,

total more than the number of happy
days I had worked in the medium dur-

ing that period, counted on the fingers

of the right hand. And if my left hand

had suspected what my right hand was
up to, my left hand would surely have

crushed the unhappy fingers of my
right hand between the jaws of a bench
vise. But perhaps I exaggerate. I recall

at least two personal experiences that

were more unpleasant than working in

television: passing forty-eight kidney

stones in the space of eight hours

without benefit of anaesthesia, and a

sigmoidoscopy that left me walking

funny for a week. Writing television

ranks right in there somewhere.
The angst comes not from the ac-

tual vfriting, which is usually pleasur-

able— as long as one selects shows on
which one can work with a sense of

craft, art, and honor— but from fighting

the soul-crushing apparat placed be-

tween creators and viewers by net-

works, studios, production companies
and their feckless apparatchiks. By the

time anything one has written gets on
the little screen, the misery one has been

put through has flensed even the joy

of the writing, and all one is left with

is money. Which is what they pay you
for — the privilege of telling you that

they know how to write what you've

written better than you can. One never

asks: if you can do it so much better,

schmuck, why don't you just do itl One
never asks, for answer came there none.

But early in November of 1984, I

received a call from Jim Crocker, who
identified himself as Supervising Pro-

ducer of The Twilight Zone, then be-

ing readied for a September 1985 revival

on CBS. He said TZ wanted to pur-

chase rights to my story "Shatterday"

for teleplay adaptation by then-

freelancer Alan Brennert (soon ta be Ex-

ecutive Story Consultant Brennert). I

told him to forget it. He asked my why.
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I told him that it had nothing to do
with Alan who was/is a friend of

mine— and, in fact, is the only writer

working in television to whom I ha2
ever voluntarily given permission to

adapt one of my stories. I said I thought

Alan would likely do a spiffy job with
"Shatterday." But I said no; I wanted
nothing to do with TV, and had seen

enough of my work crippled to last me
a lifetime.

That led us into a conversation

during the course of which I unloaded
all my long-gathered thoughts about
why fantasy so seldom worked when
transferred to the video screen. It was
a long chat, and when I was finished

lecturing, Jim said he and the Executive

Producer, Philip DeGuere, had put
together a "bible" of guidelines for

writers intending to work on the series,

complete with story-outlines. He asked
me if Id mind taking a look at it, to

give him and DeGuere my feelings

about whether they were on the right

track or not.

I said yes. Mostly because Jim
Crocker is one of the most decejit, char-

ming men I have ever met. Honest and
talented and compassionate to a fault,

Crocker's patience in listening to my
babble, and his genuine sense of con-

cern that TZ be done properly, had won
me completely. So I said yes. I'd look
at the "bible."

A messenger delivered it later that

day from the studio where TZ had its

offices, the CBS Studio Center lot very
near my home. It is now called the

MTM Studios, but to me it will always
be Four Star, because it was there in

the early Sixties that I had my first suc-

cesses in television, writing Burke's Law.
But 1 digress.

I read the "bible" and a day or so
later called Crocker to give him my
comments about the proposed stories to

be filmed. I was not entirely laudatory.

In fact, when Jim tells this part of the

story the words brutal, barbaric and of-

fensive are prominently featured.

Nonetheless, he suggested it would
be a salutary thing for him and
DeGuere to meet me, to discuss further

the opinions I'd ventured . . . and to try

a little harder to get me to cough up
the rights to "Shatterday." I said, sure,

why not, but it was unlikely that I'd

change my mind.

On November 6th, DeGuere and
Crocker came to my home and we sat

in the Art Deco Dining Pavilion for

three hours, with Crocker silently smil-

ing at the first confrontation between
me and the legendary DeGuere. I have
heard Jim equate the meeting with that

held by Pope Leo I and Attila the Hun

at the gates of Rome in the year 452.

I liked DeGuere at once.

By the time they left, I had not on-
ly agreed to let Alan do "Shatterday,"

but I had agreed to write an original

story for the show.

Well, one thing led to another.

Like you, I forgot the lessons of

the past. I was so charmed by Crocker
and DeGuere, so filled with hubris that

I, alone of all the wretches crawling

across this planet, had the special

wisdom to bring superlative fantasy to

the small screen, that I allowed myself
to be seduced. No other word works
as well. I was seduced. By respect, and
friendship, by the challenge, and by that

"It is not
whimsical that the

Falwells and
Swaggerts and
Meeses of the

world seek to burn
books: they
correctly perceive

them to be
dangerous.

"

smooth, convincing liar, memory.
On December 3rd, 1984, after ten

years away from the medium, I ac-

cepted a position as Creative Consul-
tant to The Twilight Zone, working for

CBS, at a staggering weekly salary that

within a few months totally eradicated

the $45,000 debt under which I had
been bending for several years. Bread,

I had discovered, no longer cost 13c a

loaf; and 37c no longer bought a tank
of gas; and one forgets how nice it is

not having to consider selling one's

record collection to make the mortgage
payment.

On November 26th, 1985 — a Tues-
day-one year after going onboard TZ,
I resigned from the series. But for that

year of employment (the longest job I've

ever held in my entire life) I did not
work in television, rather I was permit-
ted to caper and whistle through
Camelot.

Working with DeGuere and
Crocker, Alan Brennert and Story
Editor Rockne O'Bannon, Producer
Harvey Frand and Barbara Sigg and Ja-

nien Rotundo and Patrice Messina and
Ken Swor and Paul Deason and all the

rest of the loonies who were drawn in-

to that dream of excellence we all held

for what TZ could be . . . was one of

the happiest times of my life.

It was by no means all lightness

and joy and iTeedom to create. There
were days and nights of genuine hor-

ror, of pain suffered by one or another
of our little cadre that was a nasty

palliative to our cockeyed camaraderie
and the sweetly exhausting months of

round-the-clock work. But we learned

each other's v^eaknesses and annoying
habits; and we opted either to live with
them, or to put each other against the

wall and shout back, “Stop doing that

or I will nail your forehead to a coffee
table!" We grinned at each other con-
stantly, knowing that not only were we
privileged to lie at just the right spot

to make history, but knowing that we
knew it; that we could enjoy it as it

was happening, rather than looking

back ten years to say, "That was a ter-

rific, special time."

And if the first season's shows were
not all of the caliber of Nightcrawlers

and Wordplay, of Her Pilgrim Soul and
Profile in Silver, of One Life, Furnished
in Early Poverty and Cold Reading, at

least — given the network interference,

that damnable eight o'clock time-slot on
Friday nights, .and a million budget and
production problems that no viewer can
ever know — we went at the job with
bared fangs and high skill and true love.

I have no regrets about working that

year in the bowels of the beast televi-

sion. And would have happily gone on
to a second season, ratings be damned.

So why, the impatient reader asks

after all this history and bonhomie, did

the hardcore-unemployable Ellison walk
off the best job he'd ever had?

In a word: Nackles.

Under the pseudonym "Curt Clark,"

the brilliar t novelist Donald West-
lake wrote, and saw published in the

January 1964 issue of The Magazine of
Fantasy & Science Fiction, a nasty little

Christmas horror story titled "Nackles."

It was reprinted only once, in the 1967
Ace paperback anthology New Worlds

of Fantasy, edited by Terry Carr.

In the Fall of 1984, before I came
on the show, Hugo and Nebula winner
George R. R. Martin brought the story

to the attention of DeGuere. George's
excellent novel The Armageddon Rag
had been optioned as a feature film by
DeGuere several years earlier, and they
had become fritmds. It was natural that

when Phil signed to do TZ that he
would solicit vmrk from George; and
George sent him Xerox copies of the

story; and Phil optioned it for George
to turn into a teleplay for the show.
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I don't think either of them knew that

"Curt Clark" was a heavyweight like

Westlake, as Don had used the pseu-

donym infrequently. (Few alive today

remember Anarchaos, a 40<t Ace
original novel, 1967, though it is a swell

little thriller.)

By the time 1 came to TZ, George

had noodled the idea that formed the

core of "Nackles" to a point where he

could write it up as a story outline. 1

had had success adapting Stephen King's

"Gramma"— a difficult and enjoyable

job— and was busily writing both the

short story and the teleplay of "Paladin

of the Lost Hour" wh«'n George's treat-

ment came in.

Those of you who have read

"Nackles" in its print medium incarna-

tion, will perceive that what works on

the page would not work on the screen.

The core idea, the anti-Santa, was so

strong, that it obliterated the rest of the

story for visual adaptation. George,

who at that time had had very little

experience with the script idiom, though

he has gone on to do some excellent

teleplays and is now Story Editor on

TZ, stubbed his toe on the piece, and

no one (George included) was par-

ticularly happy with the result.

At the same time, we were trying

to breathe life into an idea submitted

by a writer named Bi-yce Maritano; a

story about an Elvis imitator who goes

back in time to meel: The King. The
story meetings we held, in which we
sat for hours trying to make either silk

purses out of sow's ears or sow's ears

out of silk purses, invariably foundered

on Maritano's story, "The Once and

Future King." It was a touching, dan-

gerous concept, but Maritano didn't

seem to know where to go with it.

There was talk of pul ting the story in

abeyance, but with one of those rare

insights my wife refi!rs to as "dumb
luck," I said to DeGuere, "Jeezus, what

dummies we are! One of the basic pro-

blems of this script is that Maritano

doesn't have the feel for rock'n'roll. He's

even got Elvis playing an electric guitar,

and everybody knows Presley played

only acousticals. Give the story to

George. He's perfect for it. He's got the

smarts for this one if anybody has!"

So George was relieved of "Nackles"

and went on to write a killer segment

based on the Maritano idea, the

premiere show of th(.“ second season.

But we still needed someone to

write "Nackles' for the special Christmas

show. Since it was my big mouth that

had freed the job for a new writer, and
since it was my big mouth that ven-

tured ways in which Westlake's

gruesome little bon met could be altered

to work visually, it was into my big

mouth that Crocker, O'Bannon,
DeGuere and Brennert wadded the

script.

It was Summer before I got to it.

I began by doing research. Richard

Finkelstein, Director, Bureau of Client

Fraud Investigation, New York City

Human Resources Administration, spent

several hours on the long distance phone

with me, explaining how the welfare

setup worked these days in Manhattan.

Then I went back to all the stories I'd

written about tenement life in New
York, and refreshed the recollections,

the smells and sounds.

Understand: 1 am no part of the

shared delusion that if one merely enter-

tains with television, that it is a job

worthy unto itself. Entertain, yes! That

goes without saying. But a good writer

does that automatically, it's built into

the machine. Telling a thumpingly good,

mesmerizing story is what one does

without question. But beyond that, any

writer worth his/her hire knows that

all writing, one way or another, is

subversive. It is guerrilla warfare against

the status quo. It is not whimsical that

the Falwells and Swaggerts and Meeses

of the world seek to burn books: they

correctly perceive them to be dangerous.

Kafka tells us, "I believe that we should

read only those books that bite and

sting us. If a book we are reading does

not rouse us with a blow to the head,

then why read it?" So should it be with

television, a medium so powerful that

it can change our cultural values in a

generation. But it isn't so. And televi-

sion is merely entertainment, at best;

for the most part it is as memorable

and meaningful as what Aquinas called
'

"a fart in the wind." Writing, done well,

after the entertainment part has been

taken care of, should be journalism.

And I am one with Joseph Pulitzer,

who said, "The purpose of journalists

should be to afflict the comfortable."

So, for Christmas, I turned

"Nackles" into a statement on bigotry

and racism. You read it, and see if it

is a strong statement. It was certainly

intended to be strong. To sit between

a remake of that gentle Yuletide fable

The Night of the Meek and Alan Bren-

nert's adaptation of Arthur C. Clarke's

"The Star" in a tripartite holiday

package that would make a viewing ex-

perience no one would soon forget.

My first draft teleplay was handed
in on July 15th, 1985 and by September

25th, when I had completed a rewrite,

we knew we had something in the oven

that might be difficult to get past the

network, but if it could be done . . .

gangbusters!

I sent the script to Don Westlake,

to get his feeling about it, and on Oc-

tober 25th he wrote me (in part): "Okay.

In fact, okay! It's different, God knows,

but it would have to be, wouldn't it?

When this idea first came along, I said

to myself, well, if they want to, but I

don't think it's possible. I looked at the

story again at that time, and it seemed

to me it wasn't a story at all, it was
just an essay with incidents. I wouldn't

have had the slightest idea how to turn

it into a real-life narrative, and I'm

amazed that you not only believed there

was a way, but found it."

I felt like a million bucks.

A final draft was handed in on

Novefnber 3rd, followed by a "revised

final" on the 13th of that month.

Christmas was coming at us steadily,

and we had to get moving or we'd never

get the segment into that triple-play

package. Another revised draft:

November 14th. A third revised final:

November 20th.

For some time on the show,

DeGuere and Crocker and Harvey
Frand and Alan and Rock had been try-

ing to convince me that I should try

my hand at directing. I'd resisted,

because I'm a writer, and that's what

I like to do. But in the course of the

season I'd seen so many lame directors

mess up so many sweet scripts, that by

the middle of November I was con-

vinced a talented mollusk could direct

decently. So on the 21st I told Harvey
and Jim 1 wanted to direct "Nackles."

It was a short script, perhaps only

eleven minutes long as it would finally

be aired, and it had gone through all

the personnel at CBS programming, as

well as the L.A.-based CBS Standards

& Practices people. They'd seen it as

a dangerous script, but we'd bartered

a word here, an epithet there, and it

(continued on page 88)
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You'd better watch out.

You'd better not cry.

Nacklea, is coming to town.

by Donald E. Westlake
ILLUSTRATION BY TREVOR IRVIN

D
id God create man,
or does Man create

gods? I don't know,
and if it hadn't been
for my rotten brother-

in-law the question

would never have come
up. My late brother-in-

law? Nackles knows.
It all depends, you

see, like the chicken and the egg, on
which came first. Did God exist before
Man first thought of Him, or didn't

He? If not, if Man creates his gods,
then it follows that Man must create

the devils, too.

Nearly every god, you know, has
his corresponding devil. Good and
Evil. The polytheistic ancients, prolific

in the creation (?) of gods and god-
desses, always worked up nearly
enough Evil ones to cancel out the

Good, but not quite. The Greeks,
those incredible supermen, combined
Good and Evil in each of their gods.
In Zoroaster, Ahura Mazda, being
Good, is ranged forever against the
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Evil one, Ahriman. And we ourselves

know God and Satan.

But of course it's entirely possible

I have nothing to worry about. It all

depends on whether Santa Claus is or
is not a god. He certainly seems like

a god. Consider; He is omniscient: he
knows every action of every child, for

good or evil. At least on Christmas
Eve he is omnipresent, everywhere at

once. He administers justice tempered
with mercy. He is superhuman, or at

least non-human, though conceived of

as having a human shape. He is aided
by a corps of assistants who do not
have completely human shapes. He re-

wards Good and punishes Evil. And,
most important, he is believed in ut-

terly by several million people, most
of them under the age of ten. Is there

any qualification for godhood that

Santa Claus does not possess?

And even the non-believers give

him lip-service. He has surely taken
over Christmas; his effigy is every-

where, but where are the manger and
the Christ child? Retired rather for-
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lornly to the nave. (Santa's power is

growing, too. Slowly but surely he is

usurping Chanukah as well.)

Santa Claus is a god. He's no less

a god than Ahura Mazda, or Odin, or

Zeus. Think of the white beard, the

chariot pulled through the air by a

breed of animal which doesn't ordi-

narily fly, the prayers (requests for

gifts) which are annually mailed to

him and which so baffle the Post Of-
fice, the specially-garbed priests in all

the department stores. And don't gods

reflect their creators' (?) society? The
Greeks had a huntress goddess, and
gods of agriculture and war and love.

What else would we have but a god
of giving, or merchandising, and of

consumption? Secondary gods of ear-

lier times have been stout, but surely

Santa Claus is the first fat primary
god. -

And wherever there is a god,

mustn't there sooner or later be a devil?

Which brings me back to my
brother-in-law, who's to blame for

whatever happens now. My brother-

in-law Frank is— or was — a very mean
and nasty man. Why I ever let him
marry my sister I'll never know. Why
Susie wanted to marry him is an even

greater mystery. I could just shrug and
say Love Is Blind, I suppose, but that

wouldn't explain how she fell in love

with him in the first place.

Frank is — or was—
I just don't

know what tense to use. The present,

hopefully. Frank is a very handsome
man in his way, big and brawny, full

of vitality. A football player; hero in

college and defensive linebacker for

three years in pro ball, till he did

some sort of irreparable damage to his

left knee, which gave him a limp and
forced him to find some other way to

make a living.

Ex-football players tend to be-

come insurance salesmen; I don't

know why. Frank followed the form,

and became an insurance salesman.

Because Susie was then a secretary for

the same company, they soon became
acquainted.

Was Susie dazzled by the ex-hero,

so big and handsome? She's never

been the type to dazzle easily, but we
can never fully know what goes on in-

side the mind of another human being.

For whatever reason, she decided she

was in love with him.

So they were married, and five

weeks later he gave her her first black

eye. And the last, though it mightn't

have been since Susie tried to keep me
from finding out. 1 was to go over for

dinner that night, but at eleven in the

morning she called the auto showroom
where I work, to tell me she had a

headache and we'd have to postpone
the dinner. But she sounded so upset

that I knew immediately something
was wrong, so I took a demonstration
car and drove over, and when she

opened the front door there was the

shiner.

I got the story out of her slowly,

Nackles is to

Santa Claus what
Satan is to

God, what Ahriman
is to Ahura
Mazda, what the

North Wind is to

the South.

Nackles is

the new Evil.

in fits and starts. Frank, it seemed,
had a terrible temper. She wanted to

excuse him because he was forced to

be an insurance salesman when he
really wanted to be out there on the

gridiron again, but I want to be Presi-

dent and I'm an automobile salesman
and / don't go around giving women
black eyes. So I decided it was up to

me to let Frank know he wasn't to

vent his pique on my sister any more.
Unfortunately, I am five feet sev-

en inches tall and weigh one hundred
thirty-four pounds, with the Sunday
Times under my arm. Were I just to

give Frank a piece of my mind, he'd

surely give me a black eye to go with
my sister's. Therefore, that afternoon

I bought a regulation baseball bat, and
carried it with me when I went to see

Frank that night.

He opened the door himself and
snarled, "What do you want?"

In answer, I poked him with the

end of the bat, just above the belt to

knock the wind out of him. Then,
having unethically gained the upper
hand, I clouted him five or six times

more, and then stood over him to say,

"The next time you hit my sister I

won't let you off so easy." After which
I took Susie home to my place for

dinner.

After which I was Frank's best

friend.

People like that are so impossible

to understand. Until the baseball bat

episode, Frank had nothing for me but

undisguised contempt. But once I'd

knocked the stuffing out of him, he

was my comriide for life. And I'm sure

it was sincere:; he would have given

me the shirt off his back, had I

wanted it, which I didn't.

(Also, by the way, he never hit

Susie again. He still had the bad tem-

per, but he took it out in throwing

furniture out windows or punching

dents in walls or going downtown to

start a brawl in some bar. 1 offered to

train him out of maltreating the house
and furniture as I had trained him out

of maltreating his wife, but Susie said

no, that Frank had to let off steam

and it would be worse if he was
forced to bottle it all up inside him,

so the baseball bat remained in

retirement.)

Then came the children, three of

them in as many years. Frank Junior

came first, and then Linda Joyce, and
finally Stewart. Susie had held the

forlorn hope that fatherhood would
settle Frank to some extent, but quite

the reverse was true. Shrieking babies,

smelly diapers, disrupted sleep, and
distracted wives are trials and tribula-

tions to any man, but to Frank they

were— like everything else in his life —
the last straw.

He became, in a word, worse.

Susie restrained him I don't know how
often from doing some severe damage
to a squalling infant, and as the

children grew toward the age of rea-

son Frank's expressed attitude toward
them was that their best move would
be to find a v/ay to become invisible.

The children, of course, didn't like

him very much, but then who did?

Last Christmas Was when it started.

Junior was six then, and Linda

Joyce was five, and Stewart four, so

all were old enough to have heard of

Santa Claus and still young enough to

believe in him. Along around Octo-

ber, when the' Christmas season was
beginning, Frank began to use Santa

Claus's displeasure as a weapon to

keep the children "in line"— his phrase

for keeping them mute and immobile
and terrified. Jdany parents, of course,

try to enforce obedience the same
way: "If you're bad, Santa Claus won't

bring you any presents." Which, all

things considered, is a negative and
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passive sort of punishment, wishy-

washy in comparsion with fire and
brimstone and such. In the old days,

Santa Claus would tnjat bad children

a bit more scornfully, leaving a lump
of coal in their stockings in lieu of

presents, but I suppose the Depression

helped to change that. There are times

and situations when a lump of coal is

nothing to sneer at.

In any case, an absence of pres-

ents was too weak a punishment for

Frank's purposes, so last Christmas-

time he invented Nackles.

Who is Nackles? Nackles is to

Santa Claus what Satan is to God,
what Ahriman is to Ahura Mazda,
what the North Wind is to the South
Wind. Nackles is the new Evil.

I think Frank really enjoyed

creating Nackles; he gave so much
thought to the details of him. Accord-

ing to Frank, and as I remember it,

this is Nackles: Very very tall and
very very thin. Dressed all in black,

with a gaunt grey face and deep black

eyes. He travels through an intricate

series of tunnels under the earth, in a

black chariot on rails, pulled by an

octet of dead-white goats.

And what does Nackles do?

Nackles lives on the fl(?sh of little boys
and girls. (This is what Frank was tell-

ing his children; can you believe it?)

Nackles roams back and forth under
the earth, in his dark tunnels darker

than subway tunnels, pulled by the

eight dead-white goats, and he searches

for little boys and girls to stuff into

his big black sack and carry away and
eat. Santa Claus is stronger than

Nackles, and keeps a protective shield

around little children, so Nackles can't

get at them.

But when little children are bad,

it hurts Santa Claus, cind weakens the

shield Santa Claus has placed around
them, and if they keej? on being bad,

pretty soon there's no shield left at all,

and on Christmas Eve instead of Santa

Claus coming down out of the sky
with his bag of pi-esents Nackles

comes up out of the ground with his

bag of emptiness, and stuffs the bad
children in, and whisks them away to

his dark tunnels and the eight dead-

white goats.

Frank was very proud of his in-

vention, actually proud of it. He not

only used Nackles to threaten his chil-

dren every time they fiad the temerity

to come within range of his vision, he

also spread the story around to others.

He told me, and his neighbors, and
people in bars, and people he went to

see in his job as insurance salesman.

I don't know how many people he

told about Nackles, though I would
guess it was well over a hundred. And
there's more than one Frank in this

world; he told me from time to time

of a client or neighbor or bar-crony

who had heard the story of Nackles

and then said, "By God, that's great.

That's what I’ve been needing, to keep
my brats in line."

Thus Nackles was created, and
thus Nackles was promulgated. And
would any of the unfortunate children

thus introduced to Nackles believe in

this Evil Being any less than they

believed in Santa Claus? Of course

not.

This all happened, as I say, last

Christmastime. Frank invented Nackles,

used him to further intimidate his

already-intimidated children, and
spread the story of him to everyone

he met. On Christmas Day last year

I'm sure there was more than one
child in this town who was relieved

and somewhat surprised to waken the

same as usual, in his own trundle bed,

and to find the presents downstairs

beneath the tree, proving that Nackles

had been kept away yet another year.

Nackles lay dormant, so far as

Frank was concerned, from De-
cember 25th of last year until this

October. Then, with the sights and
sounds of Christmas again in the land,

back came Nackles, as fresh and vi-

cious as ever. "Don't expect me to

stop him!" Frank would shout. "When
he comes up out of the ground the

night before Christmas to carry you
away in his bag, don't expect any help

from me!”

It was worse this year than last.

Frank wasn't doing as well financially

as he'd expected, and then early in

November Susie discovered she was
pregnant again, and what with one

thing and another Frank was headed
for a real peak of ill-temper. He
screamed at the children constantly,

and the name of Nackles was never

far from his tongue.

Susie did what she could to coun-

teract Frank's bad influence, but he

wouldn't let her do much. All through

November and December he was
home more and more of the time,

because the Christmas season is the

wrong time to sell insurance anyway
and also because he was hating the

job more every day and thus giving it

less of his time. The more he hated

the job, the worse his temper became,
and the more he drank, and the worse
his limp got, and the louder were his

shouts, and the more violent his refer-

ences to Nackles. It just built and built

and built, and reached its crescendo

on Christmas Eve, when some small

or imagined infraction of one of the

children — Stewart, I think — resulted in

Frank's pulling all the Christmas pres-

ents from all the closets and stowing

them all in the car to be taken back
to the stores, because this Christmas

for sure it wouldn't be Santa Claus

who would be visiting this house, it

would be Nackles.

By the time Susie got the children

to bed, everyone in the house was a

nervous wreck. The children were too

frightened to sleep, and Susie was too

unnerved herself to be of much help

in soothing them. Frank, who had
taken »to drinking at home lately, had
locked himself in the bedroom with a

bottle.

It was nearly eleven o'clock be-

fore Susie got the children all quieted

down, and then she went out to the

car and brought all the presents back
in and ranged them under the tree.

Then, not wanting to see or hear her

husband any more that night — he was
like a big spoiled child throwing a

tantrum — she herself went to sleep on
the living-room sofa.

Frank Junior awoke her in the

morning, crying, "Look, Mama!
Nackles didn't come, he didn't come!"

And pointed to the presents she'd

placed under the tree.

The other two children came
down shortly after, and Susie and the

youngsters sat on the floor and
opened the presents, enjoying them-

selves as much as possible, but still

with restraint. There were none of the

usual squeals of childish pleasure; no
-one wanted Daddy to come storming

downstairs in one of his rages. So the

children contented themselves with
ear-to-ear smiles and whispered ex*

clamations, and after a while Susie

.a
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lUCKLES
made breakfast, and the day carried

along as pleasantly as could be ex-

pected under the circumstances.

It was a little after twelve that

Susie began to worry about Frank's

non-appearance. She braved herself to

go up and knock on the locked door
and call his name, but she got no
answer, not even the expected snarl,

so just around one o'clock she called

me and I hurried on over. I rapped
smartly on the bedroom door, got no
answer, and finally I threatened to

break the door in if Frank didn't open
up. When I still got no answer, break
the door in I did.

And Frank, of course, was gone.

The police say he ran away, de-

serted his family, primarily because of

Susie's fourth pregnancy. They say he

went out the window and dropped to

the back yard, so Susie wouldn't see

him and try to stop him. And they

say he didn't take the car because he

was afraid Susie would hear him start

the engine.

That all sounds reasonable, doesn't

it? Yet I just can't believe Frank would
walk out on Susie without a lot of

shouting about it first. Nor that he

would leave his car, which he was
fonder of than his wife and children.

But what's the alternative? There's

only one I can think of: Nackles.

I would rather not believe that. I

would rather not believe that Frank,

in inventing Nackles and spreading

word of him, made him real. I would
rather not believe that Nackles actual-

ly did visit my sister's house on
Christmas Eve.

But did he? If so, he couldn't

have carried off any of the children,

for a more subdued and better-

behaved trio of youngsters you won't

find anywhere. But Nackles, being

brand-new and never having had a

meal before, would need somebody.

Somebody to whom he was real,

somebody nol protected by the shield

of Santa Claus. And, as 1 say, Frank
was drinking that night. Alcohol
makes the brain believe in the exist-

ence of all sorts of things. Also, Frank
was a spoiled child if there ever was
one.

There's no question but that

Frank Junior and Linda Joyce and
Stewart believe in Nackles. And Frank

spread the gospel of Nackles to others,

some of whom spread it to their own
children. And some of whom will

spread the new Evil to other parents.

And ours is a mobile society, with

families constantly being transferred to

Daddy's comp.any from one end of the

country to another, so how long can
it be before Nackles is a power not

only in this ore city, but all across the

nation?

I don't know if Nackles exists, or

will exist. All 1 know for sure is that

there's suddenly a new level of mean-
ing in the lyric of that popular Christ-

mas song. You know the one 1 mean:
You'd better watch out.

Congratulates
Magazine

FJARLAN ELLISON
on his Hugo Award for Best Novelette for

"Paladin of the Lost Hour"
(The Twilight Zone Magazine, December 1985)

and salutes these 1985 Hugo Award Winners:

BEST NOVEL:
BEST NOVELLA:
BEST SHORT STORY:
BEST NON-FICTION:
BEST DRAMATIC PRESENTATION
BEST PROFESSIONAL ARTIST:
BEST SEMI-PROZINE:
BEST FANZINE:
BEST FAN WRITER:
BEST FAN ARTIST:

Ender's Game by Orson Scott Card
"24 Views of Mount Fuji, by Hokusai" by Roger Zelazny

"Fermi and Frost" by Frederik Pohl
Science Made Stupid by Tom Weller

Back to the Future

Michael Whelan
Locus, edited by Charles N. Brown

Lan's Lantern, edited by George Laskowski
Mike Glyer

Joan Hanke-Woods
The John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer:

Melissa Scott
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NACKLES
BY HARLAN ELLISON
Suggested by the short story by Donald E. Westlake.

EDITOR'S NOTE: As a special holiday bonus for

our readers, we've included two versions of Harlan

Ellison's teleplay of Nackles. Version One, dated

November 1985, was originally scheduled to air as

part of a Christmas episode for the first season.

Version Two, dated July 1986, is a revised

production script with added scenes written in

response to objections from CBS Standards and
Practices. As an extra behind-the-scenes treat, Ellison

has also included offstage dialogue written for the

script, which is normally not included in published

scripts.
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The door buzzer rings and keeps on ringing. Podey grabs

for the inner door, chuckling despicably, and lets himself

into the building projrer. As he passes through we see a

stairway.

6.INTERIOR TENEMENT STAIRWELL DAY
LOW ANGLE TILTING UP PAST PODEY IN F.G.

Looking up the stairv/ell. Like that shot in Orson Welles'

The Magnificent Ambersons, enabling us to rack focus so

we see the three landings above us, and the ceiling. A dirty

skylight permits only ominous shadowy light to filter

down. Everything is in twilight here, even at high noon.
And we hear the o.s. sound of a group of children talking,

but we cannot make out what they're discussing. It comes
from overhead.

7. MOVING SHOT WITH PODEY HAND-HELD
as he begins to climb. We go with him. He moves fast for

a man with such bulk. It is important that he move swiftly.

As he rounds onto the second-floor landing, the door at

the turn, with the numbers 202, opens and a middle-aged

black woman, Mrs. Washington, stands there looking

expectant.

MR:5. WASHINGTON
You the man from the carpets. . .?

Podey keeps moving past her. This dialogue must be fast,

even as he surges past her door, turns and climbs to the

third floor.

PODEY
Wrong apartment. You don't get anything.

MRS. WASHINGTON
(hopes dashed)

But you said . . .

PODEY
(casually mean)

Yeah, well . .
. people lie, lady.

(half beat)

Merry Christmas.

And he's gone, around the bend and up the stairs. Hold
a beat on the poor v/oman's expression of loss. Just one
more shitty lie to add to the lifetime supply.

8. THIRD ROOR L/iNDING
as Podey comes up tJie stairs fast. Four kids between the

ages of eight and ele^^en are sitting in the middle of the

floor with some robot toys — Gobots, Transformers,

etc — and playing. Two little black boys, and an obviously

Puerto Rican girl and boy. Chatting. Low, so we don't need
to hear what they're saying, but the word Christmas is

heard a few times. Podey hits the landing, brushes past

them, not being too careful about stepping on toys. They
grab them out of the way of his big feet with panic.

9. UP ANGLE PAST KIDS STAIRWAY
as Podey climbs the last flight to the fourth floor. They
watch, silently. One little kid in particular — for fast identi-

fication let's call him Pooch — holds our interest. He's about
eleven, small but very neat, handsome kid with big eyes

and intelligence in his face. He watches with uncommon
interest.

(continued on page 89)

(Supplementary dialogue: to be vaguely heard off-camera)

POOCH
I been thinking and thinking about Christmas
since summer. You know why? Cause my
momma and my poppa save up all year for

that, and I know just what I want.

PUERTO RICAN GIRL
What'chu gonna get for Chris'mas, Pooch?
Betch they give you some clothes. They
always give me clothes. I want—

POOCH
I thought you asked me what I want for

Christmas, not you?!?

PUERTO RICAN GIRL
Okay, okay, you! What they gonna give you?

POOCH
A bicycle. Ten speed with a real heavy lock

so's no one can steal it when I lock it up.
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Trapped in a world of silence, Gordy
found a way to touch the world

around him.

by Charles L Grant
ILLUSTRATION BY THERESA KING

M y Grampa, before he

died, used to call me
his little Pathfinder. I

thought that was funny,

and for a long time I really didn't

know what it meant. But I think 1 do
now. 1 think he meant that by the

time 1 got to be almost eleven, 1 was
pretty good at looking at different

things better than most people so I

could tell what they were saying, and
almost tell what they were thinking.

Sorta like being in a forest and look-

ing for the path that's the right way
to go.

After a while, 1 hardly ever got

lost.

My Mom used to say it was
because she taught me right.

My sister said it was because I

was a freak.

My Mom was wrong.
I don't know yet about Lilly.

'

Because it started one night when
1 was sitting on the floor in the living

room, watching television. It was past

my bedtime, but my Dad said it was
okay because it was a special program

for the whole family and I should see

it and maybe I could learn something
from it.

He was on the couch with my
Mom, like always. She was working
on her needlepoint — I think it was for

a pillow or something, she was always
doing stuff like that — and he had the

newspaper, and my big sister was
behind me in the fat chair with all the

little gold buttons on it — she was put-

ting gunk on her nails that smelled so

bad it stunk up the whole house.

Which was too bad because our
house has pretty neat smells all on its

own — the wood and the polish and
the drapes in the dining room and the

cool damp down in the cellar and the

warm dry up in the attic; it's an old

house. Dad says it's gonna come down
one of these days from hanging
around since the Civil War, but I

loved it because there were great

places to hide, and great places to

play, and most of all because -it made
me feel safe when there were storms
outside.

Anyway, a commercial came on.
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and I looked over in time to see Mom
say, Len, don’t you think he ought to

be in bed?

Dad looked over the top of the

paper and shook his head. Let him
stay up a while, okay, Jean? It won't

kill him to go to bed late this once.

Well, Mom didn't like it. I could

tell from the way her mouth got all

tight and straight, but when she saw
me looking she gave me a big smile

that said she wasn't going to make a

fuss, a smile that lasted until my big

sister said something, and then all of

a sudden she got super mad.
Go to your room!
I didn't look over my shoulder.

Right now, Lilly. Go to your
room!

I didn't have to.
^

Instead, I looked back at the tele-

vision and saw a whole herd of things

like striped deer with skinny legs and
big horns running across the biggest

field I'd every seen in my life. There
must have been a million of them, and
there was a big lion chasing them fast-

er than the wind. My hands were in

my lap, and they were dancing around
like they always do when I'm excited,

because 1 couldn't wait to see what
that old lion was going to do.

That's when 1 heard, "Gordy."

I didn't move a muscle. I blinked

real fast a lot of times, but I didn't

move a muscle.

"Gordy," something said again,

and the word, it was my name, tick-

led my ears.

I guess I must've looked real

stupid or scared or something, because

suddenly, before I knew what was go-

ing on. Dad picked me up and held

me, looking at me real serious and
sad. Then he said to my Mom, All

right, I’m sorry, okay? How was I

supposed to know they were going to

show the kill?

When 1 finally figured out what
was going on, I shook my head and
got my hands free. It didn’t scare me.

Daddy. I just heard my name, that’s

all.

He got even sadder then, and
even though I kept trying to tell him
it was all right and I really and truly

wanted to see more about the animals,

he carried me right upstairs, rubbing

my back and brushing my hair with

his hand and 1 could feel his lips mov-
ing against my ear. 1 could feel Mom
behind us too, but I didn't see her un-

til I was undressed and in bed. Then
she kissed me goodnight, and turned

out the light, and closed the door.

I wanted to get up.

I wanted to find out what I had
heard, or if it was only my imag-

ination

If it was my imagination, which
everybody tells me is a pretty good
one when it doesn't get me into trou-

ble which is a lot of times actually,

then everything would be okay be-

cause it was only my imagination and
I could play with it then.

If I really heard
my name, that

would be the

scariest thing

ever in my life.

Because I haven't

heard anything,

not a single

thing, since I

was born.

But if I heard it, if I really heard

my name, then that would be scary,

the scariest thing ever in my life.

Because I haven't heard anything, not

a single thing, since I was born.

I didn't get up, though, because

thinking about it so much made me
tired, and before I knew it I fell

asleep.

I dreamed about lions and tigers

and gorillas and snakes and all those

guys there in the jungle, who did what
I told them because I was Gordon,
King of the Beasts.

The only bad thing was, I didn't

hear them say my name.

T he next day since it was Saturday

I stayed in bed late. That was
nice. No school, no books, no old

Mrs. Witch-face Quisteresky showing
me with her chicken-hands the right

way to use signing even though she

knew I could sometimes do it better

with my eyes, and my head, and the

way I could wrinkle my nose and my
mouth.

She was always so serious she

was no fun at all.

I guess nobody ever told her that

sometimes you had to make it all- a

game or else you start crying.

Anyway, she wasn't around to

scold me, so I got up when I wanted
to, got dressed, and went downstairs

to the kitchen, the place where the sun

touched the house first and even on
rainy days made everything look clean

and yellow.

Lilly was there.

She was eating toast and listening

to the radio, and when she saw me
she smiled and blew me a kiss. That

meant Mom was in the room, around

the door by the refrigerator. I smiled

and blew her a kiss back because Dad
said that she was at a hard time in her

life, becoming a woman and all, and
she needed all our support. I don't

know what he meant by that. She

wasn't a woman, she was my sister,

and she didn't need any help being

that.

I do know she was a pain, and
she didn't like me, and she wished

every night that she had a different

brother.

Once, a Icng time ago when I

was a little kid, I tried to tell her that

I was sorry 1 was the way I am, and
I didn't mean to hurt her because she

was my sister and I loved her.

She started to cry, and she hit me
and ran away.

I never tried again.

But I blew her a kiss that morn-
ing, and gave Mom a kiss when I saw
her, and ate my breakfast and went

outside to play. I didn't pay any atten-

tion when I "bought I heard the

refrigerator say, "Gordy."

I didn't know, see, if what I heard

was a true thing:, because when I tried

to listen to the robins and the blue

jays and the sparrows, all I heard was
silence.

Then, a few' days later, in school,

where all the teachers know singing

and can teach you all kinds of stuff

just like you were normal, I heard it

again.

I think.

Because I really don't know what
a sound is. The doctor says the nerves

in my ears are dead. That means I

don't hear. He says there are opera-

tions now that can do things in there

that can make you hear again. Not
like Mom or Dad exactly, but close

enough so I could listen to music and
wear a hearing: aid and get along,

whatever that means. But there are no
operations that can give my Dad the

money it'll cost. Lots of money. Tons
of it, if Mom is right every time he

brings it up.

Maybe latet, she says.
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So he has two jobs so that the

later can be soon, and Lilly says that

she won't ever go to college because

all they care about are my stupid ears.

Mom tells her to be quiet, but I

see the look on her face.

Anyway, I figunsd it was just my
imagination again, working to make
me like everyone else so Mom
wouldn't have to worry about the bills

and my dad wouldn't have to have
two jobs and Lilly, tfie creep, could go
to college and I could have her room
which was bigger than mine.

Mrs. Quisteresky, though, when
she saw me looking around, thought
1 was goofing off again. She was al-

ready in one of her super rotten

moods, so she yelled a lot and picked
on me and even picked on my best

friend, Patty Olivera, who has the

prettiest eyes in the whole world. Pat-

ty, who could hear a tiny bit and was
learning to talk, lived just down the
street from me, and she got so upset
she started crying once, but the old
witch didn't stop until almost the end
of the day. By that time Patty and I

were trying to figure out ways we
could torture her and make her uglier

than she already was, so then she
really got mad and made us stay in

our seats until all the other kids were
gone.

Then she stood right in front of

me, those chicken-hands on her hips,

and she said, Gordon Post, if you
don't learn to behave like a gentleman
when you're in my class, I'm going to

see to it you don't come back, fust

because you have an affliction doesn't

mean you're all that special, little boy.

Just remember that. When you grow
up, nobody's going to pamper you the

way they do now.
She said almost the same thing to

Patty, who started crying again, and
I was so mad, even madder than
before, that I nearly started crying

myself. But I didn't. 1 couldn't. Not in

front of Patty. So I just sat there, and
tried not to bite the inside of my
cheek off, and nodded when the old
witch asked me if I understood. Then,
when she was switching off the lights

in the classrooms, suddenly her glasses

got all hot and red and she yelled and
threw them across the room.

We laughed because we thought

(continued on page 83)
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Music can't keep you young, but it can
take you back — sometimes.

by J.N. Williamson
ILLUSTRATION BY STEVE DININNO

like-Ike icon in a decorative niche fac-

ing the entranceway to the Al-Key
Club and Esther might have looked
lifeless — dead but attractive; vivacious
— except for the latest drink Lewis had
taken her. One powerful pianist's hand
grasped it snugly, but the wrist dan-
gled over the sheet music support. Not
so much in ennui but because there'd

be no reason for animation, or joy,

until she could play songs for the peo-
ple again. That kept Esther young.

And alive.

Sometimes those patrons who
perched at the brightly-bedecked bar
ordered a round that included the

"Dear"

piano player. That occurred, at the

Al-Key, mostly after three p.m. and
during fdappy Hour. Customers who
wished to reward her more substan-

tially for playing a melody to which
they'd become inexplicably attached

had only to slip their coins or bills

into a slender plastic vase Esther long

ago had enfolded in gay Christmas
wrap, and left on the piano top.

, But Christmas was roughly one
week in the past; New Year's Eve lay

ahead. Still, in Esther's view, her vase

wouldn't be truly out of date before

the end of January. Like the Christmas
tree in her solitary apartment, three

(continued on page 85)
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In the streets or in the jungles, each
man fights his own personal war.

by Barry N. Malzberg
and Jack Dann

ILLUSTRATION BY JOHN BREAKEY

Remsen was coming home
from St. John's Law School when he

saw the soldier across the street. This

was the fourth time Jay had seen him,

and he should have gotten used to it

by now. But it was still a jolt.

It was a hot day, maybe ninety

degrees, more than that in the sub-

ways; and it must have been even
worse than that for the soldier, who
was in full field pack and steel pot,

the rifle drawn to port across his

chest, the heavy combat boots raising

the temperature even higher. Just like

the army to dress you that way, dress

you as if you were going out on the

tundra looking for the invading Siber-

ian hordes when instead it was Brook-
lyn in August, and it was literally too

hot to fight.

But that was the army for you
. . . irrational, even more irrational

than the appearance of the soldier

himself. That was what enabled Jay to

keep perspective: the foolishness of it,

the stupidity— the soldier was less a

threat in his hallucinatory aspect than

he was another evidence of the sins of

bureaucracy and how lucky Jay had
been to arrange his medical deferment.

This was the fourth summer of

that peculiar, personal war, which Jay

had taken to be the gift of his parents'

generation to his own. Perhaps he was
taking this too personally (it had been

an old character failing), but these

were the terms in which he saw it.

Meanwhile, on the other side of Ave-
nue U, keeping pace with him, was
the soldier, his rifle at port arms, his

0i;u:[tii'd
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steps a more measured version of Jay's

more shambling stride. Together they

walked past the myriad shops and
bars and delicatessens. They strode

past the neighborhood kosher butcher

and the synagogue, the Chinese res-

taurant, which was so convenient and
cheap, and the laundromat, where
once a week he washed his shirts and
underwear and sat on a bench, look-

ing for the kind of women who never

came into laundromats on Avenue U.

He walked past the children sprinting

out of school, past the older couples
— there were many older couples in

this fading neighborhood, and he

looked now and then across the street,

casting little glances at the soldier

pacing him.

The man wore green kljakis, a

helmet,, flack jacket, and pants were
stuffed into his boots. The rifle. Jay

guessed, was an M-16. He knew that

this model had succeeded the old M-1;

he kept up -with the stuff like that in

the newspapers. When his number in

the draft had come up 3 two years

ago, and he had thought he was actu-

ally going to go, he began to take a

pained, doomed interest in many of

the aspects of combat. But then his

father found him a friendly doctor

who had accomodated Jay's history of

a spontaneous pneumothorax.
Maybe the National Guard is

meeting. Jay thought. Or maybe Jay's

guilt at not being in the war was be-

coming manifest- across the street in

the form of a hallucination. Or then

again maybe it was some nut who
donned khakis every now and then

again and went out on the streets of

Brooklyn in the heat . . . but wouldn't

the cops have taken a look at the

situation? The fact that the soldier was
being ignored, that everyone seemed
to take the manifestation with entire

matter-of-factness, was certainly a

strong point for the hallucination

argument. But then again, this was
New York.

Jay ducked into the luncheonette

two blocks south of his apartment. It

was time to get out of the heat, and
the situation was getting to him. Per-

sonal or impersonal, sane or insane,

there was something very personal

about the soldier . .
.
personal in the

way that the war itself had been. He

did not want to deal with it. In the

cool abscess of the luncheonette. Jay

told himself all of this would go
away. He would come out and, just

like all the other times, the soldier

would be gone. Actual or hallucina-

tory, the soldier's appearance at least

did not seem to last long. Jay picked

up a Wall Street Journal and paid for

it before the owner could tell him that

the place was not a library. Then he

sat down at the counter, ordered a

chocolate egg cream, and read the

human interest story which was al-

ways the center column of the first

page. It was an article about a man
in Seattle who thought he was the

The soldier was
waiting for him
in the street. He
leveled his rifle at

Jay and said "All

right, you." He
made a slight

gesture with the

rifle. "Get
moving.

"

reincarnation of Leonardo da Vinci;

the man had invented an ornithopter

that experts thought might just work.

"Experts" were good. Jay had admired

them for most of his life until he had
come to the realization that "experts"

were one of the main reasons why we
were four years into the war now.

He drank his egg cream.

He checked the second section to

see how his uranium stock was doing.

His father had made him buy it with

some money that had been left to him
by his uncle. The stock hadn't done
anything since yesterday. He really

didn't care about the uranium, nor did

he care about the stock market, his

father, or law school. But he dutifully

wore a tie every day, studied late

every night with his study group, and
saw his girl friend who lived upstate

every other weekend — there was no
question of her dropping out of the

college from which they both had
graduated to join him in Brooklyn,

not with a graduate assistantship.

Jay had wanted to be a writer, or

at least a journalist of some kind. But

his father was a lawyer and was pay-

ing the shot. Jay had thought of free-

lancing and had actually written and
sold a story to a men's magazine, a

story about the war in fact (a tough

whore in Saigon who seemed to be

working for Charlie, but at a crucial

moment turned out to be an American
sympathizer, giving a virginal Spec 4

his first oral experience, and so on),

but he hadn't been able to sell any
others. So the best idea seemed to be

to go to school and write on the side,

but there was little time for anything

except his studies. If he had any faith

in himself, he would have gone out on
his own. Instead, he was filled with

self-loathing: he was a draft-dodger,

half a law student, and a tenth of a

protester (nov/ and then he signed

petitions, but he didn't even give con-

tributions any more: protesting the

war had begun to seem like under-

graduate stuff).

He paid the owner for his egg

cream, left the paper on the counter,

and walked out of the store.

The soldier was waiting for him
in the street. He leveled his rifle at Jay

and said, "All right, you." He had a

very high voice, but it was authorita-

tive for all of that. He made a slight

gesture with the rifle. "Just get

moving."

Jay stared at the man, then looked

up and down the street. It must be

a hallucination because no one was
looking at them at all; at least he was
only getting the routine, sullen stares

that older people in this neighborhood

would give a young draft dodger on
the streets.

"Move!" the soldier said. His

voice squeaked a little, but he jammed
the rifle into Jay's rib. The impact was
shocking. Jay gasped. He felt little

alleys open underneath his skin, felt

them embossed with his sweat.

"Yes," Jay said, "but where?"

"Just move," the soldier said, and

Jay obeyed. He put his hands at this

sides and walked towards 10th Street;

the soldier fell in behind him. Every

third step or so he could feel the rifle

prod his back. "What is this?" he

asked. "What the hell is it?"

"That doesn't matter," the soldier

said. "Just keep going. You're doing

fine. Faster. Watch out for the wire.

Watch out for the mines, Charlie's

dug in."

Could a hallucination be crazy?

Jay considered this as a metaphysical

question and then elected to consider

it no more. The traffic light was red.

Jay came to a reflexive halt, but the

soldier pressed against him, pushing

him forward. 'What are you doing?"

Jay asked. "Teil me what's going on."
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"We're bringing the war home."
"What?"

"Bringing it home," the soldier

said. He prodded Jay with the rifle

and said, "Face front. Walk!" Jay
crossed the street and the soldier con-

tinued, "Each of us, one to one, you
know? And you're my assignment."

He seemed to giggle.

There had to be a perfectly rea-

sonable explanation for this. It was his

own guilt, that had to be a part of it,

either that or the heal:, the conditions

of isolation ... he really was alone in

this neighborhood all the time, except

when his father came in from West-
chester and patronizingly took him to

dinner. And the war was getting even
worse; even the Wall Street Journal

could not ignore it; the stories had
been terrible, the testimonies from the

battlefields ever painful (Jay would
not own a television), and this might
have been the cause of his isolation.

He had at last abandoned his commit-
ment, had given up and gone to law
school, had isolated himself from his

friends in the anti-war movement. He
had even stopped talking to his girl-

friend about anything important; she,

being more conservative, was happy
that Jay had stopped being so "radi-

cal." There had even been one summer
when he frequently Vv^ent to demon-
strations in Washington and started

talking about joining the Weatherman.
Still

-

"Still," the soldier said, "there's no
choice." They were on the corner of

11th Street now, a sudden absence of

people all around him. They might no
longer have been in Brooklyn, but on
the Delta itself, that oozing, swamping
plain about which Jay had read, and
which he took in his mind to be
green, odorous, infested with Asians
of homogeneous menace. In this

space, it was just he and the soldier

then, the man raising the rifle. "It's

personal," the soldier said. "Do you

understand that? Everything here, all

of it. I could have picked anyone, but
I picked you."

"Wait a minute," Jay begged, you
don't understand. I did what I could,

we all did what we could. 1 tried. I've

fought the war over here, three years

ago I almost got arrested — "

The soldier's eyes were closed

tight; under the steel pot he was cry-

ing, , his face curiously aged by this

rather than rendered infantile, the

tears of an old man, but the hands on
the rifle were tight and authoritative

as they leveled the instrument. "I'm

dreaming this," the soldier said, as if

he was trying to shake himself out of

a dark, sweaty nightmare of epiphany.

"It's not real. I'll wake up and be back
there, but right now it's happening, it's

no dream at all, it's happening. I

prayed that I would somehow find

someone like you, and I did. I know
who you are, you sonofabitch. You're

a protester with a deferment. That's all

I wanted and here you are."

He leveled his rifle.

The first bullet took Jay's breath,

slammed him into a one hundred and
eighty degree turn, left him staring at

the soldier; the first wands of blood
erupting from the wound.

"Oh my God," he said, but the

soldier could not hear him, the soldier

was screaming Oh God too, the two
of them bellowing and then Jay was
falling; he fell a long distance, through

all the spaces of street and stone and
woke then in the pit to the second
morning of his great adventure hold-

ing the rifle, listening to the flak, the

sounds of ordnance full in his ears.

Bring the war home. This time he

would get himself someone down in

the VFW, some old jerk with a pot,

yelling about the hippies and protest-

ers. Tear him open. Bringing it all

back. He tilted his head back and
laughed, letting go, and no one, no
one in Brooklyn heard a thing.

Books
(continued from page 11)

way, for its scheming neighbors are

plotting to attack it, and ancient King
Joyse, either from senility or as yet

undisclosed wiliness, refuses to act.

An army faces his border, ready to in-

vade; monsters pop out of nowhere
and chew up his subjects; his citadel

is violated by assassins; and his sub-

jects are plotting away merrily. It

looks as if the channeling of magic
that Joyse accomplished decades ago,

when young and potent, will break
down, releasing evil and irrationality.

In despair, the Congery (the fellow-

ship of mirror workers) consult their

mirrors and decide to bring in outside

help. They focus on a Champion, a

larger-than-life hero, much like a

super G. I. from our own future. On
their first attempt to fetch the Cham-
pion to Mordant, however, they as-

sign the task to Gerarden, the arche-

typical awkward knight, and instead

of reaching the Champion, he bursts

into Terisa Morgan's New York apart-

ment and persuades her to return with
him. Since she has a vague narcissism

that delights in mirrors all around her

rooms, he assumes that she is a more
than competent lady magician. The
question raised by all this, which the

characters belabor over and over, is

whether Gerarden really goofed, or

whether there is a deeper significance

to the colorless, ineffectual Terisa than

has yet been revealed.

The answer seems obvious, but

I'll probably learn about it from some-
one else's review. I think the book is

a big mistake. I don't know whether
Donaldson submitted an outline before

fleshing it out, but someone should
have told him to dunk it in Lethe and
return to the areas where he has un-

doubted gifts: exuberance and idea-

overkill.
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Some of us are dreamers. — Kermit

t dinner Claire's son

asks her if she knows the name of the

man who is on record as having

grown the world's largest vegetable,

not counting the watermelon, which
may be a fruit, Claire's son is not

sure. Claire says that she doesn't. Her
son is eight years old. It is an annoy-
ing age. He wants her to guess.

"I really don't know, honey,"

Claire says.

So he gives her a hint. "It was a

turnip."

Claire eliminates the entire popu-
lation of Lapland. "Elliot," she guesses.

"Nope." His voice holds an edge
of triumph, but no more than is

polite. "Wrong. Guess again."

"Just tell me," Claire suggests.

"Guess first."

"Edmund," Claire says, and her

son regards her with narrowing eyes.

"Guess the last name."

Claire remembers that there are

more Chinese in the world than any-
thing else. "Edmund Li," she guesses.

but the correct answer is Edmund
Firthgrove and the world's most com-
mon surname is Chang. So she is not
even close.

"Guess who has the world's long-

est fingernails," her son suggests. "It's

a man."

Well, Claire is quite certain it's

not going to be Edmund Firthgrove.

Life is a bifurcated highway. She
points this out to her son, turns to

make sure her daughter is listening as

well. "We live in an age of speciaiza-

tion," she tells them. "You can make
gardening history or you can make
fingernail history, but there's no way
in hell you can make both. Remember
this. This is your mother speaking. If

you want to be great, you've got to

make choices." And them immediately
'Claire wonders if what she has just

said is true.

"We're having hamburgers again."

Claire's husband makes this observa-

tion in a slow, dispassionate voice.

Just the facts, ma'am. "We had ham-

Life is a divided highway. If you want
to be great, you've got to make

choices.

by Karen Joy Fowler
ILLUSTRATION BY VALERIE WARREN
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Contention

burgers on Sunday and then again on
Thursday. This makes three times this

week."

Claire tells him she is going for a

personal record. In fact it is a head-

line she read while waiting with the

ground meat for the supermarket

checker that is making her rethink the

issue of choices now. "Meet the laziest

man in the world," it said. "In bed
since 1969 ... his wife even shaves

and bathes him."

Claire imagines that a case like

this one begins when a man loses his

job. He may spend weeks seeking em-
ployment and never even make it to

the interview. He's just not a self-

starter. Thoroughly demoralized, on a

Monday in 1969, at the height of the

Vietnam War, he refuses to get out of

bed. "What's the point?" he <sks his

wife. She's tolerant at first. He needs

a rest. Fine. She leaves him alone for

a couple of days, even brings in trays

of food, changes the channel on the

TV for him.

This is no bid for greatness; this

is a modified suicide. "Man collapses

watching game show." But staying in

bed turns out to have pleasant associa-

tions for him. He begins to remember
a bout of chicken pox he had as a

child— how his mother would bring

him glasses of orange juice. He feels

warm and cared for; his despair begins

to dissipate. "I've got such a craving

for orange juice," he tells his wife.

Months pass, he has been in bed
an entire year before he realizes what
he has become. He's not just some
schlub who can't find work. Suddenly
he's a contender. With stamina,

perseverance, and support he can turn

tragedy into triumph. He tells his wife

that the only thing they have to fear

now is a failure of nerve.

How does she feel about this? In

the picture which accompanied the

story she was shown plumping up his

pillow and smiling, a beefy sort of

woman, a type which is never going

to be fashionable. She may feel, like

him, that this is her only shot. His

greatness is hei' greatness, his glory is

her glory.

Or her mcitives may be less pure.

Out in the world more, she is bound
to be more worldly than he is. He has

a vision. He is extending the bounda-
ries of human achievement. She is

speculating on the possibility of a

movie for TV. She may suggest that,

as long as he is just lying there, he

could be growing his fingernails, too.

She is an ignorant woman. You
don't just gi'ow your fingernails

because you happen to have time on
your hands. It requires commitment, a

special, gelatinous diet, internal and
external fortification. A person's nails,

in fact, are at most risk during those

precise hours a person spends in bed.

She has her own motives, of course.

She is tired of clipping his nails. "Why
don't you grov/ your beard out?" she

suggests, rouging her cheeks and don-

ning a feathery hat before slipping out

to a three-martini lunch with the net-

work executives. She will order lob-

ster, then sell the executive rights

to the tabloids instead. "Why don't

you make a ball out of twine?" The
largest recorded string ball is more
than twelve feet in diameter. That will

keep him in bed for a while.

At the restaurant she meets Solero

don Guillermo, the world's fastest

flamenco dancer. She forgets to come
home. Her husband grows hungrier

and hungrier. He makes his way to

the kitchen five days later, a smashed

man. He contemplates slitting his

wrists. Instead, while preparing his

own breakfast, he manages, in twelve

seconds, to chop a cucumber into 250

slices, besting Hugh Andrews of

Blackpool by four cuts. The rounds of

cucumber are so fine you could watch
TV through them.

Forty-two years later— a good
twenty-four years off the record — he

gets his wife's note, placed in a bottle

and tossed off the Queen Mary. "Kiss

my ass," it says.

"You know," Claire's son's voice is

accusing, "how much I hate raw ham-
burgers. This ifi all pink in the middle.

It's gross. I can't eat this."

"I'm tired of hamburgers," Claire's

daughter says.

"Is there anything else to eat?"

Claire's husband asks.

Claire smiles at them all. She

sends them a message, tapping it out

with her fork on the side of her plate.

It may take years, but she imagines it

will get there eventually.

”Aullior...Aullior”
(They could be calling for you.)

The word-hungry world of communications (literature,

broadcasting, theatre, newspapers, magazines, etc.)

offers qualified writers a host of opportunities.

And along with any writing achievements there are
intangible rewards as well . . . the knowledge that you can
inform, amuse, convince, conciliate, compel and thrill

millions of readers.

FREE WRITER’S APTITUDE TEST
may reveal your hidden talents, and indicate whether your
writing potential will lead to writing growth and fulfillment.

No obligation. No salesman will call. WRITERS
INSTITUTE division of Newspaper Institute of America
makes this “no-strings” offer to discover trainable talents
for its Home Study Program. No obligation.

WRITERS INSTITUTE, INC.

Division of
Newspaper institute

ot America

1 12 West Boston Post Road
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

• Licensed by the New York
State Education Dept.

• Accredited Member of National
Home Study Council

• Approved For U.S. Rehabili-
tation Training

• Approved N.Y. State Education
Dept. For Veterans Training

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Writers Institute, Inc., Dept.i 35-02-87 ^
112 West Boston Post Road I

Mamaroneck, New York 10543
|

Please rush my FREE APTITUDE TEST by return I

mail. I understand no salesman will call.

Name I

Address I

^
City State Zip .
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IT WAS A YEAR of intense highs and abysmal lows — a year when
fantastic words and images became more and more a part of our lives.

FILM
by James Verniere

Although the film industry

routinely announces the end
of the fantasy film cycle in

its attempt to recover from
its own flops (like Univer-

sal's $50-million-plus disas-

ter Howard the Duck), a

glance at the films of 1986
indicates that the genre film

is thriving, despite Holly-

wood's efforts to turn it

into cinematic opium for

the masses. However, the

proliferation of sequels, re-

makes, updates, and "recon-

ceptualizations" remains a

problem, and it imlicates

that the genre — and indeed

the American film ir; gen-

eral — needs a creative shot

in the arm that only some
truly innovative writers and
filmmakers can provide. But

I think we've come a long

way this year toward ac-

complishing that end.

Bug-Eyed Blockbusters

Ironically, the past year's

biggest box-office successes

— Aliens and The Fly —
qualified as a sequel and a

remake, and while it's valid

to deplore the film industry's

Xerox mentality, both films

were significant achieve-

ments which marked the

emergence of independent

filmmakers into the main-

stream. James Cameron's
Aliens was an exhilarating,

no-holds-barred sequel to

Ridley Scott's trend-setting

1980 film. Alien. But

Cameron's film had as much
in common with his pre-

vious cult hit. The Termi-

nator, as it did with Scott's

exercise in cinematic sado-

masochism. Pitting a group
of futuristic Marines in a

Rambo-style pitched battle

(continued on next page)

TV
by Bill Warren

We aJl know most science

fiction and fantasy on TV is

junk; the future doesn't pro-

mise anything better than

we've been given so far. All

TV classically aims for the

lowest common denomina-
tor and often falls short of

the target. Quality TV is

scant — and always has

been. With that in mind,

here's a highly personal list

of the best and worst of the

year in TV;

The Best (such as it is)

The British miniseries Edge

of Darkness, about illegal

plutonium manufacture in

Scotland, was timely, sus-

penseful, and depressing,

with a vigorous perfor-

mance by Joe Don Baker,

his best to date.

The Twilight Zone has

(continued on page 49)

FICTION
by Edward Bryant

I make no claim that this is

a complete list of the

anointed. These are simply

some of the high points

from at least a median year

in publishing. With the im-

mense volume of what's

presently being published,

the bell curve alone suggests

that a fair amount of Good
Stuff exists. The problem
lies in tracking it down.
Here are a few suggestions:

SCIENCE FICTION
(My categories are a bit

elastic):

Best Quantum Leap —
When Gravity Fails by
George Alec Effinger (Arbor
House/Bantam). Effinger's

always been known as an
interesting writer. Now he

could become an interesting

and commercially successful

one. Combine movie influ-

(continued on page 50)
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FILM
(continued from page 47)

against Scott's sexually-

voracious monsters, thirty-

one-year-old Cameron turned

Aliens into a science fiction

action-adventure the likes of

which had not been seen

since war films went out of

fashion in the wake of Viet-

nam. The result was galvan-

izing, and Cameron (whose

first feature. Piranha II,

contains an Alien hommage
that now seems nothing less

than clairvoyant) is now in

© TRI-STAR

the enviable position of

holding a carte blanche. He
can almost literally do any-

thing he wants in his next

film, and I, for one, can't

wait to see what the lunatic

cooks up.

David Cronenberg,

whose "reconceptualization"

of The Fly (20th Cen-

tury-Fox) has garnered him
the greatest popular and
critical acclaim of his

career, presents a somewhat
different case. The Toronto-

based filmmaker has been

working on the fringe of the

mainstream since his first

major film They Came
From Within was singled

out for praise in the mid-

seventies by a few eagle-

eyed genre film fans.

Cronenberg's Videodrome

(1983), a visionary main-
stream film released by Uni-

versal, failed despite the

blazingly sensual teaming of

actor James Woods and
rock icon Deborah Harry.

But Cronenberg got another

chance to make the move to

mainstream with Para-

mount's The Dead Zone
(1983). The result was the

best film adaptation of a

Stephen King novel since

Brian De Palma's Carrie

(1976). Now, in the wake of

The Fly, which boasts an

Oscar-caliber performance

from actor Jeff Goldblum as

the fly-infested scientist —
Cronenberg, like Cameron,
is riding high.

Dead Wringer

While Aliens and The Fly

proved that great directors

could circumvent the pitfalls

of sequels and re-makes,

MGM/UA's Poltergeist II:

The Other Side and Can-

non's Invaders From Mars
{^•ovided critics with addi-

tional ammunition in their

war against "sequelitis."

Poltergeist II was, on the

face of it, an honorable

attempt to document the

further adventures of the

Freeling family, a group of

suburbanites menaced by
the not-so-restful dead in

Stephen Spielberg's original

production. But the new
film, directed by British

newcomer, Brian Gibson,

(made without Spielberg's

participation), was notable

only for an eerie perform-

ance by the late Julian Beck

as the malevolent Reverend

Henry Kane. The rest of the

® 20TH .CENTURY-FOX.

movie suffered from small-

mindedness. If the first film

was a collection of not-

very-coherently linked dra-

matic peaks, the sequel was
all valleys. Invaders From

Mars, Tobe Hooper's point-

less re-make of the William

Cameron Menzies 1953 clas-

sic, proved once and for all

that budget has nothing at

all to do with creativity.

And coming on the heels of

Lifeforce, the film had the

additional, depressing effect

of making many of us ques-

tion just what we saw in

Hooper in the first place.

D.O.A: The E.T.

Lookalikes

It's been four years since

Stephen Spielberg's E. T.

made over two hundred

million dollars at the box
office, and the film industry

is still trying to recreate the

phenomenon by randomly
mixing the numbers in the

E.T. formula. This year's

E. T. sweepstakes entries

included Short Circuit, John

Badham's shamelessly infan-

tile entertainment for ro-

bots, both mechanical and
human. And Randall Klei-

ser's Flight of the Navigator

was a cloying E.T. -clone

that seemed designed to

appeal to the wimps in all

of us.

The Bombs
What would a year of

movies be without a few of

unqualified stinkers? No fun

at all. This past year we ac-

tually had fewer than usual.

What was surprising was
that the creative talent

behind them included

George Lucas, John Carpen-

ter, and Stephen King.

Lucas bears the double ig-

nominy of being one of the

creators of both Labyrinth,

Jim Henson's expensive,

Muppet-riddled disappoint-

ment, and Howard the

Duck. The latter, which

qualifies as the year's big-

gest disappointment, was a

film adaptation of the

Marvel comic directed by
William Huyck. The film

recorded the adventures on

Earth of a wise-cracking

duck from another planet.

but the result was undeni-

ably— uhh—/ou)/, and, at a

reported budget in excess of

$52 million, it was a genre

film equivalent of Heaven's

Gate (it even reportedly in-

stigated a fist fight between

Universal execs Frank Price

and Sidney Scheinberg).

John Carpenter, a di-

rector whose talent is a

matter of record, misfired

© 1986 NEW WORLD

with Big Trouble in Little

Chimi, a completely inane

actiori-adventure-ghost-story-

kung-fu movie co-written

by W. D. Richter ("The

Adventures of Buckaroo

Banzai"). And Stephen King,

who has complained for

years about the way film-

makers have handled his

material, made his direc-

torial debut with Maximum
Overdrive (which he gleeful-

ly described to the press as

a "moron movie"). He was
finally in a position to put

up or shut up, and let's just

say that King had better

shut up. Another stinker

was Highlander, a totally

incomprehensible fantasy

(actually it reminded me of

The Keep, a macho-
metaphysical flop directed

by Miami Vice creator

Michael Mann) about a

group of immortals decapi-

tating their way through

time. Highlander was not-

able only as the unfortunate

feature film debut of music-

video wizard Russell Mul-

cahey (who's reportedly just

been hired to direct — spare

me — the third Rambo film).

Rounding out the list of

(continued on page 53)
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HOLIDAY
FILMS

The fact that several big-

budget genre movies are

among this year's Christmas
releases is further testimony

to the enduring vitality of

fantastic films. However,
not surprisingly, three of the

four entries listed below con-

tinue the trend of what
might be called "cinematic

grave-robbing": one is a

musical "reconceptualization"

of a classic B movie from the

'50s, one is the fourth install-

ment in a series inspired by
a cult TV show from the

'60s, and one is a secjuel of

a re-make.

Although the film indus-

try's inclination to recycle

pre-sold "product" remains of

concern, one should remem-
ber that two of the summer's
best films— A/iens arid The
f/y — proved that talented

filmmakers can transcend

even the most daunting
creative constraints.

First on the list of

potential holiday block-

busters is Warner Brothers'

Little Shop of Horrors. In its

original form, the film was a

legendary, twelve-thousand-

dollar B movie directed by
Roger Corman, who shot it

in 1960 (using a singli; prin-

cipal set, the florist shop), in

two days with a cast of un-

knowns that included an
"actor-in-residence" named
Jack Nicholson in a hilarious

bit part.

More than twenty years

later the film was resurrected

in the form of a hcit off-

Broadway musical, and it is

the musical that provides the

basis for the new film.

Directed by Frank O2 : {The
Muppets Take Manhattan),
the man who createrJ and
performed the role of Yoda
in The Empire Strikes Back,
Little Shop of Horrors stars

SCTV veteran Rick Moranis
as' Seymour, the nerdish

shop assistant who breeds a

talking man-eating plant

named Audrey II. Also
featured are Ellen Greene
(who played Seymour's cur-

vaceous girlfriend in the off-

Broadway production), Vincent

Gardenia, and Steve Martin
as a demented dentist.

Paramount Pictures is in

an even stronger position

with two major films slated

for Christmas release. Star

Trek: The Journey Home,
the fourth in the series,

features Leonard Nimoy
once again doing double duty
as director and co-star along
with the rest of the crew of

the Starship Enterprise. Para-

mount also has the good for-

tune to be presenting the

first Eddie Murphy film

since the blockbusting Beverly

Hills Cop. Although its plot

has been kept under tight

wraps, the studio production

notes describe Golden
Child — directed by Michael
Ritchie (Fletch) — as a comedy
adventure about a Los Angeles

detective who must face the

forces of evil to rescue a

"mystical child" from the

Himalayas. Given the promi-
nent role played by George
Lucas' special effects com-
pany, Industrial Light and
Magic, it's fair to guess that

Golden Child will try to

blend elements from Beverly

Hills Cop, Raiders of the Lost

Ark, and Ghostbusters

.

Finally, the De Laurentiis

Entertainment Group will be
presenting King Kong Lives

for the edification of yule-

tide moviegoers. A sequel to

De Laurentiis' much-maligned
(and rightfully so) King
Kong (1976), King Kong
Lives features (believe it or

not) the ever-horny Big Ape
brought back to life by the

hasty installation of a

humongous Jarvik 7 artificial

heart. This time around
Kong will actually get his

libido soothed by a female

counterpart imported from
Skull Island.

Merry Christmas?

by James Verniers

TV
(continued from page 47)

the right idea: hire top

writers, as TV schedules

tend to make the work of

directors look a lot alike.

Some botches, but also

some of the best genre TV
ever.

Amazing Stories gets

© 1986 CSS

high marks for style and
production values, a B +
for directors, and a C- for

stories. Spielberg's Amblin
Entertainment has yet to

learn that TV is a writers'

medium.
The Tripods is the btst

made-for-kids genre show in

many years (unless you
count the eternal Doctor
Who), an intelligent, well-

produced adaptation of

John Christopher's "White
Mountains" series of novels.

On PBS.

Because they are

adapted by the author
himself, HBO's Ray Brad-

bury Theater featured three

fine small dramas based on
Bradbury's stories, but alas,

the cable network declined

to renew the series.

The Worst
As is often the case, most
of the worst are failed TV
pilots presented as made-
for-TV movies (in hopes of

recouping some of their

cost). The Annihilator was
a dumb Invaders,4V imita-

tion, featuring an uninter-

esting hero fighting alien

robot lizards disguised as

people. It must h.-.ve had

another title earlier.

Northstar had a cheer-

ful astronaut floating in

space, observing the sun
through the viewfinder of a

camera. Does he go blind?

Of course not — he gets

superpowers.

Assassin may not have
been a pilot but it was silly

enough to be one. Robert
Conrad fights a smiling

murderous android, de-

stroyed at last in the least

plausible climax of 1986.

Condor, yet another

failed pilot, featured a

gorgeous female "mandroid"
(not a womandroid) pitted

against a mad scientist, also

a woman, but it probably
can't be counted as a

feminist tract.

Small Wonder was a

syndicated series father than

a TV movie; nonetheless,

it's a pretty stupid one, with
"V.I.C.K.I.," a prototype

robot made to look like a

little girl, given to a sitcom

family for testing. I am not

© UNIVERSAL

making this up. Honest.

The Rest

I-Man, also a series pilot,

was saved from utter dis-

aster by being moderately
charming at times. How-
ever, the premise was as

dumb as they come: a

father gets superpowers
from an alien gadget; we
later learn his son and even
their dog have also gotten

the powers.

The Invisible Man, on
Arts & Entertainment, was
a faithful British miniseries

(continued on page 55)
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(continued from page 47)

ences such as Charles Boyer

in Algiers and Bogie in

Casablanca with the work
of Raymond Chandler and

William Gibson, add Eff-

inger's own distinctively

bizarre sensibilities, and

you've got this marvelous

twenty-first-century North

African PI adventure. Call

it a cyberdick novel?

Best and Saddest Legacy
— Godbody by Theodore

Sturgeon (Donald 1. Fine).

The late Ted Sturgeon had

worked years on this con-

cise and beautifully crafted

series of first-person epi-

sodes. About religion and

sex, and sex-in-religion. God-
body is human, humane,

tough, gentle, and affecting.

Best Messages Heard
from Old Masters — The

Forever Man by Gordon R.

Dickson (Ace), Highway of

Eternity by Clifford Simak
(Del Rey), and Firechild by

Jack Williamson (Bluejay).

They're all of them enter-

taining and much more than

just readable, but the best is

Williamson's. A pro for six-

ty years now, he's as vigor-

ous as ever.

Glitziest Phenomenon —
William Gibson. Make no

mistake — I love his work. 1

simply maintain that there

isn't really a sub-genre

called "cyberpunk." Rather,

critics should adopt the

phrase, "Novels of Gibson-

ian Sensibility" (or "NOGS").

1986 saw an American hard-

back of Neuromancer (Phan-

tasia) with a wry new ac-

count by the author about

his actual relationships with

computers. Arbor House

published Burning Chrome,

a complete collection of

Gibson's short fiction, and

Count Zero, a new novel

set in the Neuromancer uni-

verse. Count Zero didn't

have the ice-breeze freshness

of its predecessor, but the

human dimensions were

more solid.

Best Clone — Hardwired

by Walter Jon Williams

(Tor). By damn, a second-

gtneration NOGS. This was

actually a quite creditable

attempt to do a Gibson-

influenced book. It didn't

have all the glitter and

high-energy drive of its tem-

plate, but the author was
entertaining in his own
right, and clearly knew
more about how computers

actually work.

Best Debut — Wrack and

Roll by Bradley Denton
(Questar). This alternative

history of contemporary

rock 'n' roll America is like

an adult prose version of

Walter Hill's Streets of Fire.

It contains considerable in-

vention, imagination, and

amusement.
Another Best Debut —

The Journal of Nicholas the

American by Leigh Kennedy
(Atlantic Monthly Press).

You'll find this fine novel of

pyschic powers and human
dimensions over in the non-

genre section with what

some dolts call Real Books.

Also look for Kennedy's

short-story collection. Faces

(Cape).

Again, Best Debut — Star

Country by Michael Cassutt

(Doubleday). Former TV-
exec Cassutt has done suffi-

cient penance for his net-

work sins by writing this

hard-to-find (alas) novel of

first contact. As with all the

other best writers, he con-

centrates on people.

Yet Another Best Debut
—A Hidden Place by Robert

Charles Wilson (Bantam/

Spectra). This novel finely

evokes a sense of time and
place (Depression-era Ameri-

ca). There's a tang of Stur-

geon, but the balance is all

Wilson.

The Last Best Debut —
Artificial Things by Karen

Joy Fowler (Bantam/Spec-

tra). You gotta be really

good to have your first

book be a collection of

original and reprinted short

fiction. Fowler is that good.

Best Unique Voice —
Howard Who? by Howard
Waldrop (Doubleday). Just

as no one else writes like

Ray Lafferty, so one writes

like that afficionado of

dodo birds, fifties pop cul-

ture, and angling, Howard
Waldrop. This is a magnifi-

cent sampling of his work.

Best Invented Myth —
Santiago by Mike Resnick

(Tor). When prolific novel-

ist Resnick takes the time

and energy to do a satisfy-

ingly thick novel the way it

should be done, the result is

Santiago. Resnick obviously

had a lot of fun. So does

the reader.

Funniest Novel — Less

Than Human by Robert

Clarke (Avon). This satiric

novel of a messianic robot

loose in the lamest of night-

mare American futures is

genuinely amusing. Most

laughs in SF are not delib-

erate. These are.

The Offbeat Award —

Rubicon Beach by Steve

Erickson (Poseidon). If J. G.

Ballard were a native Amer-
ican and living and writing

in California, this could

easily be one of his books.

Intriguing? So was Erick-

son's first novel. Days
Between Stations.

B«!st News From South

of Nicaragua — Orders of the

Day: An Unidentified Flying

Opus by Marcio Souza

(Avon). Avon's been re-

printing translations of lots

of fascinating Latin-Ameri-

can fantasists, magic realists,

what have you. Orders is a

whacked-out non-American

version of Close Encounters

with sharp social comment
and genuine belly laughs.

Three's No Crowd
Award — The Planet on the

Table by Kim Stanley

Robinson (Tor), The Book
of Ian Watson (Zeising),

and Visible Light by C.J.

Cherryh (Phantasia). A trio

of good collections. Robin-

son's is literate and literary

stuff; Watson's is a potpurri

of fiction and nonfiction

from this underrated (in

America, at least) British

writer and Cherryh's collec-

tion of representative fiction

is neatly tied together with

a succession of personal

essays.

Best Anthologies Be-

sides Universe — Wild Cards

edited by George R. R.

Martin (Bantam), Liavek:

Players of Luck edited by

Will Shetterly and Emma
Bull, Afterlives edited by

Pamela Sargent and Ian

Watson, and Writers of the

Future II edited by Algis

Budrys. The first two are

the most literate and varied

of the shared-world anthol-

ogies. Afterlives is a theme

(continued on page 56)
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GAHAN WILSON'S
HIGHS AND LOWS OF '86

THE BEST
Brazil

The Company of Wolves
Dreamchild
The Quiet Earth

Aliens

NOTICEABLY
OFFENSIVE
Short Circuit

Santa Claus: The Movie
The Doctor and the

Devils

The Bride

HIGH HOPES DASHED
Godzilla 1985
Howard the Duck
Nightmare on Elm

Street, Part 2
Return to Oz
Texas Chainsaw
Massacre, Part Two

VERY GOOD TRIES
Enemy Mine
Magic Christmas

The Fly

ABOUT TEN REALLY
GOOD MINUTES
IN EACH
Legend

Invaders from Mars
Mad Max; Beyond

Thunderdome

GOOD INTENTIONAL
COMEDIES
Big Trouble in Little

China

Return of the Living

Dead
Fright Night

Herbert FVesf,

Re-Animator
UFOria

REALLY AWFUL
INTENTIONAL
COMEDY
Transylvania 6-5000

UNINTENTIONAL
COMEDIES
Psycho III

The Lift

Poltergeist II
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SHORT CIRCUITED: John

Badham's E.T. clone fizzled

FILM
(continued from page 48)

box-office bombs was Gene
Wilder's horror film spoof.

Haunted Honeymoon,
which succeeded only in

reminding us how good Mel
Brooks' Young Frankenstein

(1974) really was.

Unexpected Treats

Although there was nothing

to compare to The Ter-

minator or Re-Animator in

1986 (at least not as of this

writing), the year still held

a few treats for genre film

fans. Chief among these

was Robert Harmon's The
Hitcher, a Tri-Star film star-

ring Rutger Hauer as a

serial killer. The film was

soundly trashed by main-

stream critics, who didn't

notice that the horror they

experienced watching this

taut thriller was a function

of the film itself, not of

their moral outrage at its

violence. Richard Wenk's

Vamp, a New World release

starring Grace Jones, was
notable, not for Jones (who
still qualifies only as a pro-

fessional celebrity), but for

its New Wave setting and

its I Was a Teenage Were-

wolf subtext, which recalled

last year's sleeper. Fright

Night. Some reviewers

praised Steve Herek's Crit-

ters, a New Line Cinema
rip-off of Gremlins, but I

found the film predictably

Joe Dante-esque, which is a

mixed blessing in my book.

And while many had fun

with Troma's Toxic Avenger,

I suspect the film's populari-

ty on the midnight circuit

will wane fast.

Movies We Wish We'd Seen

Dead-Time Stories, Unsane,

The Hideous Sun Demon:
The Special Edition, Blood

Sister a.k.a. Slash, and Igor

and the Lunatics.
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ENTERTAINMENT

THE SEASON TO BE
WARY: Several of this

year's biggest holiday

releases continue the trend

of recycling past successes.

King Kong Lives provides

the oversized ape with a

female companion who also

shows a weakness for

blonds (above). Star Trek
IV: The Voyage Home finds

the Enterprise crew com-
mandeering a Romulan
vessel and making a long

detour into the past

(below). Little Shop of Hor-
rors, Roger Gorman's poig-

nant cult-classic of a boy
and his plant, returns as a

big-budget musical with

muppetry by director Frank
Oz. Experience has taught

us to hope for the best, but

fear the worst. Caveat
emptorl
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NBC

THE ALIEN NEXT DOOR: The only clearcut trend

for the fall seems fo be loveable extraterrestrials, with

ALF featuring a creature who resembles the offspring

of E.T. and Miss Piggy, and Starman with Robert

Hays reprising the movie role created by Jeff Bridges.

JUST GIVE US AN ENDING, STEVEN: Despite

many episodes that are better than a lot of people

want to admit, (above) Amazing Stories too

olten gives us incomplete ideas instead of stories.

IMPROVED ON THE HOME STRETCH: Alter a

lame start. The Twilight Zone (right) perked
up, with three of the best fantasy shorts ever made
for TV: "Nightcrawlers," "Paladin of the Lost Hour"

and "Dead Run."

TV
(continued from page 49)

adaptation of the Wells

novel, far too cheaply made
and fairly limp dramatical-

ly, but still a reasonable

piece of work.

Time Flyer, also called

The Blue Yonder, was an
okay Disney TV movie
similar to Back to the

Future (but not an imita-

tion). A boy goes back in

time to help his barnstorm-

ing grandfather.

Under Siege and The
Fifth Missile were standard

TV movies dealing with po-

litical science fiction; the

former had terrorists attack-

ing Washington, D.C.; the

latter a berserk nuclear sub

commander.
The Last Electric Knight

was a successful TV movie
pilot, leading to a series.

Sidekicks, in the fall of

1986. A boy is literally

charged with martial arts

powers.

HBO's The Hitchhiker

series varies wildly in quali-

ty, but rarely rises to the

level of its handsome pro-

duction values. It's been

called "Twilight Zone with

tits." The syndicated Tales

from the Darkside also

varies, but it has low-

budget production values;

the stories are sometimes in-

coherent. At best.

Too Soon To Judge

The Wizard, Sidekicks,

Starman (from the movie),

ALF and HBO's Really

Weird Tales, all new fall

series, are fantasies. Time
will tell whether they

amount to anything.
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FICTION
(continued from page 50)

collection of originals about

life-after-death. Writers of
the Future II continues its

extraordinarily valuable func-

tion of showcasing hot new
writers.

Best Hard-Science Novel
— Heart of the Comet by
David Brin and Gregory
Benford. Both these accom-
plished writers have done
better solo, but the collab-

oration largely works, and
at least it doesn't, as team-

ups sometimes do, parlay

and amplify the participants'

weaknesses.

FANTASY:
Best Historical Fantasy

— Soldier in the Mist by
Gene Wolfe (Tor) and The
Shattered Horse by S. P.

Somtow (Tor). Two nifty

fantastical jaunts back to

ancient Greek times.

Best Retrospective -

Dreams of Dark and Light

by Tanith Lee (Arkham
House). Lee has an effective

style running from dreamy
to nasty, and sometimes
combining the two. This

thick collection of 23 tales

is the Essential Lee.

Most Underrated Fan-

tasy Writer —Sheri S. Tep-
per (Berkley & Tor). Her
series and solo fantasy

novels are packaged like all

the undistinguished com-
mercial tripe. The difference

is, Tepper's good. She's also

prolific. This year's seen

Blood Heritage, Dervish

Daughter, and a couple of

new Jinian novels. Don't be
fooled by cheap imitations.

The Other Underrated
Fantasist — Keith Roberts.

His Kaeti and Company
(Kerosina Books) is a new
and hard-to-obtain contem-
porary collection reminis-

cent of his "Anita the Teen
Witch" stories.

Stephen King (Viking). I'll

admit it. I haven't finished

this yet. I'm only on page
500 and I'm not half-done.

But so far, so good, if per-

haps possessed of a few too

many words. IT reminds me
of King's splendid "The
Body," but blended with

supernatural horror,

Baedeker Award for

Exotic Terror — Song of Kali

by Dan Simmons (Bluejay/

Tor). This is a fabulous first

novel set in Calcutta, a tale

of absolute urban horror in

which the city is the mon-
ster. It has as little actual

supernatural element as,

say. The Red Dragon, but

is no less chilling.

Best Non-Genre Horror
— Face by Cecile Pineda

(Penguin). Just because

there are no werewolves or

vampires within, doesn't

mean this tale of human
alienation and self-performed

kitchen-table plastic surgery

doesn't twirl the reader's

stomach like a Cuisinart on

"blend."

Best Anthology — Night

Visions II edited by Charles

L. Grant. This annual three-

writers-in-one-volume this

year features David Morrell,

Joseph Payne Brennan, and
Karl Edward Wagner. Of
these, the finest is Morrell.

The others are no slouches.

Best-Looking Package —
The Pet by Charles L.

Grant (Tor). Great cover.

The novel's one of Grant's

good ones, though I'm not

convinced it measures fully

up to the blurb copy com-
paring the author to not

just Stephen King, but also

Ann Beattie and John
Updike.

Star of Tomorrow —
Ray Carton. He could

become the King of Sleazy

Horror. He's young, he's

ambitious, he's talented.

Such Pinnacle epics as Se-

ductions and Darklings

show a certain mordant

promise.

R E V I E W

\19M~

Best Almost-Debut

—

The Falling Woman by Pat

Murphy (Tor). It was very

easy to miss Murphy's first

novel. Shadow Hunter. I

doubt the same fate awaits

her new novel spun from
Mayan myth.

Finest Fantasy Collec-

tion— /etue/ of the Moon by
William Kotzwinkle (Put-

nam). Kotzwinkle's another

one-of-a-kind. His stories

are most often warm, gen-

tle, and constructed with

unerring craft.

HORROR:
Center Stage Trophy —

Clive Barker. This British

playwright's certainly the

star of contemporary dark

fantasy, and deservedly so.

Berkley's reprinted in paper

the first three volumes of

his mega-collection. The
Books of Blood, and Posei-

don has reprinted Volume
IV in hardback as The
Inhuman Condition. Bar-

ker's a writer of enormous
energy and verve. His writ-

ing skills are sometimes just

a bit shaky (as with chaotic

viewpoint shifts), but that's

of little consequence when
the man can turn out what

1 predict will be considered

masterpieces of dark fantasy

such as "In the Hills, the

Cities" in Volume 1.

Large Award — IT by

[KAREN JOY FOWLER
{ THE aeSTNfWSORT FICTION

t wnTstOFncYfAir
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ITHE TWILIGHT ZONE GALLERY |

].K. POTTER

In the last three years J. K. Pot-

ter has come very nearly out of

nowhere to become one of the big

moving forces of visual science fic-

tion and horror. Paintings like the

one above — a variation on the paper-

back cover to Ramsey Campbell's

Cold Print — display that force of vi-

sion in a powerful and unsettling

fashion. Potter and Campbell, in-

cidently, have a close personal ac-

quaintance, evident in the painting's

title: Rotting Ramsey. Potter created

The Evil Twin, above right, for

another friend, a long-time compa-
nion and frequent model with a

wide, deep, self-destructive streak. For

all of us there are things that we
can only hear when told by friends,

but only those of us who know J. K.

Potter get the opportunity to see our

souls as they truly are. Not even his

family is immune; the model
in Fire Code, right, is Potter's sister.

ILLUSTRATION FOR FIRECODE BY CHELSEA QUINN YARBRO
(POPULAR LIBRARY. APRIL 1987)
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THE TWILIGHT ZONE GALLERY

}.K. POTTER

Potter's technique is a

strange melange of photog-

raphy, paint, ink, and dyes.

Often when he's asked about

the genesis of a particular

work he'll grow secretive,

leaving the suspicion in the

air that he's working with

materials and methods that

no one else has thought of.

The helmet in R&R, above,

began life as a crash helmet

on a USAF fighter pilot.

The untitled painting (above

center, and on facing page)

is based on a photograph

taken (at considerable per-

sonal peril) at the bottom of

an abandoned, crumbling in-

dustrial chimney. Don't ask

how he got there.
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Call Waiting, the grisly

black-and-white collage

above, is actually an illus-

tration for William F.

Nolan's classic horror short,

"Dead Call." We find our-

selves possessed of an

almost unstopable urge to

label it Still on Hold, but

we've managed to restrain

ourselves.

Two Familiars, left. Potter

composed for his own
pleasure. We can under-

stand that. He tells us that

not long after the photo

session that helped produce

it the model went punk,

and she now sports 'a

spiky crewcut. Sigh.

— Alan Rodgers
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ART
OF

DARKNESS

A Conversation With

J. K. POTTER
by Joe R. Landsdale
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K. Potter is my favorite artist,

and has been frorr, the first mo-

• ment I saw his work. It was

at the World Fantasy Convention in

Ottawa that William F. Nolan showed

me his new collection of short stories

from Scream Press, Things Beyond

Midnight, and said,' “Don't you love

these illustrations?" and he opened the

book to the centerpiece, an illustration

of a skullfaced train hurtling through

the night, a man flying like a bullet

from its side.

After I'd managed to get the book

away from Nolan (actually, if memory
serves, it was an unbound copy he

had been given as an example of the

finished product) and examined all the

illustrations, I knew I had found

someone who was not only talented,

but very special. Anyone who could

bring the work of a fine writer like

Nolan alive had to be special.

Using sophisticated martial arts

learned during a stint in Missouri,

Nolan was able to wrestle the book

back from my sweaty grasp, but the

images of those illustrations stayed

with me.

While in Ottawa, my wife Karen

and I met ]. K. Potter and his wife

Catherine (who, by the way, is an

accomplished photographer) and we
promised to get together shortly, raise

hell in a sedate way, and just gen-

erally have a nice time.

But it wasn't till the following

year that we finally visited with the

Potters in their Louisiana home. He
and Catherine live in a nice old house

not too unlike the one I grew up in,

and within minutes we were as

comfortable as kinfolk.;.

I got a guided tour of his dark-

room, which is almost as cluttered as

my study, and was privileged to see

his recently completed work, as well

as his works in progress.

After a much-too-short day in

which Jeff and I toured spots he had

used for backgrounds in his illustra-

tions, and visited the most remarkable

bookstore on the face of the earth,

Karen and Catherine met us for sup-

per, then we all went over to the

Potters' place to talk a while and look

at more of his work. Between then

and the time we headed back to the

motel, my son Keith only managed to

wreck one thing (a kaleidoscope) in

the Potter household.

That night as I lay in the motel

bed, eyes open, unable to sleep, I

thought about J.K. Potter's strange,

mesmerizing work. It's touched with

something intangible that reaches out

to you from beyond the page. Vision.

A vision sometimes dark,

sometimes not, but always identifiable

as that of J.K. Potter; not just another

pop illustrator, but a true artist.

LANSDALE: Your style is unmistake-

able. Did you set out to develop it,

or did it develop by accident?

POTTER: Well I've certainly had my
share of happy accidents, but basically

my style has evolved through constant

repetition and experimentation. Using

an airbrush, or a camera for that mat-

ter, is like playing the violin. You can

make noise instantly, wonderfully

abrasive noise, but you have to prac-

tice to make music.

"I've done my
share of horror

illustration. And
although I don't

think I'll ever

abandon it

altogether, I feel

myself being

pulled into new
areas.

"

LANSDALE: Exactly where did you

receive your art education? Air brush

in particular?

POTTER: On-the-job training. I started

my career as a photo-retoucher. 1

worked for people who really didn't

know what could or couldn't be done

with an airbrush. They would give me
a twenty by thirty inch photograph

and tell me to remove about ten feet

of phone lines and instruct me to

spray paint just on the lines! Nowhere
else, please. After a while, 1 found to

my surprise that I could do it. I was
the guy who removed all those

poisonous-looking zits from your

highschool yearbook picture. 1 worked

for a portrait photographer performing

cosmetic surgery directly on the pho-

tography. I airbrushed bags under

eyes, removed those unsightly frown

lines, and occasionally trimmed a little

fat from someone's chin or fanny. I

straightened ties, trimmed stray hair,

and even zipped unzipped zippers.

LANSDALE: Have you ever removed

an appendectomy scar?

POTTER: Yep.

LANSDALE: You're kidding.

POTTER: I've removed a few super-

ficial scars, all in the silent service of

the cult of beauty. We wouldn't want

anyone to find out the human race is

scarred or blemished.

Then I went on to the exciting

world of food retouching, where I

degreased hamburgers, plugged cracks

in biscuits, and removed that unsight-

ly gray cast from those fungoid scram-

bled eggs. I've enlarged steaks and

trimmed lettuce.

We can't have unruly looking

food, now can we?
LANSDALE: Some writers and artists

I've talked to have admitted to having

rather unusual, sometimes awful,

childhoods, and they seem to think it

has influenced the type of work they

do. What about you?

POTTER: Certainly my childhood has

influenced my work; but not in a

negative sense. I feel very fortunate

not to have been subjected to the

trauma that writers like Ramsey
Campbell and Whitley Strieber have

experienced. I had an absolutely

splended, almost Bradburyesque child-

hood. I'm from one of those extremely

mobile Air Force families, so I went

to about ten different schools, .coast to

coast, which was a consciousness ex-

panding experience in itself. During

the '60s my father was on the Air

Force's Aerospace Briefing Team which

toured the college circuit doing PR for

the Space program, and he used to

bring me boxes and boxes of transpar-

encies ^om their slideshow. So I got

a triple dose of the space program,

over and beyond what I experienced

at school and on television. I had all

these great slides of giant rocket

engines, exotic Russian satellites, and

artists' renderings of colonies in space.

I would have to say I was raised

in an environment which was very

conducive to the growth of my imagi-

nation. Of course people familiar with

my most twisted work are probably

thinking that I'm lying. They're say-

ing, "He probably spent the first six-

teen years of his life shackled to a

pipe in the basement of his two spins-

ter aunts who forced him to perform

unnatural acts while reading passages

from H.P. Lovecraft's selected letters!"

LANSDALE: Wasn't there something

about a dog too? No? Okay. Have

you always liked the macabre, Jeff?

Or is this something you moved
toward out of necessity?

POTTER: I think 1 gravitated to it out

_of instinct rather than necessity. I've

always been attracted to the macabre,

but just as a component in the entire

spectrum of weirdness. One of the

reasons that I've illustrated so much

.a
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horror is that there has been, to my
mind, a renaissance in the field the

past five years or so. It's been hard
for me to resist the amazing diversity

of subject matter. We've certainly seen

an abundance of high quality work,
but sadly it has also served to inspire

an unrelenting wave of garbage.

LANSDALE; Here's something I'm

really curious about, because I know
a lot of writers feel this way. Do you
feel trapped, narrowed by the "horror
artist" label?

POTTER: It's like having a scarlet H
branded on your iorehead. Perhaps it's

the industrial age dictum of one job

for one man on the assembly line.

You know, the hardware-oriented sf

artist goes here, the hyperslick fan-

tasy artist goes here, and the jnally-

retentive horror geek fits into this slot.

A lot of young would-be anar-
chists blame editors and art directors

for this, but it is as much reinforced

by sales-marketing, the buying public,

and the artists themselves, some of

whom specialize by choice.

LANSDALE: Sounds to me like you
have plans to abandon the field.

POTTER: Actually, I've done quite a
bit of science fiction illustration over
the past three years, and I've found
that many of those readers are totally

unaware of my horror work. So I've

been able to lead a Jeckyll-Hyde ex-

istence until now.
This may sound abruptly hyper-

critical, but I feel I've done enough of
my share of horror illustration, and
although I don't think I'll ever com-
pletely abandon the horror field, I feel

myself already being pulled out of the

genre into new areas.

When I recently finished Scared
Stiff: The Erotic Horror of Ramsey
Campbell, I thought to myself, now
I've done it all. Ed Meese will be on
my doorstep tomorrow morning.
LANSDALE: So that did it for you,
huh?

POTTER: Well, I really think the
World Fantasy Convention was the

Horror Hurrah for me. After having
two stories written around my "Evil

Twin" cover for the program book by
Ramsey Campbell and Charles Grant,
I got a good taste of what it feels like

to have your work illustrated in a truly

disturbing fashion.

In this case my art was "illustrated"

with prose. Both stories, Ramsey's in

particular (because he knew where to

hit me), left me stunned and wondering
what could possible top them.
LANSDALE: Do you in any way feel

responsible for the books or stories you
illustrate? Do you think it causes people
to perform acts of violence?

POTTER: I do feel somewhat responsi-

ble for the negative contents of some
of my work, but I haven't lost any
sleep over it. So what if 1 offend a few
nincompoops. They've got it coming.

First off, an illustration is not
necessarily an endorsement. An il-

lustrator is a lot like an actor in that

he works with a script. Second, most
of the work is consumed by horror fans

who are so jaded that they often

denigrate me for not being as gruesome
as they'd like to be.

Sure, it's bound to have a negative

effect on some people, but I think those

inherently corrupt and emotionally
convoluted soap operas set far worse
examples for the mass audience. Let's

face it, sanitized violence is a lie. I read
in Locus recently that Frank Frazetta's

Death Dealer painting had been chosen
as the official emblem of Ft. Hood, but
the Pentagon insisted on changing the

name of the painting to 'The Phantom
Warrior" because they objected to the

word "death!" Some General claimed
that the helmeted warrior with his

blood-stained axe will represent "Pride,

strength of purpose, and dedication

to arms."

Bullshit! That Phamtom Warrior
doesn't shave with that big axe. Do we
as fantasists have to enhance their

mythology with our art and concepts?
Now and in the future it doesn't matter
whether you win or lose as long as

you're wearing the coolest helmet and
using the hippest death-tech weaponry.
Sooner or later we all become fashion
victims.

LANSDALE: You work in the South,
as opposed to New York or Los
Angeles, where many illustrators

thrive. Do you find that living here is

a disadvantage?

POTTER: It's a disadvantage in that I

can't take a lunch with my editors, but
with the advent of Federal Express I

can put my artwork in the mail at 9:00
p.m. and have it on their desks in New
York the next morning. Plus, I'm a
phone junkie. I wish I had one im-
planted in my head.

But the South has had an ir-

radicable influence on my work. To
me, Louisiana is like one big movie set.

It really is the weirdest state in the

union, and its history includes many
notable fantasiiits including Lafcadio

Hearn and Claience Laughlin.

To me the South does have a voice

all its own, but here in Louisiana it's

more like a forlorn echo of a voice lost

in the romantic jaast. The state has real-

ly been ravaged by time and industry.

LANSDALE: V\'hat’s the future of il-

lustration? Where do you see it

heading?

POTTER: Comjjuter graphics, synthe-

sized imagery, and digital retouching

will become the all instrusive forces in

the market plac(j. The implications are

so enormous that we can't grasp them
yet.

Aesthetically speaking, I can only
hope that our young aspiring artists

will draw their inspiration from some-
where other than comic books. Let's

not forget our surrealist forefathers,

kids. Films and video will be the domi-
nant influence in fantasy art for years
to come.

POTTER: What's up next for J.K.

Potter?

POTTER: I'm illustrating The Jaguar
Hunter by Lucius Shepard -one of my
favorite science fiction writers— and
The Best Fantastic Stories of Clark
Ashton Smith, for my good friend Jim
Turner at Arkham House.

I should have a book out of my
own work. The New Flesh, and I'm

talking with Scxeam Press about a

third Etchison collection titled The
Blood Kiss.

Beyond that, a number of paper-
back covers coming out, and I hope
to turn my attention more to science

fiction, classical horror, and mystery.

LANSDALE: You're already fostering

imitators. How do you feel about
that?

POTTER: One hand I'm flattered,

pleased to have an effect, but on the

other hand. I'm aware of the clone

theory which states that if you have
too many clones it will dilute the

market, creating less demand for the

real thing. I can't be too much of an
S.O.B about it, after all. I've borrow-
ed pretty heavily from Jerry Velsmann
and Helmut Nevrton— but I did so as

a tribute, not as an act of thievery. I

resent being ripped off, and I certainly

won't take it lying down.
I can't help but feel the imitators

will push me in new directions. One
of the problems is that some people
assume that any photo-generated art

in the genre is automatically mine. I

get letters thanking me for art I didn't

do, I swear. I think this will pass once
people's tastes in photo illustration

become more aesthetically refined.
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His past was a blood-eyed demon from
which there was no escape.

by Marc Laidlaw
ILLUSTRATION BY JOE BURLESON

A pair of ruby-red tail lights

glinted ahead of Burton Schmidt,
staining the snowfall pink as they stit-

ched in and out of flurries on the

high, winding road. He leaned on the

horn for nearly a mile but the car

ahead wouldn't pull over and let him
pass. There was nowhere to park. The
shoulder of the road, little more than
a margin of pavement verging on a

precipice, was lined with cars and
thick with slush. Fluorescent shapes of

people on skiing holiday were pacing
around the vehicles, crouching near
the tires as they fumbled with snow
chains. To Burton they all looked like

fools. There wasn't enough ice on the

road to worry him. Besides, he hated
the sound of chains; they thrashed the

road like four huge fists. And they
would slow him down at a time when
he needed, above all, to get in and
out of Norris as quickly as he could.

Five minutes later, and a few hun-
dred feet higher, he rose above the

clouds. The snow had thinned to a

few wind-borne flakes; the sky came
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out in patches. There were higher
clouds in the distance, but where the

sun shone the asphalt had begun to

steam. The road was still lined with
cars; this time the skiers were un-
buckling the chains. What idiots.

It was another mile to Norris, the

small town below the slopes. He
parked outside a busy saloon and
found a phone booth with a local

directory. It only took a minute to

find the address of the shop that

Shannon had mentioned in her letter

to Jack. Exotic imports. He noted the

address and started into the bar to ask
directions, only realizing when he was
inside that he was being stupid. He
might as well leave a trail of crumbs
for the police to follow. This was a

small town. The shop should be on
the main drag.

A light snowfall began as he
walked toward the center of town.
Dark gray clouds had come over the

crags, dragging low as a serpent's bel-

ly, shredding on the A-frame cabins

and the snow-dusted pine trees. He
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glanced down an alley and saw a

white Mustang with California plates.

Her car.

He was face-to-face with the im-

port shop as well. He hadn't noticed

it at first, shadowed between a snack
bar and an art gallery full of winter-

scapes. The front window was hung
with motionless wooden beads; knife-

faced ebony statues stood holding

their sharp ribs around a huge crystal

ball. A hand-printed card advertised

Tarot Readings, and he recognized the

calligraphy as Shannon's. So she'd

finally found a use for those cards of

hers.

He opened the door cautiously, in

case it was hooked to a bell. Shell

chimes rattled in the sudden wind, no
^..louder than chattering teeth# He

smelled tropical flowers, in odd con-

trast to the sharp scent of pine from
outside. The shop was dark, packed
with shelves and cases. There was no
one at the counter, though voices

murmured from beyond a thick red

curtain at the rear of the shop. He
crossed to the register and saw
Shannon's purse on a chair near the

curtain.

A gray serpent rose from the cor-

ner, unhinging huge jaws. He jerked

away and it leaned closer, whirling

around his upraised hand, sucked in

by his movement.
It was incense smoke, that was

all, uncoiling from a cone that

smoldered on the countertop. His
panic had given him away. The red

curtain parted and a tall, dark-skinned
woman looked out, her eyes hidden
by mirrored sunshades. This was the

Hawaiian woman Shannon had men-
tioned in the letter— Leilani. He saw
his grim bulldog features in the silver

lenses and turned away abruptly, fear-

ing that Shannon would catch sight of

him through the curtain. The woman
came out, bracelets and jewelry clat-

tering as she moved. He pretended to

look into a glass case, aware that she

had come up next to him, sensing that

she was a powerful woman, stronger

than most. She made him nervous,

standing there, and without really

meaning to he blurted out — in a whis-
per— "What's that knife?"

His finger wavered as if drawn

magnetically to the long curved leath-

er sheaf of a black-handled blade; it

was tipped in tarnished silver.

"That's a Nepalese blade," she

said. "Let me get it out for you."

She opened the case, reached in.

He had just noticed that the back of

the case was mirrored, and in the

silvery surface he could see the red

curtain — slightly parted — a glimpse of

light golden hair just within. She
hadn't seen him then. He could hear

her humming, and the sound of cards

being shuffled. He didn't think she

would recognize him immediately. He
couldn't disguise his weightlifter's

body, but his blond hair was longer

The snow closed

in, gray as dust

sifting through his

thoughts, eddying
over the

windshield. Blood
leaked from his

fingers as he
gripped the wheel
tighter.

now, no longer the cut of a recent

Marine, as it had been when they

were last togther. Eight months ago, it

had been.

The Hawaiian woman unsheathed

the blade with a fluid movement. He
reached to touch the leaf-shaped me-
tal, to run his finger along the pol-

ished edge, but she pulled it away
from him.

"Don't be so anxious," she said.

"This knife must be blooded each time

it is drawn. Let me do it."

She laid her wrist against a tiny

cutting edge just below the hilt, and
drew back rapidly. Beads of blood

welled up against the brown skin.

Now she offered the blade to him, but

he had to back away. He was dizzy

all of a sudden. Blood. He couldn't

stand blood — not the sight nor smell,

especially not the taste of it. Even to

think of blood made him weak. He
had drawn plenty of it in fights, but

it was different then. He didn't have
to think about it, didn't have time to

stare as it oozed out.

"Is something wrong?" she asked.

"Nothing, it's fine!" he snapped.

The humming stopped in the next

room. He glanced toward the curtains

and saw Shannon gaping out at him,

pale as the snow. She darted out of

sight.

The Hawaiian woman hadn't no-
ticed. She slid the blade into its

sheath. As she turned to the case, he
stepped around the counter and pulled

aside the curtain. The little room was
empty, except for the table set with a

tall white candle. Tarot cards lay scat-

tered on the black cloth, except for

one which had fallen to the floor: The
Lovers. He laughed at that one.

"That's a private room!" said

Leilani.

"Yeah. Where'd she go?" He let

the curtain fall and realized that the

room was full of incense smoke; vague
faces seethed tov^iard him, coming out

of the air.

"Burton Schmidt ..." Leilani

hissed.

He moved to the back of the

room and kicked open a small wooden
door; it opened onto an alley. Step-

ping out into snow again, he saw the

white Mustang but Shannon wasn't in

it. She was running toward the street,

awkward on the ice, and eight months
pregnant. He hadn't realized how
small she looked, how uncomfortable

and terrified; he caught her within

seconds and swung her toward him.

She stared into his face but he was
looking at her belly, the shock of it

making him grin.

"Come on," he said finally. "You're

coming with me."

"Leilani!" she screamed.

He pulled her onto the sidewalk,

running, making her run to keep up —
he knew she wouldn't dare fall and
risk injury. She kept her balance. He
looked back and saw Leilani opening
the door of the white Mustang, then

he had to hurry Shannon through the

crowd to his own car. She was in

tears, couldn't seem to call for help,

and no one stopped him. He shoved
her into the car, started the engine,

and backed into the street with a

screech.

Her hand was on the door latch.

"Don't bother," he said. "I fixed

the latch. You can't get out from in-

side."

"Burton," she said, "don't do this.

Please, just go away and let me live

in peace."

"That's my kid," he said, holding

down the horn as a Winnebago lum-
bered into the street ahead of him.

"It's not your child," she said. "It's

Jack's baby, and none of your— "

"Jack's, huh? And what are you
doing up here a . hundred miles from
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him? And why would you write Jack can do. She's special, she has red eyes boiling, mouthing at him, swirling like

a letter like this?" —that means she has extra strength. the incense in the shop.

He shoved the wad of paper. Her magic works. And . . . she knows "Christ, it's freezing," he said,

folded and refolded many times, into your smell." Steel gleaming in Shannon's hand;
her hands. "I don't want to hear this shit," he he saw the dagger come out of her

"Where did you get this?" she said. "To think you laughed at me for boot,

said. "This is a personal letter." reading National Enquirer, while you "Try it," he said, "and I'll drive

"I got it off Jack, " he said. were playing solitaire with those Tarot over the edge."

She threw the papc-r into a corner cards." She hesitated, her eyes wandering,

of the car. Finally he had freed himself "I gave her an old shirt of yours. Good old Shannon. Draws a knife on
from the worst of the town's traffic; and she got your smell off it. Her him and then spaces out.

they were heading toward the moun- spirits can catch your trail, lead her to "Listen," she said. "The radio . .

."

tain road again, heading down. The you. She knows how to work the "It's not on," said Burton, but he

road began its sinuous descent. Snow death prayer. Burton." fell silent, listening. Under the sound
started falling again as they drove into "Shut up." of the engine was a steady hissing, the

the clouds. He braked, thinking he If you listened to that stuff you sound of static pouring from the

saw black ice on the road, but the could start believing it. That was how radio. The white noise began to mod-
asphalt was clear. it worked. ulate, forming syllables almost too

"Leilani," Shannon was murmur- "If you just let me go. Burton, it'll low to hear. It was both random and
ing. "Please, please help me." be all right. She's following us. She'll synthetic, a hypnotic voice. Then it

"This is none of her business." pick me up and you can go on. rose in pitch, coming clearer, and
"Yes, it is, Burt. I made it her Otherwise, I'm warning you ..." words spilled from the dead speakers:

business when I ran away up here. "I said shut up!" "O Lono,

She's been so good to me, letting me She curled up slowly in her seat. Listen to my voice.

heal, think things over. I told her but he could feel her glaring at him. This is the plan:

all about you, and we decided that if Around the car, the snow seemed dark Rush upon Burton Schmidt
you ever came back, she'd take care and oppressive. The chill crept into and enter,

of you." the cabin, so he turned up the heater. Enter and curl up,

"Now how would she do that?" White flakes melted on the windshield. Curl up and straighten .out.

"She's a kahuna-Wcihini — a Hawai- The glass began to fog; he had to O Lono ..."

ian sorceress, a priestess, you know? slow, waiting for it to clear. To his Without a tingle of warning his

She has powers. Burton. I know you left was open air, not always behind feet and calves went numb, amputated
think it's silly, but I've seen what she guard-rails. The clouds seemed to be (continued on page 77)
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NIGHTSKIN
A howl split the night, a song of bad
blood and dark magic from the dawn

of lupine memory.

by John Brizzolara

ILLUSTRATION BY

H
e lopes through the

woods not unlike a

deer, his ears stiff, jut-

ting forward. His breath

comes easily though he

has travelled most of

the day and most of the night through

snow that is half as high as his legs.

The full moon generously penetrates the

spruce and subalpine fir trees and he

can see the raven he has been follow-

ing in the distance, perched above the

half-frozen stream that glides like

molten silver through the forest floor.

The raven has stopped to allow him
to drink before taking him on the final

leg of his journey.

He pauses at a scent post, an old

blueberry bush, but moves on quickly

to lap at the water and ask the raven

how much farther. The raven struts im-

patiently on a birch branch and makes

a rattling sound. The caribou await

them ahead, very close, the raven tells

him. Soon they will both eat. The

raven suggests he call to the others in

LINDA MIYAMOTO

the pack to insure the kill.

The wolf, who knows himself as

Arl — a note that rises for the space of

three heartbeats and ends in a mewl —

tells the raven that he has brought him

too far from the others, that they will

not hear him. He tells him also that

he has killed caribou himself many
times, but the raven thinks he is

boasting. As he laps at the water he

sees a pike but does not kill it. He is

hungry for caribou. Very well, he tells

the raven, / will call to the others. If

the caribou are as large as you say,

we will need all the wolves in the forest

and their ancestors to bring one of

them down. In this way he chides the

raven for its boasting. Besides, he

thinks to himself, it is always good to

sing into the night.

He lifts his head away from the

water and begins the sound in his

throat, gradually drawing it out. It re-

sounds in his empty belly and rises for

many heartbeats. He howls for the time

it takes a cloud to pass across the face

I
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NIGHTSKIN

of the moon. The raven takes flight and
circles far overhead so that anyone of

the pack will see him and come for the

hunt. For a long time there is only the

icy chuckling of the stream.

While the raven widens his arc

against the moonlit sky, Arl lifts his

nose again, watching the vapor trails

stream from his muzzle. He can smell

the fresh droppings of the caribou be-

ing carried to him on the wind. The
raven is right. They are very close now.

Another howl splits the silence. It

comes like a knife through the velvet

night from atop the ridge to the west.

It is not the answer of any from his

pack. It is the sound of a rogue wolf,

sick, maddened by something, in pain

perhaps. Its song has chilled him,

though cold is something he has' never

• - abhorred. This is a chill of the spirit.

Arl wishes he had not called out. The
rogue would never have found the car-

ibou from its position upwind of

them — they would have moved steadi-

ly away from its scent — but now he

has broken the silence and the raven

can be seen across the face of the

moon. Perhaps there will be a fight

over the kill. Very well then.

He quickens his stride, revelling in

the power of his muscles, in the sharp-

ness of the air in his lungs, the scatter-

ing of the snow like powdered
diamonds before his great paws. He can
smell the musk of his prey now and
he salivates, tasting him.

Ahead, the raven has settled atop

the last pine tree before the clearing and
the frozen lake. His job as guide is

completed. On the far shore of the lake

stands the caribou, his back to Arl, his

nose and antlers toward the prevailing

wind and the other wolf, still not visi-

ble beyond the treeline. The caribou is

a fine buck, strong and healthy. Arl

sees by his posture that this one has

faced wolves before and is not afraid.

The others in the herd will be far away
by now, frightened by Arl's hunting call

and the bleak, unnatural cry of the

rogue. The buck alone will have re-

mained to defend their retreat.

Arl pauses at the treeline, unde-
tected by his prey. He is about to ap-

proach through the snow when, from
across the clearing, comes the shatter-

ing, jagged howl of the unseen wolf.

The sound is paralyzing in its demented

ir

pitch; a song of bad blood and dark
magic from the very earliest time in

,
wolfen memory. Both Arl and the

' caribou are transfixed against the night

by the fevered and discordant wail.

A black shape erupts from the tree-

line across the clearing and the caribou
turns, abandoning his defensive posture.

This leads Arl to believe that there are

many wolves beyond the clearing — for

a buck, once standing his ground, will

not give it, knowing that his predator
will not strike unless he is moving. If

there are enough wolves, however, they

can surround and harry the buck until

he bolts and provides a suitable mov-
ing target. In the next moment it is

He struggles

beneath the

weight of the

beast. The scent

of evil from
primordial dreams
overtakes him
and threatens to

blind him with
panic.

clear that there is only the single beast

flushing the caribou toward Arl and
across the frozen lake. Arl wonders
what manner of wolf could strike such

fear into the heart of a veteran sur-

vivor like the stag. He marvels for

only a moment and then he has laun-

ched himself into the snow and joined

the hunt. The terrible howl and the

stag's panic are forgotten as the blood
pounds through his veins driven by a

hunter's heart.

Arl is closing the distance be-

tween himself and the caribou, both of

them bounding across the ice toward
each other. He can see the buck, nos-

trils flared, eyes wide with fear as if

he were a white-tail yearling instead of

a strong, experienced brute. In the

next moment he can see the stag's pur-

suer, his companion in the hunt. The
creature that drives the prey is a slate

color, almost blue in the moonlight.

He is twice the size of Arl, who is the

largest wolf in his pack. Set above its

massive jaws and into its great head
are pupilless orbs of moonlight. Arl

can smell the rank, diseased breath of

the thing.

The buck sees Arl and races past

him as if he weren't there. The slate

wolf lopes easily after him sparing Arl

a sidelong, snarling glance with its

demon eyes. Halting in his tracks,

spraying snow and shards of ice into

the air, Arl pivots and races after the

creature and its prey.

The ice cannot support the cari-

bou's weight but cracks beneath him.

A taut singing sound is conducted
through the surface of the lake, for-

lorn and plaintive. The stag's rear

hoofs sink into the jagged hole they

have made and the animal sprawls
forward. The huge shape behind it

leaves the ice and soars through the

crystalline air. As Arl increases his

pace to assist in the kill, he can hear

the muffled cracking of bones as the

weight of the other wolf descends

upon the buck's hipbones and hind
legs. The caribou raises its head at the

impact. His eyes dull with pain and
seem to drink in the winter sky for

the last time. In the next moment Arl

is upon him and has torn open his

throat, ending his pain and horror.

As the ice becomes stained with

blood and steam rises toward the

heavens filling his nostrils with the

sweet smell of meat, Arl lifts his voice

to the stars to celebrate the kill. No
sound escapes him for suddenly he is

struggling beneath the weight of the

slate beast, looking into its glowing
jaundiced eyes.

The scent of evil from primordial

dreams overtakes Arl and threatens to

blind him with panic. Arl tears at the

thing's forepaws with his teeth and
kicks out with his hindfeet upward at

its belly. They roll together with mor-
tal intent and in eerie silence.

Arl sees that he has drawn blood

from his assailant's underside. Quickly
they separate and circle each other.

Arl has never confronted a wolf so

large, nor a wolf who is . . . sick, in

such a way: filled only with fury and
confused, flashing thoughts. And the

eyes . .

.

Arl cannot look away. He is en-

raptured, lost.

Too late, he feels the hot breath

of the thing and the teeth that punc-
ture his throat. The beast lifts Arl

almost effortlessly in its jaws and
tosses him down. Arl slides away
across the ice, stunned. He begins to

tremble, feeling the poison that had
infected the other start to suffuse itself

through him. Black tendrils of night-

mare make their way from the wound
in his throat toward his heart. Arl can
see his own blood on the jaws of the

lantern-eyed creature as it approaches
him again. His ' vision is clouding
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rapidly. He waits, feigning complete

helplessness and then springs before

the other can poise itself for defense.

He takes the great animal by surprise

and sinks his teeth into the fur just

beneath its jaws. Throv/ing his whole

body forward and into the movement,
he tears down, ripping open the life of

the enemy as he had the caribou. It

is over, but the large outcast wolf

does not know it yet. It tries to rise

and appears puzzled for a moment as

it looks at Arl. It seems to be wonder-

ing what has happened and then the

strange light that infested its eyes

begins to dim, the head relaxes.

Arl's vision continues to waver as

he watches the form and markings of

the dead wolf shudder and distort.

Perhaps it is only the death reaction

in the other's great muscles that he is

seeeing, but no, it mu‘;t be the sick-

ness overtaking him because he im-

agines he sees the wolf's legs elongate

in the snow, the fur disappear as if

evaporating beneath the moon. Before

he turns to abandon the two carcasses

and find shelter to pass the night and

perhaps die of his wounds or the dis-

ease— he believes he has seen the muz-
zle of the dead wolf melt away into

its face.

I
t is not long before his legs are

trembling too badly to go any fur-

ther. He has managed lo walk for an

hour, back toward the territory that is

his own and that of his pack. His

head is swimming with strange

visions, his nose with strange scents.

His forepaws will pull him no more.

He hasn't even the strength to dig

himself a makeshift pit den. Curling

himself into a ball beneath the bole of

a spruce tree on high ground, he puts

his head between his hind legs, his tail

over his nose and, with his back to

the wind, dreams of things he cannot

understand. Things from the very

earliest time when there was magic

abroad and not all of the magic was

good.

He sleeps through the next day and

awakens as the sun is but a livid

memory above the western ridge. He
tries to move but cannot. He tries to

call, to the raven, to his back, but no

sound emerges. Still he tries.

He sleeps fitfully, on and off be-

tween his attempts to get to his feet

and the dreams gradually retreat.

He awakens later beneath the

moon and finds that he is cold. Surely

he is dying now, he has never been so

cold before. He can move — awkward-

ly. It is as if his limbs are made of

soft clay half-frozen. He lifts his head

and looks out upon the snow. He can

sm.ell nothing besides the faint odor of

the conifers. It is a little like being

blind. He tries to move his hind legs,

to get them beneath him and the ac-

tion sends him rolling down the

embankment.
He sees that he has no paws, but

hands. No powerful hind legs, but

long, white furless things with un-

familiar proportions. Small, useless

hairs like dark cornsilk cover him
sparsely. His feet have no claws, only

fleshy nubs of milky blue.

The raven has found him. Over-

head, the bird makes a cricking noise

and Arl cannot understand him. He
tries to speak to the raven, to ask him
what has happened to him, but odd
noises gurgle from his throat. The
noises become more desperate and

garbled.

The raven squawks back at him
from his perch, but it is nonsense to

Arl. He cannot understand. His heart.

feeling fragile and small in his chest,

hammers crazily against ribs that feel

as delicate as a fawn's. He manages to

put his limbs between him and the

snow that burns him now like coals.

He rises to his feet on his too-long

legs and stands upright in a way he

has never done before. He sways un-

steadily and nearly falls. He lifts his

head to howl his fear and bewilder-

ment to the world, to call for help to

his brothers and sisters and sons, but

what comes is not the clean tapering

notes of his kind. It is a ragged scream.

Frightened, the raven flies from
its perch and is swallowed by the star-

shot blackness overhead.

Arl feels water forming in his eyes

and he cannot stop it. It flows down
his face and begins to freeze in the

thin fur beneath his small mouth.
The water flows and new, ugly

sounds come from his throat. He is

shaken by an uncontrollable wracking
that lifts and pummels his monstrous
body. The body of a man.
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PRESERVES
In the heart of winter's chill, the

fragrant scent of summer wafted from
the old Mason jar.

by Jon Cohen

ILLUSTRAJION BY CLAUDIA TANTILLO

Everybody was set for

Grandma Howard to die quietly in her
sleep, to take that last faint breath

and sink peacefully into the billowy
softness of her old feather bed. Bil-

lowy, like rolling in clouds, was the

way Ben Simpson, her grandson,
remembered the bed. He'd played in it

when he was small. Dying in that

cloudy bed she'd be halfway to heaven
already.

Grandma Howard, however, de-

cided to do things a bit differently.

There was nothing grisly about it, it

just spooked the family a little, that's

all.

The nurse, dressed in white and
staring coldly at the gathered family,

stood by the picture window, telling

her story. Behind her, the snow blew,
the cold white flakes blurring the

frozen landscape. She'd gone down to

the kitchen, late that night, to smoke
a cigarette.

"I take two breaks, smoke one
cigarette each break," she said. "That
makes two cigarettes."

Ben sat on a sofa in the corner of

the living room. He nudged his wife
Paula and whispered, "Got that

straight? That's two breaks, two
cigarettes." The drama of all this was
a bit much for him. It was almost
comic— the gathered family, the tough
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old nurse telling her strange story. Her
searchlight glare fell on him and he
shut up.

She went on. "So, after my fifteen

minutes are up I go back upstairs to

check on Mrs. Howard. Well, she's

not there. I left her asleep, and now
she's not there. I look around the bed,

I look under the bed. I figure, who
knows, maybe she hit the floor and
rolled under. I look in the bedroom,
the bathroom. How far can she go, a

weak old lady like that? I ain't seen

her move in days, and now she disap-

pears."

Crudely put, thought Ben, but

true. When he last saw her three days
ago Grandma Howard was too weak
to open her eyes. When he leaned

over to kiss her cheek she made a lit-

tle sound. "Pr-pr-pr-pr." It was
somewhere between a noise and a

word, but he could not make it out.

"It's okay. Grandma, I know," he
said.

He kissed her once more and
slipped out of the room. The soft "pr-

pr-pr" followed after him.

The nurse raised her voice and
continued. "Then 1 hear a sound
downstairs. I look all over, but don't

find her. I hear something again, from
the basement this time. Laughing. I

hear her laughing."
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Paula looked at Ben. Ben's mother
and father looked down at the floor.

Ben's brother coughed, his sister

shifted in her chair, and his aunt
whispered something to his uncle.

Christ, Ben thought, all we need
now is a dark rainy night and a clap

of thunder.

"So I follow the laughing sound.
I go down the basement stairs and the

only light on down there is coming
from the little room past the furnace."

The jam closet, Ben thought.
Where Grandma stored her jams and
pickles and vegetables.

"
'Mrs. Howard,' I call, because

now I don't hear anything. 'You in

there?' I say."

Paula squeezed Ben's hand.
"The door's closed, so I push it

open with my foot." The nurse paused,
and Ben leaned foward. "And there

she is, in her flannel nightie, sitting on
the floor leaning up against a shelf.

She's smiling, and she's dead,"

The nurse looked around the

room and glared. "Dead," she said

again, in case anyone missd it.

Ben's father stepped foward.
"Well, thank you very much ..."

The nurse held up a finger and he
stopped.

"That's not all," she said. "She had
something in her hands."

"Oh Jesus, here it comes," Ben
whispered to Paula.

"She was holding a Mason jar. An
empty one, the lid in one hand, and
the jar in the other. And smiling down
at it."

I
don't know," Ben said to Paula

later that night in bed. "There are

a couple of things about this that seem
a bit strange."

"Yeah," said Paula. "Everything.
An old woman who's too weak to

open her eyes suddenly climbs out of

bed, goes down two flights of stairs

laughing all the while, and is found
dead and smiling in the jam closet

with a mason jar in her hands."

"That's not what I mean."
"You were there, Ben. You heard

the nurse."

"I heard her."

"Great, the nurse."

"I admit she was not a wonderful
personality, but I doubt she was ly-

ing," said Paula.

Ben reached over and pulled the

chain on the bedside lamp. He lay

quietly in the dark a moment, listen-

ing to the winter night blowing. "Not
lying, just, I don't know, embellishing.

I mean, she make Grandma sound
deranged, all that stuff about cackling

and grinning and all."

"The words she used were 'laugh-

ing and smiling'."

"Well, the way she told it,

everybody got a definite cackling and
grinning picture. Mad Granny. And
that's not the way she was, you know
that."

"I know," said Paula reaching

"Look," he said.

It seemed as if

the sun were
streaming through
each jar, like a
room whose walls

were stained glass

set shimmering by
the brightest

possible day.

over to rub his back, "she was sweet,

but ...

"

"But?"

"But why the jam closet? Why
there?"

Ben did not answer her. He lis-

tened to the house creak as the winter
wind blew outside. After a time Paula
began breathing evenly in her sleep.

He thought about his grandmother,
remembering back.

Years back. He is nine and staying

at Grandma Howard's. They live

only twenty miles away, so Ben and
his brother and sister often take turns

staying weekends with her. It is winter
and the snow is heavy and wet,. per-

fect for building an igloo. He builds
it on the spot where Grandma has her

big vegetable garden in the summer,
because the ground is flat there.

Grandma comes out to help him, and
once, when his back is turned, she
throws a little snowball at him. He
laughs and turns and throws one
back, making sure not to hit her.

Now it is near suppertime and he
is cold so he tramps back to the

house. Grandma kneels down and

helps him out of his big black boots,

his wet clothes. A mug of hot cider

with a cinnamon stick (which he
pretends is a swizzle stick like in his

father's drink) is waiting for him on
the kitchen table.

Grandma lets him warm up, then

says, "How about a little summer for

supper, how'd that be? You pick."

Summer. That's what Grandma
Howard calls the vegetables and
preserves, the jellies and jams she puts
up each year. This means he gets to

go down to the jam closet.

He opens the white wooden door
and pulls on the string. When the light

comes on he aiways pretends he is an
explorer who f inds the lost cave, and,

holding his sputtering lantern high,

discovers a vast room filled with mul-
ti-colored riches. The blue shelves are

lined with fat and sparkling jars, the

red and the purple jams here, the

green and yellow of the peas, corn,

squash, and beans over there, the

pickles, the gold of preserved pears

and apricots. It makes him a little

giddy. It smells like warm earth in

here; it is a good place to be.

This time he chooses the snap
beans. He pulls on the string and the

light goes out. But he can still see the

glowing jars as if they have caught
some of the light and mixed it with

the colors of raspberries, rhubarb, and
peaches.

He goes upstairs to where his

grandmother is standing before the

stove stirring a pot of soup. She
smiles and takes the jar from him and
twists and lifts the lid. She sniffs the

contents of the jar and says, "Oh, I

remember that day, I remember that

day." It is what she says every time.

"Summer," she says holding the

jar out to Ben, and he sniffs.

He thinks he smells it, and feels

it too, but not like Grandma with her

eyes closed, smiling, and swaying
slightly. He feels as if he is on the

edge of something, a gust of warm
air, a faint smell of a moist, green

world. But Grandma, she's right there

in the middle of a summer day, he
knows it. Right out there in the middle
of her vegetable garden at the exact

moment she picked that snap bean
and dropped it in her basket.

Then she opens her eyes again

and laughs. "Well," she says. "Well,

well, well."

Ben lies awake in bed beside his

sleeping wife remembering that winter

day, and other days like it. "How
about a little summer for supper?"

Grandma would say, and off he'd go
to the jam closet.
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B en and Paula drove back to

Grandma Howard's house after

the others had gone. They had spent

the day dividing things up among
family. It was not pleasant, so when
Ben said he wanted to go back, Paula

said, "You sure you want to? It hasn't

been a very good day, watching all

those memories getting split up,"

"That's just it. I want to take a

look at something before it all goes.

You know, one last long look, and all

that."

"The jam closet."

"Yep, the jam closet. 1 didn't want
to go down when everyone was
there."

He pulled the car in front of

Grandma Howard's house. "I know
why she went there," he said.

Paula looked at him and cocked

her head.

"It's not a bad place to die," he

said. For an instant he saw again that

warm room filled with color "I mean,

if I were her I would have tried hard

to get there."

He knew Paula would not under-

stand. He closed his eyes and saw his

grandmother sniffing the fragrant jars

he had once held up to her.

"Summer," he said softly.

"What?"

"Come on," he said. "Let's go

down." They made the.r way through

the cold house. Ben tried not to look

at the rooms in disarray. They should

have just sealed the place up, he

thought, preserved it as it was.

They went into the kitchen and
stood at the top of the cellar stairs.

"Let's go," Ben sa;d when Paula

hesitated beside him.
"1 know, 1 know. It's just that she

did die down there."

Ben smiled. "Paula, this is an old

house. People have died in every

room in this place."

"That's supposed to be a com-
fort?"

He took her hand and let her

down the cellar stairs. When they got

to the bottom he stopped. Paula

squeezed his hand.

"That's funny," he said.

"The light's on in the jam closet."

said Paula.

"It was dark down here when we
were at the top of tht^ stairs, right?"

"Right."

"Okay," said Ben. 'Just checking."

They moved toward the white

door of the jam closet.

"If that door swings open by itself

..." whispered Paula.

"Come on. It's good, it's always

summer here." He pushed open the

door and pulled Paula in with him.

"Look," he said.

It seemed as if the sun were

streaming through each jar; it was as

though they had walked into a room
whose four walls were stained glass set

shimmering by the brightest possible

day.

Paula touched a jar of raspberry

jam. Her face was illuminated by its

red glow. "It's warm," she said. She

ran her hand along a row of jars.

"They're all warm."
Ben picked up a jar of baby peas.

He turned it upside down and the peas

tumbled and sparkled like emeralds

tossed into the air.

This was how it was for Grandma
Howard, Ben knew. And now he was
no longer at the edge. He saw it, and
Paula saw it, too. She picked up jar

after jar, holding them up, peering at

their marvelous contents, her mouth
open in wonder as if yet another fire-

work display, better than the one be-

fore, had just splashed across the night

sky.

Ben began to unscrew the lid on
the jar of peas. He knew that now
there would be — not be just a hint of

warm air or moist earth but, like his

grandmother, smiling her eyes closed,

he'd touch a summer day.

He almost had the lid off when
something caught his eye. On the wall

behind where the baby peas had been

was a small brass handle.

"Hey, look at this."

Paula looked up from a jar of

pickled tomatoes. "These are the most
beautiful pickled tomatoes I have ever

seen," she said laughing. "If there is

perfection in the world, it is this jar

of tomatoes. Ben," she said. "Where
are we?"

"I'd never noticed this before," he

said, reaching for the handle. Like

everything else in the jam closet, it

too was warm, as if someone had just

been holding it.

He pulled on it and a section of

the shelves and wall began to move,
to rotate. Rows of pickles and peaches

and corn disappeared, replaced by a

new wall of Mason jars whose con-

tents were very, very different.

"Uh, oh," said Paula. "Now we've

done it." She carefully put down her

jar of pickled tomatoes and moved
closer to Ben.

He peered at the first jar on the

shelf. It was totally black, and sus-

pended within this blackness were glit-

tering dots of light.

"Like stars," said Ben, lifting the

jar from the shelf. There was a label

on the lid, and a date written in his

grandmother's tiny, precise script.

"August 10, 1919."

"Better put that back," whispered
Paula.

Ben began to unscrew the lid.

"Ben don't!"

"It's okay."

Paula closed her eyes.

"Listen," he said lifting off the lid.

"If you can't trust your grandmother,

who can you trust . . .

?"

B lackness. And then a feeling in his

stomach of endless descent, like a

downward plunge on a giant see saw.

Then a slowing to stillness, and Ben
opens his eyes and looks up. It is

summe» and he smells honeysuckle.

He is stretched out under a lilac bush
looking up through its branches at the

night sky. Stars. The sky is filled with

them. Blackness with glittering dots of
light. He realizes now that he still has

the jar, but that it is empty. Of course

it is, he thinks, because it held a

starry summer night. This summer
night. Tonight.

Beside him, Paula slowly sits up.

Her eyes are still closed. There is a

honeysuckle flower in her hair.

"Paula?"

She jumps and her eyes pop open,

take in the scene, and close again. "I

don't feel so hot."

"Paula."

"Were not in the jam closet, are

we?" she says.

"No."

"Then I don't want to know
where we are. Don't tell me."

"Listen," Ben says. "It makes
sense." He shrugs and takes a breath.

rWell, it makes a certain amount of

sense anyway."

He goes on, his words rushed and
excited. "Grandma Howard preserved

things. I mean, she preserved
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blackberries, cucumbers, corn. That
we know about. When 1 was little

she'd open the jar when I handed it to

her and she'd always say, '1 remember
the day.' I sort of understood her, but
1 also figured she was just being old-

lady-like, fooling with memories.
"But she really did remember a

particular day. Opening a jar of corn
or peas really did take her back," he
says. "Well, she preserved real days in

her jars, too, the ones she wanted to

keep forever. And this one, where we
are right now, is one of them."

Laughter reaches them and they

both jump and turn. A woman
dressed in blue, her thick hair piled

high, is standing with her back against

a tree, smiling. And a man in a white

summer suit stands before her, straw
hat in hand. When the woman Speaks
Ben hears his grandmother's voice.

"1 believe, David Howard," she

says, "you just proposed to me."
"It's my grandmother!" Ben

whispers to Paula. "And my grand-
father."

"I believe I did, Lena Davis," and
they both laugh. David takes Lena's

hand and they move out from under
the tree and turn their faces to the

night sky.

"You know, Lena," David says,

his eyes fixed on some distant star, "1

do believe tonight will last forever."

Ben looks down and sees that all

this time he has been holding the emp-
ty mason jar in one hand and the lid

in the other. Then he looks at Paula,

who is staring open-mouthed at the

two lovers, and absently brings the jar

and lid together.

The scene instantly disappears,

and Ben feels himself yanked upward
in a gyrating ascent, his arms and legs

splayed. But he arrives somehow on
his feet, if shakily, in the middle of

the jam closet.

P aula stood silently beside Ben in

the warm room, a honeysuckle
flower in her hair. Ben reached for it

and turned it round in his fingers.

Moving slowly, Paula took it

from him and held it to her nose. "Oh
my,"' she said.

Then she said, "Now I know why
your grandmother had to come here."

"Yes," said Ben. He looked at the

jars. The black one with dots of light

was back in its place on the shelf. It

was beside a swirling yellow-orange
one, a moment of sunrise. Another jar

was deep green, the color of a dense
forest in late afternoon. There were
many jars, many colors, and all were
dated.

Ben picked up a jar whose inner

glass was frosted. Inside, frozen white
crystals spun about as if blown by

winter wind. The date on the label

was January 19, 1963. He would have
been nine then. He though of an igloo,

and the smell of hot cider came to

him.

"I wonder," he said aloud.

"Ben, look." Paula pointed to the

middle of the sfielf of jars. There was
an empty one, and beside it a lid.

"Do you think that's the jar

Grandma was holding when the nurse

found her?"

Ben replaced the frosty white jar

and knelt down in front of the empty
one. He picked up the lid.

"There's no label on it," he said.

"No date."

What memory had Grandma
Howard chosen to return to?

Ben took the lid and placed it on
the jar. He turned it, and as he did

the colors in the other Mason jars

began to fade — I he forest green turned

pale, the dots of light in the black jar

blinked out, the yellow-orange sunrise

dissolved and disappeared.

"No!" he said. He tried to get the

lid back off tfie empty jar, but it

would not come.

And when all the jars had emp-
tied themselves of color, the wall

began to turn aigain, to rotate itself,

and the fruit and vegetables, the jars

of jam and preserves that had been
there before, rejippeared. Ben jumped
up and yanked on the little brass

handle and it came off in his hand. He
turned it over and over.

Paula came and put her arm
around him. For a time neither of

them spoke.

"Ben," Pauia finally said, her

voice soft. "Ben, I think she took them
with her. They were her memories,
not yours, and when you put the lid

back on the jar she was able to take

them with her."

When it came time to divide up
the jam closet each member of

Ben's family took home some pickles,

a few jars of jam, some of the vegeta-

ble and fruit preserves. Ben was very

slow to use up the ones he took.

Months would go by, even years,

before he'd open another jar. He knew
there was no rush, that anything

Grandma Howard put in those mason
jars would be preserved forever.

And when he did finally open
one, he'd do it slowly. If one of his

children were there, or Paula, they'd

see the smile on his face as he sniffed

a jar of apple sauce or strawberry

jam, his eyes closed, and they'd hear

him whisper that word they could

never quite catch— "Summer."
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by frost.

He raised his legs, trying to find

the proper pedals by sight. The car

lurched as he stamped the gas instead

of the brake. Numbness engulfed his

knees, thighs, groin. "You're gonna
die. Shannon!" he cried. They sped
over a patch of ice, swerving. He
managed to steer witfi the spin and
the car came to a halt, stalled in the

opposite lane. The roEid was empty.
"That's it, Burton. The death

prayer is working. Let me go and it'll

be all right."

"It's a nerve," he said. "I've been

driving so long my leg went numb."
He struck his leg with a fist, felt

nothing.

"Let me out," she said. "Then you
must go away, far away."

"Like Hell I will."

He could feel the sensation return-

ing to his legs. As life came into them.

Shannon turned the dagger toward his

heart. Her hand trembled. He could

not believe she would use it. With a

snort, he took a swipe at the knife.

Silver flashed. Blood sprayed over

the dashboard. He stared at his palm
and saw what looked like four thin

red rings on his fingers; as he

watched, they thickened and began to

run. He couldn't look away from the

sight of his own blood. He didn't

realize that she was getting away until

he felt the cold air on his face.

He glanced up in time to see her

legs disappearing through the open

window. She had pulled herself out

like an acrobat. How had she become
so brave, so agile, lately? Was it the

child giving her strength? His child?

She peered in at him, her face as

grim as a wooden mask. He saw snow
clinging to the blood on her blade.

She turned away and crossed the

road, to where he cotld see a white

car waiting.

"Shannon!" he cried. "God damn
you, come back!"

His hand was throbbing. He
didn't dare look at the blood he wiped

on his legs.

The windows of the Mustang
were frosted, but when she opened the

rear door he saw Leilani inside, grin-

ning at him. Witch, he thought. What
do you want with my child?

The Mustang made a quick U-
turn and stopped alongsicle him.

Leilani watched him through the

frosted glass, then lowered her sun-

glasses for a moment, to meet him eye

to eye. As Shannon had said, her eyes

were red. They seemed to glow out of

the dark cabin of the car, burning

themselves into his mind.

"I'm gonna get you both," he
whispered.

The Mustang sped away. He
found that his legs were in order

again, and nothing came out of the

radio. He turned the car around and
sped after the Mustang. He hit ice

almost immeditely, but accelerated

over it, fighting the car as it swerved.

He was glad the Mustang didn't have
snow chains— it couldn't go any faster

than he.

The snow closed in, gray as dust

sifting through his thoughts. It cut his

visibility to nothing, rushing and

eddying over the windshield, forming

whirlwinds that danced on his hood.

He tried not to look at them. They
resembled little people, jeering figures

who leapt toward the glass and

bounded over his head. He thought he

heard them stamping on the roof, but

it was only hail.

Blood leaked from his fingers as

he gripped the wheel tighter. Don't

look at it, he thought. He bent closer

to the glass, rounding a sharp turn as

fast as he dared. He caught sight of

the Mustang's tail lights ahead of him.

and he bent his concentration on
them, following the bright red lights

through the thickening snow. They
kept straight on, holding the distnce

between the cars.

He grinned as they hit the straight-

away. He pressed the gas pedal to the

floor and aimed right at the taillights.

At the next sharp turn he would chase

them over the edge.

But the Mustang kept its position,

speeding up as he did, still heading
straight up the mountainside.

One more time. He stepped on
the gas, knowing that the short burst

of speed wasn't risky; he would know
when it was time to brake for a turn

by watching the brakelights. Two
bright spots, like Leilani's eyes. The
dancing whirlwinds of snow finally

rushed away; he had shaken them.

He couldn't believe it when the

shoulder of the road blundered

beneath the tires. Silence packed the

car, the wheels spinning in empty air.

But the Mustang's tail lights drove

straight on out through the tilting

snow. He couldn't pull his eyes away
from them.

Then one of the tiny pair of

lights, no more than a crimson drop-

let inches from his eyes, burst its sur-

face tension and dribbled down the

windshield to the blood-spattered

dashboard.

Cold convulsions seized him. "O
Lono!" The mist opened a million gray

mouths and swallowed him whole.
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He was a green kid with only one thing
going for him. His marksmanship.

By Jack C. Haldeman II

ILLUSTRATION BY BEATA SZPURA

^h^tanding knee-deep in mud with

alligators all around me 1 was having sec-

ond thoughts about the whole thing. I

should have listened to my brother. He
had headed north with a deer rifle and an

eye on a cushy job at Chase Manhattan.
He wanted me to go with him. No, 1 had
to head south. Dumb move. Stuck as 1

was in the middle of some dismal

swamp, my dream of becoming mayor
of Miami seemed pretty silly. I could

have been head of IBM and wouldn't

have to fight off the snakes. My brother's

probably wearing a suit and tie now, and
I'm covered with mud. IBM or Miami;
what's the difference? It only takes one
bullet either way.

I had plenty of bullets. 1 was job-

hunting.

It had only been a week since I left

my home in Georgia, but it seemed more
like a year. Little cracker town, dirt

roads, two gas pumps in front of the

general store. Not a place for an ambiti-

ous young man like me. No future there.

My mother always wanted me to be

President like that other fellow from
Georgia, but I couldn't see it. Being Pre-

sident is a lot of work and not much fun.

Everybody's always after your job; got to

be on your toes all the time. You have to

live up north where it's cold. She wouldn't

listen. She had great plans for her sons.

When I was just a kid she gave me a

shotgun and tried to get me to go into

politics. I set my sights on being mayor
of Miami. I wasn't aiming at the Presi-

dency, but it was still a political office.

A boy should try to please his mother.

It was getting dark and the mosqui-

tos were killing me. An alligator slid into

the water and I headed for high ground.

It wasn't easy. The saw grass cut at me
and snakes slid off into the darkness.

Finally I hit a small rise and I could see

lights from a cabin across the marsh.

Even though it was dangerous I headed
for the light. Anything would be better

than sleeping with the alligators.

Th^ dogs heard me first. I guess you
would call them yard dogs, though there

wasn't a yard to speak of, just a place out

in front of the cabin where the palmettos

had been pulled out. It was an old cedar

cabin, built cracker style with a big front

porch. I hollered out my hellos and held

my shotgun so anyone could see it was
cracked open and not ready for business.

A man came to the doorway, hold-

ing a rifle real casual-like. He looked out

at me, but didn't call off his dogs. I kept

my respectful distance. I have a thing

about mean dogs. Don't trust them.

"Who's there?" he called out.

"Peace, brother. Just passing

through," I said. "Thought I might find

me a cup of coffee and a place to dry my
feet out for a few minutes."

"Where you headed?" he asked.

"Miami."

"This is a hell of a way to get to

Miami," he said.

"You're telling me, brother."

"Where you from?" he asked.

"Georgia."

"What part?"

"Hollow Gap. About twenty miles

south of Treadmill."

"You know a fellow name of

Kosar?"

.a
'£
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"The son."

"I know him real good. Name of

Wilber. Lives outside of Marshall. He
and I rode out that hurricane together

last year. His mother is my Uncle Joe's

third cousin. We're practically kin."

"I guess you're okay," he said, call-

ing off his dogs. "Just come up slowly. I

don't want any trouble."

I didn't want any trouble either. I

went up to the cabin slowly, keeping an

eye out for dogs.

When I got to the porch I could see

he was younger than I thought, maybe
around thirty. His beard and deep voice

made him seem a lot older. All he was
wearing was cutoff jeans, flip-flops and
a tie. His rifle was a lever-action 30:06.

It was nothing fancy, but had an all-

business look about it. His ti^ was
orange with blue stripes.

He put some more wood on the

stove and started the coffee without

turning his back on me. His rifle was
never more than a foot away from his

right hand. When the coffee was ready

he drew two cups and we sat down at

the table.

"My name's Pell," he said. "People

call me Chuck."

"Wayne Dixon," I said. There was
an awkward moment of silence while we
sized each other up.

"I like your tie," I said in an effort

to break the tension. He grabbed his ri-

fle. It was clearly the wrong thing to say.

He jacked a shell into place with a

well-oiled click and I found myself star-

ing down the barrel.

"What about my tie?" he said in a

dry voice. "You wouldn't be trying to

take it from me, would you?"

"No way," I said, keeping my hands
on the table where he could see them. "I

was just admiring it. Nice colors."

"I had to kill to get this tie," he said,

"and I've had to kill to keep it. I wouldn't

hesitate to do it again."

"It's a nice tie, but . . . well, this is

kind of a rural place. Not really my style

at all. I was heading for Miami."
"Looking for a job in the big

city?" he asked.

"That's it. I don't think I could

take it out here very long. I mean, it's

nice and all, but I was looking for

something a little more comfortable.

You know; a good job with a com-

pany car, nice money, a few perks.

Stuff like that."

"I see you got no tie," he said.

That was as obvious as my
youth. There was no hiding it. My
face flushed with shame.

"It'll be my first job," I admitted.

"I'm looking to be mayor of Miami."
He laughed at that and lowered

his rifle. "Not a bad job if you can get

it," he said. "You've kinda young,
though. Are you a good shot?"

"Above average," I said. It was
true. Mother had been a good coach.

"And I'm almost twenty-two."

"Old enough," he said. "How
come you're in the swamp, though?

7 like your
tie” I said. It

was clearly the

wrong thing to

say. ”1 had to

kill to get this

tie” he said,

"and I wouldn't
hesitate to do it

again.”

They do have roads to Miami, you
know. Some of them are still in pretty

good shape from what I hear."

"I can't handle the road," I said. "It's

no place for a kid. They'd tear me apart."

That was a true fact. The roads

were full of roving gangs and danger-

ous people. If they came across a

rookie like me, without even a tie to

his name, they'd kill me. At the very

least I'd take a few lumps. Being a

good shot isn't enough if the odds are

fifty to one.

"I hate to tell you this, kid, but

the 'glades aren't much safer." He
seemed to be relaxing, and got us each

another cup of coffee from the stove.

A kid with no tie isn't much of a

threat, especially when his shotgun's

out of reach.

"I know about the gators," I said.

"And I've seen enough snakes to last

me a lifetime. I figure I'll get through."

"You seen any scalpers?" he asked.

"Scalpers? I wouldn't know a

scalper if I saw one."

"Wild Indians," he explained.

"They've been roaming the swamp
ever since the volunteers went in and
ran them off their reservation. It was

a stupid thing tc do. Made them pure
crazy. When they get you, your tie

isn't the only thing they'll take, if you
know what 1 rrean. It's a matter of

honor to them."

I shuddered,

"I just don't want you going out

there and making any mistakes," he

said. "You got to be just as careful out

in the swamp as on the road. I seen In-

dians out there wearing as many as a

dozen ties and wfilking around as proud
as an official of your local bank."

"A dozen! But that's — "

"Yeah, I know kid. They don't

care much for the law. It's a jungle

out there in that swamp."
We talked a while longer and

Chuck fixed us up a pot of pig skins

and beans. He said I could sleep on
the porch if I wanted, but warned me
not to try to come in the house until

he'd called the dog out of the living

room. A man with property can't be

too careful. Someone's always out

there trying to iake it away.

I stretched out an old sofa he had
sitting on the porch and listened to the

night sounds in the swamp. There

must have been a thousand frogs go-

ing at once and there were some other

noises that sent chills up my back.

I coudn't get the Indians out of my
mind. Who'd imagine scalping going on
in this day and ,jge? Of course things

had been out of whack for a long time

now, so I guess I shouldn't have been

surprised at Indians. What with killer

bees coming out of South America and
fire ants under foot, anything could hap-

pen and probably would.

My grandfather used to tell me
about the old days. He called them
hard times, but compared with today

I just don't knov/. At least you could

get a job without being a crack shot.

It all started at the top. We must have

had a hundred Presidents after the col-

lapse, one right after another. When they

weren't getting dynamited or poisoned

they were quitting after a few days. The
office wasn't much fun anymore.

Finally one of them got fed up. I

can't even remember his name, but

some bozo came after him with a

knife. The President knocked it away
and asked him if he thought he could

do a better job. The man said any
idiot could run the country. The Presi-

dent said he was welcome to try. He
even took off his tie and gave it to the

guy with the knife. Quit on the spot.

The guy with the knife didn't

make a half-bad President, even if I

can't remember his name either. He
lasted a couple cif months until some-

one hit him over, the head with a club
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and stole his tie. So we got a new
President and didn't have to go
through all the fuss and bother of

elections anymore.

Things kept falling apart. A man
with a job and property was a lucky

man indeed. He also had to be a

careful man. One aml'ush was all it

would take to lose it all. The man
who pulled the trigger would take the

dead man's tie, his job, his property,

everything. He'd just slip on the man's

tie and step into his life.

It's not necessary to kill to get his

tie. If you can talk him into giving it up
that's okay too. It never happens,

though— jobs are scarce these days and
the good jobs are in high demand. It's

a jungle out there in the business world.

Chuck had found Iris place in life

by pointing a gun and pulling the trig-

ger. He'd had to protect it, too. No
wonder, either— he had a house, some
land and some dogs. That was more than

most people had. Too bad a wife hadn't

come along in the deal. 1 suspect he could

find one if he wanted. A man with pro-

perty had prospects.

That's what I was; shooting for;

prospects and a good future. Being

mayor of Miami seemed just about
right. It was a warm place to live and
he probably did okay in the money
department. He'd have a house and a

car, all that good stuff. And I

wouldn't have people coming after me
all the time like those jobs in Wash-
ington. No way I'd work way up
there. Too cold. Miam; sounded fine.

A kid like me only has one thing

going for him and that's his marks-
manship. I'd been practicing for years

now. I was ready.

I yawned. It wasn't too far from
this cabin to Miami. Soon it would be
feather beds instead of front porches.

I fell asleep dreaming .about my new
job and all the good things that went
along with it.

Dawn came early and I left

Chuck's cabin before fie woke up. I

was rested and the going was a lot

easier in the light. Once I saw a band
of Indians camped by a river and had
to make an end run around them. I

don't know if they were scalpers or

not, but 1 sure didn't want to find out

the hard way. After I got my bearings

I headed straight for hdiami.

I was in good sh.ipe and made
fair time, working my v/ay to the out-

skirts of the city and through the

suburbs like a thief, going from
shadow to shadow. A lot of the

houses had fallen apart from neglect,

some had burned out. Bands of hobos,

whose lack of ties was a source of

pride to them, camped out in the

ruins. I avoided them. Most of the oc-

cupied houses were boarded up, their

owners hiding behind locked doors.

It got better as I headed down-
town; there were more people and the

buildings were in better shape. I put
on a sweater so it was difficult to see

my tieless condition from a distance.

The shotgun was no problem. Every-

one I saw was armed.

The streets were crowded. Some-
thing special seemed to be happening.

I worked my way up to the street to

get a better look. A parade was pass-

ing by. Girls with pom-poms marched
in front of a horse-drawn float. I

looked up and down the parade route.

Not many cars, but a lot of horses.

There were banners everywhere. Some
of the signs said uncomplimentary
things about the current administra-

tion. Well, I'd change that.

"What's going on?" I asked a lady

standing next to me.

She stuck a .38 caliber automatic
in my ribs. Apparently she didn't care

for strangers.

"I've been out of town," I said, back-

ing away. "What's the big deal? Honest,

I don't know." She was wearing a tie.

Nice one, too. Red with gold flakes.

She looked at me for a second
and lowered her pistol a little.

"Miami Heritage day," she said.

"Everyone comes out and has their say.

A big parade and lots of speeches."

"Is the mayor going to be
around?" I asked hopefully.

"He's already gone by. That
clown's at the head of every parade he
can manage. He ought to be giving his

speech by now."

"Where would that be?" I asked.

"At the park, where else? Just follow

the crowd east. About twenty blocks."

I thanked her and started out. It

was slow going and I was afraid I'd

miss my big chance. I started to run,

but that seemed to draw too much at-

tention, so I just sort of walked fast.

When I got to the park the mayor
was speaking, but the place was
packed. I was a hundred yards away
and coudn't get any closer. That's way
too far for a shotgun. My dream of

taking office in front of all those peo-
ple had to be scrapped. It was time to

punt. Thinking fast, I came up with
a new game plan.

I wandered around the crowd un-
til I found where they had the limou-
sines parked. It was a simple matter
to read the license tags and look for

the one that said Mayor. I took
cover behind a handy palm tree and
waited for the old bird to finish.

It was hot. Ants chewed at my
ankles and sweat dripped from my
forehead. I waited. He talked a long
time.

Finally there was applause, and
more than a few boos. A cluster of

bodyguards escorted the mayor to his

limo. As they parted to let him in I took
careful aim. This was for the whole ball

of wax. I let fly with both barrels.

It was a scene of total destruc-

tion. I had demolished three palm
trees, two limousines and a hot dog
cart. I had missed the mayor.

I braced myself for the return fire as
I fumbled with my spare shells. My mother
would have shot me herself if she'd seen
what a mess I'd made of things.

Although I hadn't hit the mayor,
I must have scared him. Instead of

diving for cover he pulled off his tie

and threw it in the air.

"It's all yours, sucker," he said. I

dove for it and slipped it around my
neck before anyone else could get

there. It was green and white, a nice

check pattern.

"What do I do now?" I said out
loud to myself. Somehow 1 hadn't

thought this all through.

"You're due in your office in ten

minutes, your honor," said one of the

bodyguards. "We'd better get crack-
ing."

It was a great limousine, air con-
ditioned and everything. First time I'd

ever been in a car, as a matter of fact.

What with gas being impossible to get,

a vehicle of your own is a real luxury.

I'm a big fan of luxury. They even ran
the siren when I asked them to. The
barrel of my shotgun was still

smoking.

My office just about knocked me
over. Lots of plush carpeting and a
huge desk. I sat down in the leather

chair and propped my shot gun
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against a filing cabinet. My phone had
about 50 buttons on it. I wondered
where the bar was. There had to be

one somewhere. All the important

people had one. I could use a drink.

"The first group is outside. Should
I let them in?" It was a voice out of

thin air.

I looked around. There was no
one in sight. I'd left the bodyguards in

an adjoining room.

"Who are you?" I said. "Where
are you?"

"I'm your secretary and I'm in my
office. We talk over the intercom.

Understand?"

"I guess so," I said, punching but-

tons at random on my telephone.

"You've got a busy day in front

of you. I'll bring them in."
*

There were ten of them, a motley
crew. They were carrying knives and
rifles. Not a one of them was under

six feet tall and 1 was sure glad my
secretary was there. She looked like

she could kick them out without
working up a sweat.

"These are the representatives of

the UF/UM. The United Fighters for

an Unincorporated Miami." She was
built like a linebacker. Strictly a no-

nonsense type who could clearly take

care of herself.

"They look like Indians," I said

weakly.

"We are Indians," said one of the

group. "And if you don't do what we
want you to do, we're going to kill you."

Just what I wanted to hear.

"It's Miami Heritage Day," said

the secretary. "They're here on account

of that. I gather they have some sort

of a problem." She looked bored.

"A problem!" yelled one of them.

"You're the ones with the problem.
What we have is demands."

"Take it easy," I said, judging the

distance to my shotgun. "Just what is

it you want to talk to me about?"

I figured if I rolled to my left the

desk would shield me until I grabbed
the gun.

"Since we represent the original

residents of what is now called Miami,
we demand that the city with all of

its official services be disbanded and
all property turned over to us." The
big one seemed to be the spokesman.

He had what looked to be a scalp

hanging from his belt.

"In other words, you want every-

thing," I said.

"You got it," said the spokesman.
"Either that or we kill you. We must
avenge the loss of our land."

"Maybe we could come up with a

compromise," I said.

"I've never seen such a pansy,"

my secretary complained. "Com-
promise? Why don't you just throw
them out?"

"How?" They were mean-looking

characters.

"Like this." She karate-chopped

two of the biggest of them and tossed

"What's your
name?" she

snapped. She was
built like a

linebacker.

"Wayne" I said.

"My name's June,

Wayne. And I bet

you don't last a

week."

them out the door. The rest left when
she pulled a pistol and started shoot-

ing at their feet.

"What's your name?" she snapped

at me.

"Uh . . . Wayne," I said.

"My name's June, Wayne. And 1

bet you don't last a week." She turned

and went back to her office.

I couldn't believe it. What a mess.

Bulletholes in the carpet and every-

thing. To top it all off, I still couldn't

find the mayor's special built-in bar.

For a few minutes 1 walked
around the room. The window had a

nice view, but there wasn't anyone on
the street below but protestors and
picketers. 1 must have picked a bad
day. The intercom barked into life.

"Hey, Wayne," said June. "Your
wife's on line two."

"Wife?" 1 asked. "Do I have a wife?"

"Sure. Check out her picture on
the wall."

I'd seen the picture and figured it

was a poster from a horror movie.

She looked like a cross between Count
Dracula and Frankenstein. 1 was in big

trouble. 1 punched the button with a

big 2 on it and caught my breath.

"Hello?" I said.

"Hey! When you coming home? I

want you hornet on time and I don't

want any excuses. I better not smell

whisky on your breath, either. I'll bet

you're going to be good-for-nothing,

just like my last one."

"But, I-"
"I don't want to hear that stuff.

Dentist told n-ie all the kids need

braces and I want to know what

you're going to do about those two
bounced checks and that lawyer."

"Lawyer?" 1 croaked.

"He said they're going to take away
the car and the: TV. Next thing you
know they'll be v/anting the refrigerator,

you better get on the ball."

"I'll try to straighten things out,"

I said.

"You'll do more than that," she

said. "And don't try coming home
thinking of sex. I've had about all of

that I can stand. Besides, the doctor

said it was catching."

I hung up the phone.

"June!" 1 Ctilled out.

"Yeah. What is it?"

"How muc!!i money do 1 make
here?"

"Nothing."

"What?"

"Your salary's been attached for

the next twenty years. If you clear a

dime you'll be lucky."

"What's the rest of my day look

like?"

"Well, you've got the Black Ac-

tivists Against Honky Oppression and

the Boat People vs Miami. The Senior

Citizens against The Dopers and the

Voodoo Priests Against Everybody.

That's just for starters."

"I shouldn't have come on

Heritage Day," I moaned.

"Most days are worse. Look at

the bright side. We haven't had a

bomb threat in at least three hours."

"What are my chances of getting

out while I still can?" I asked.

"Not good. Not unless someone
tries to assassinate you."

"What are the odds on that?"

"Real poor. Only an idiot would
want to be mayor of Miami."

I sighed and wondered how my
brother was doing at Chase Manhattan.

He was probabljf living on Easy Street.

"What's next on today's calendar?"

I asked.

"The Poor White Trash Ad Hoc
Committee," she said. "All they want
is cinder blocks for their cars, yard

dogs and free food."

That sounded like a piece of cake.

I loaded my shotgun.

"Send them in," I said. B
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(continued from page 37)

she was just fooling around, which she

never did before and I c.ouldn't believe

it when she nearly hit us, saying she

didn't know how we did it, but when
she found out she was going to have
us expelled.

1 walked Patty home.
She stopped crying long enough

to hold my hand, and even though
girls are really dumb sometimes, this

time it was different. So different that

I got mad for a while, because I

couldn't hear her voice.

Then I went home and found out
I was wrong— about my imagination,

I mean.

1 was up in my room practicing

in front of the mirror on the back of

my door, when it came again.

"Gordy."

I looked in the min or, and didn't

see anything but my bed and the little

desk by the window and my closet

door.

"Gordy."

I started to cry.

It wasn't fair, don't you see?

Something in my brain was reminding
me about the things I would never be
able to listen to, like radio and televi-

sion and music and birds, like Patty

laughing at my jokes, and Mom and
Dad telling me they loved me.

It wasn't fair.

So I cried.

"Gordy, it's okay, y'know. Hey,
it's really okay."

Later, Mom said that I fainted.

She said she came up and saw me on
the floor and she thought I was dead
or something, and she got Dad home
from work and they took me to the

hospital where the doctor said I just

fainted. He used a lot of words I

didn't know, and a lot of the time he
forgot to look at me so I could see

what he was saying, but there was
stuff about working too hard and not
getting enough rest and stuff like that.

Which was silly because I got all the

rest I needed and I sun; didn't work
hard if I could help it. But he said it

was so, and so Mom believed him,
and when we got home I went right

back to bed.

Boy, it's boring in bed.

If you 're not sleepy, all you do
is stare at the ceiling and make faces

from the cracks, or put your hand

under the covers and pretend there's a
shark coming at you, or close your
eyes and try to make yourself sleep,

which you can't do because you know
you're only trying to fool yourself into

thinking how tired you are.

So when everyone left me, I sat

up and I could see myself in the mir-
ror on the door, and I practiced my
lessons again until I got bored with
that too and started making silly signs

that didn't mean anything at all but
they did make me laugh.

"Gordy."

I didn't faint then.

And I didn't cry.

I looked at my hands, and I

looked at the mirror, and I made a
few words in the air. And nothing
happened.

Then I made the silly words.
"Gordy, you feeling better now?"
That's when I pulled the pillow

over my head and hid there in the

dark until I stopped shaking. And
when I did, and pushed the pillow

away, I did the pretend words again
and put my hands over my ears real

fast.

"I was worried about you, I

thought you were sick."

Who are you?
"I don't know. You can give me

a name if you want, I think that

would be fun."

Where are you?
"I'm not sure. All over, I think."

Is this a joke?

And the laugh, a real laugh, was
so loud it hurt my head.

Then Mom came up with a sup-
per tray, and I was glad because I was
scared, and I needed something my
hands could do so they wouldn't jump
around and make the thing come
back. I needed to think. I needed to

figure out things. Like what was going

wrong with my head and if Lilly was
right and I really was retarded along
with everything else.

And my friend, who I decided to

call Popper because that's the kind of

soft noise he makes just before he
talks to me, heard me doing the think-

ing, and he told me while I was eating

that I didn't have anything to worry
about because I was okay. There
wasn't anything wrong with my brain.

There wasn't anything wrong with my
mind.

I already knew that. But it was
nice of him to tell me because it sent

the scared way.
What I didn't know was how he

heard me thinking. Or where he came
from. And he didn't tell me.

I figured it out myself because I'm

the Pathfinder.

I figured it out when, a couple of

days later, Lilly was taking a bath and
she died.

She came home from school and
started fighting with me the minute
she walked in the door. She said I was
sneaking around her room, taking

things and moving things around, and
it wasn't true. I never went into her

dumb room because it always smelled
funny in there, with all her perfume
and powders and hair sprays and
stuff. But she said I was snooping,

and she showed Mom how some of

her things had been moved around
and she ^opened my desk drawer and
took out one of her stupid gold chains
with the little hearts hanging from it;

and Mom didn't believe me when I

said it wasn't true.

She spanked me.
And she sent me to my room.
And every time Lilly passed my

door she laughed and made faces.

I was so upset I couldn't make the

right pretend signs so I could talk with
Popper.

And when Dad came home and
found out what was going on, he
came upstairs and yelled at me. I

could tell he was yelling by the way
his mouth stretched and his fingers

made fists and his face was all red,

and he wouldn't listen to me. Every
time I lifted my hand, he grabbed my
wrists and shoved them away.

When he left, I wished 1 was
dead.

Nobody loved me, nobody cared,

and when it got dark I didn't even
turn on the light so I could read. For
a while I decided to run away to teach

them a lesson; and then for a while
1 decided to go into Lilly's room and
really make a mess since I was already
in trouble and it couldn't get any
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worse.

I even thought about Patty, but I

couldn't call her. I wanted to talk

to her but 1 couldn't even use the

damned phone.

So I just sat there thinking about

all those things, and didn't even look

up when Mom suddenly came into the

room and picked me up and hugged

me. I was scared at first. I thought she

was going to take me away some-

place, like an orphanage or something

like you see on TV. Then 1 looked

over her shoulder and saw a police-

man in the hall, and two guys in

white coats. Dad came in right then

and he said, Gordy, something has

happened. Something ... He was cry-

ing, and I started to cry too Ijecause

I didn't know what was going on, and
then he said, Lilly . . . she was taking

a bath and . . .

He cried again, and it wasn't until

later, when we were all sitting down
in the living room with only one light

on and the shadows were all in their

corners, that 1 figured out that some-

how she had died because some dumb
thing of hers, a hair dryer or a radio

or something, fell into the water with

her and she . . . died.

The house was awfully big that

night.

It was awfully quiet.

I didn't even talk to Popper I was
so sad.

Lilly was mean and all, but she

was my sister and I was supposed to

love her.

So we sat there for a long time,

and the next day people came in and
out to tell us how sorry they were,

and the telephone kept ringing, and
Mom kept crying, and finally Dad
said maybe I should watch some TV
to keep my mind off things.

But watching TV was what
started it all.

And as I sat there, looking at a

baseball game, my hands jumped in

my lap and Popper said, "Gordy,

what do you think about your sister

now?"
And 1 knew. I don't know how,

but all of a sudden I knew why he

talked to me from the television and
the refrigerator and the lights and my
brain. And I knew that my hands

weren't making pretend or magic

words at all— they were making pat-

terns, which are kind of like roads

that I could send Popper along when
I really wanted to, roads that led to

places like Mrs. Quisteresky's glasses,

places like Lilly's bath.

I must have made a sound be-

cause Mom came around and asked

me if I was all right. I told her I was
and she went away, and 1 sat there

for a long time, thinking about what
I finally knew.

I
didn't get much sleep that night,

and the next day I was so tired I

was cranky. Dad even thought about

And all of a

sudden, I don't

know how, I

knew that my
hands weren't

making pretend
or magic words
at all— they were
making patterns,

roads in the air.

keeping me home from school again,

but Mom, said it would be good for

me to get away from the house for a

while, even for a couple of hours.

She was right.

Because Mrs. Quisteresky started

picking on Patty again and I got so

mad because Patty wasn't doing any-

thing at all that without even thinking

about it, I clapped my hands to make
her stop.

That's when the lights went out.

All over the building.

A second later there was a big

flash and an explosion, one I felt right

in my bones, and suddenly there was
smoke and fire and people running

around, and I grabbed Patty's hand
and pulled her out of the building and
we stood on the lawn to watch the

school burn down.
Dad was there almost before the

fire engines, and I didn't even have
time to say goodbye to Patty before

I was home again, in bed again, with

Mom and Dad all over the place try-

ing to make like I was a hero for sav-

ing my friend and trying not to cry

at the same time.

God, how much more am I

supposed to take? Mom said when she

thought 1 wasn't looking.

Just take it easy, Jean. For the

boy, okay?
She nodded, but she looked

awfully tired, and the next day I had

to get all dressed up because it was
Lilly's funeral.

We went to church, and when I

wasn't squirming because of the dumb
suit I had to wear, I watched-listened

to the minister say what a great per-

son Lilly was, a great daughter and a

great sister, and how we would all

miss her.

Mom cried and Dad kept sniffing,

and every so often they would look at

me and smile. I knew they were think-

ing how brave I was not to cry; I

knew deep inside them they half-

wished it was me.

I didn't like that.

But most of all, so suddenly it

scared me, I didn't like anymore not

being able to hear the singing and the

praying and the organ and the church

bells; I didn't like not hearing the

thunder up in the rafters and the tires

on the road and the horns and the

kids splashing in gutters, and the rain

that ran down the car windows and

made them dark.

I didn't like not being able to hear

Patty Olivera say my name.

Mrs. Quisteresky said I had an af-

fliction, but my Grampa knew me bet-

ter than all of them did.

So I stood between Mom and

Dad at the greiveyard and stared at

the hole where Lilly was going in a

big shiny coffin with flowers on it all

sagging from the rain. But I didn't

think about her. I thought about Pop-

per. I thought about clapping. I

thought about how I'd saved Patty

from the old witch who was supposed

to like us and help us get better.

It wasn't fair.

It isn't fair.

And I don’t like it.

So I've made up my mind, out

here in the rain, out here where the

clouds are so dark they're nearly

black.

I've made up my mind that fair

doesn't matter.

I've made up my mind to be a

lion, not a deer.

And while the minister says his

words under a fiig black umbrella, and

the wind tips the flowers slowly into

the grave, I w'iggle my fingers and

watch the liglitning dance in the

clouds.

And listen to the music it makes
when I clap my hands, and hear my
name.
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(continued from page 39)

walking blocks from work.

Esther drained her drink, idly

sought to catch Lewis's eye without

success, and rested the glass on a

scrap of carpet beside the piano

pedals. She felt weary, so tired, that

she nearly reached fcrr the vase to

count that day's take, as of now. But

that was cheating. And bad luck. In-

stead, she checked her face in a com-
pact mirror drawn from a garish

purse, pushing back a silver lock that

had strayed from the wig, squinting to

be sure no tobacco had lodged be-

tween her dentures, and smiled.

Sweetly. Secretively.

It was well after the Happy Hour
but long before the after-dinner folks

started coming, and the Al-Key Club

of Nowhere, U.S.A., was largely de-

serted save for white Esther with the

sequined hair and black Lewis, the

bartender. At twenty-nine, Lewis liked

to watch her — to let his masterfully

discreet rootbeer eyes observe the

marvel that was Esther — but he

wished she'd go home for supper occa-

sionally. He was lean £is hard times in

his cruelly crisp black lux trousers and
the immaculate white shirt with an

old-fashioned crimson ribbon knotted

at each bony elbow, and he could

cope with crowds like nobody else —
but that piano player was special! She

had to be forty if shed seen a week
yet she maintained an image of youth

and vitality Lewis considered astonish-

ing. And just as much a secret as her

sweet, distant, public smile . . .

T he unobstructed vdnd blasted at

the point where the three streets

met and argued for local supremacy.

Exiting his car, mercilessly battered at

the back, a young man hesitated out-

side the Al-Key to scowl at the

squared-off rows of red and green

bulbs laboring to make the club more
inviting. This is probably a mistake,

he thought. Probably she's married

someone, given birth to two-point-six

kids, and quit working here fifteen

years ago.

And probably, Keith Scott fig-

ured, glancing back at his sooty trail

from his half-frozen car, there was
nothing anybody could do to help

Dad. Annoyed with his own desperate

decision, he tugged open the door of

the tavern and found himself con-

fronted by three more doors.

So silent. Street and weather
sounds were matched and cancelled by
noise from within the Al-Key in some
queer, atmospheric trick. Uncertain

which door to enter, the young man
peered questioningly through the filthy

pane of the nearest door . . .

And the eyes of the woman in the

calf-length gown, at the piano bar,

met his. Almost as if she'd expected

him. Her smile melted his doubt and
his confusion and Keith eagerly

shoved his weight against the door. It

held. Stuck, he mouthed to the

pianist, pointing. When next he

pushed, the door caved in and he

stumbled inside, immediately bathed

by waves of heat.

He saw nobody else in the place

except a black guy behind the bar. He
was sweating by the time he drew
near the piano bar; he'd always hated

meeting strangers and found it impos-

sible to be aggressive around nice

women.
Within a yard of the piano player

Keith saw that she couldn't conceiv-

ably be the one his father, Gerald,

had discussed recently. Since learning

he was going to die. While the pianist

was perhaps forty, the woman Dad
remembered would have to be close to

Dad's age.

"I know you, don't I, hon?" she

inquired, reaching up a soft, fleshy

hand which squeezed his own with

astonishing force. Keith felt her great

chocolate eyes scanning him with a

frankness, a friendliness, he found
disarming. "Wait! Are you the son of

somebody who . . . used to come by?"

"That's right." He blinked his

amazement. "How could you know?"

A few bars of an old tune — "It's

Magic"— issued from the Baldwin.

Esther laughed huskily as he saw her

right hand had dropped, out of sight,

to the treble keys. "We've had a fam-
ily clientele here right along," she

remarked. The voice was suspended
somewhere between the nineteen-

forties and good Kentucky bourbon.
"Sooner or later, sweetie, they all

return for the good old songs."

"My dad wanted to come," Keith

told her. "One more time." he slipped

onto a stool, nervously began shred-

ding a cocktail napkin. "He
couldn't make it."

The hand he could not see played

the beginning of "High Hopes." But in

minor. "I'd've loved to see him again."

"Stop it!" he snapped. "You can't

be the one Dad knew; you can't." At
once foolish, hot and displaced, he

glared at the black man who'd left his

post to take his order. No waitresses

until half-past. Sharply, voice less stri-

dent, he glanced at the woman in the

strapless lavender gown. "Don't pre-

tend. Please."

"Relax, kid," she said, picking out

"Nice and Easy" without even looking

at the keyboard. "You know what
they say about music. Keeps you
young."

"No!" Keith flushed. "What you —
or your grandmother — told Dad was,

'Music can't keep you young but it'll

take y^u back, sometimes.' Dad used

to quote you after he turned sixty —
after Mom was gone. All the time. I

never understood that."

No answer but "Bewitched, Both-

ered, and Bewildered" mocked him.

When Esther looked back at him, her

brown eyes were moist. "You're right,

Keith. That's how it went." Resting her

hands on the top of the piano, leaning

forward, she was an impossible beau-

ty, mature and maternal; she was any
age at all, with the temperament of a

chameleon. "Your father, Gerald. He's

not well. Is he?"

"He's dying." Amazed by what
she'd said, he saw tears transform

Esther into shadowy silvers and
lavenders. He realized he was not sur-

prised; only amazed by how she had
proved herself. "I'm Keith Scott, yes.

Gerald's son. He has spoken of you so

much — the good times; you and your
music. In the past, he never talked

about what happened before Mom.
.Never discussed college; the war. And
after Mom, it was always you-, the Al-

Key, sing-alongs." Abruptly, he stared

closely at her. "And something about
— 'Memory Lane

. '

"

Waitresses were arriving, silently;
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one made for the piano bar but Esther

waved her off. Her smile was wistful,

wispy. "I do wish he could have
come."

"Oh, he gets around pretty good."

Keith sifted among old loyalties,

newer needs. "He doesn't look bad.

Well, old. A little sick. You know he's

proud."

Esther clutched his fingers. He tol-

erated the pain, marveled at the

strength of her hand. Bright bar lights

turned the sequins in her hair to star-

shine, hollowed her enormous eyes.

Had Dad peered into them? "What do
you want, Keith?" she asked. "Tell me
now. What in the world is it you
hope to get from an old piano

player?"

"I don't know!" Pulling his J;iand

away, he swiveled on the stool as if

to rise, run, be gone. Tormented, he

spun back. "I don't believe in magic,

all right? But if you are the girl Dad
knew, what about the way music can

take you back?" He gestured wildly. "I

want Dad happy again."

Esther seemed to absorb his con-

fusion and anguish. "It doesn't matter

what you believe, kid. Not now. It's

what Gerald Scott used to believe, and
whether he knows it, now."

She began playing pretty again. A
melody Keith hadn't heard before. But

it was familiar. He sensed it had been

born in the spirit of a composer from
some other time, a man with other

valuations and ambition, differing

dreams. Maybe it was familiar because

it had been passed to him in his genes;

his bloodstream. And perhaps the con-

necting cord between generations was
only made from music, and one could

acquire melody the way he did the

color of his eyes, the formulation of

his face. It was merely dormant a

while in the more lyrical chambers of

the human heart.

On impulse, he fumbled in his

pocket, found crumpled bills, put out

an arm without counting to cram
them into the recesses of Esther's tip

vase. He knew her gaze hadn't left

him; he felt her affection; he felt . . .

nothing ... when he wriggled his

fingers at the bottom of the vase.

Nothing but the palliative of lambent
space, undulating silkenly against his

fingertips.

%V

"Tell Gerald that I will play it for

him at the right moment, tonight,"

^Esther said. "The way I used to. Will

you tell your father exactly that?"

Keith nodded. All the words he'd

known were spent. To his own sur-

prise, he kissed Esther's soft cheek,

then rushed across the floor of the

neighborhood tavern as if pursued.

Outside, all the questions were already

asked.

T he regulars began sifting into

Al-Key, no one pausing before ef-

fortlessly entering the suitable door.

Recognizing most, Esther played por-

tions of old standards which matched

The customers
were growing
impatient. 'I've

waited to see it

happen again,"

the old man
declared. "Had to

see it twice. You
know — to go on
believing.

"

their names: "Louise," "My Bill," "I

Wonder What's Become of Sally,"

"Mary"— Esther's time-tested manner of

communicating, of reaching across the

bar to greet and salute them.

And each of the patrons— whether

shuffling on the stutter-steps of stroke,

or ruined hips, leaning heavily upon
canes or walkers or wheeled inside on
chairs like those on the fettering

thrones of dying kind — each of the

music lovers waved to Esther: Aged
Mrs. Beck; balding Charlie Kavanaugh
of the lake-blue eyes; rotund, robust

Edna Findlay, a purse pressed to her

plump side containing insulin and
carefully-encased syringe; others.

Behind the bar, Lewis's hands
were full and he loved it. He'd pol-

ished away much of the smudged con-

tinuity of facial impressions left in the

bar, the booze-blunted noses and
damp, gaping mouths of those he was
helpless to interrupt in their parade

toward unconsciousness. But the facial

imprints in this bar had collected by
day, not night . . .

Esther played Sammy Cahn,
Bacharach, Mancini, Hal David, Jerry

Herman, the remnant who were still

left to write the songs. By eight-

twenty, all seating at the piano bar

had been claimec; those whose tardi-

ness deposited them at tables with

checked clothes, melting candles, and
plastic bowls choked with nut mix
now and then m.ide their way to the

pianist, as if seeking Mecca. Esther,

head inclined to hear the hoarsely

whispered requests, added smiles to

her nods and soon segued into the

tunes cherished by the oldsters who
pushed and tucked coins and bills into

her vase.

Lewis, around eleven, saw that

some customers were growing impa-

tient. He'd expected that. His gaze was
on Esther when she seemed alerted to

some precise and precious moment,
and stopped. Silence dropped into the

conversational pool like a plummeting
stone. Ripples froze the waitresses,

washed patrons vifho'd come there be-

fore with delicious, tasty anticipation.

An erect, elderly gentleman with
white hair turned curiously to Lewis,

carefully resting on a stool before the

barkeep. "She don't do this every

night," said Lewis, softly, pouring him
his drink. "Maybe she can't."

"I've waited to see it happen
again," the old man declared. "Had to

see it twice. You know; to go on
believing."

Esther's microphone shrieked;

feedback. She moved her lips back an
extra inch. "Welcome, welcome, to

our Al-Key; now it's time for just you
and me." No one else spoke. "The time

for that trip down Memory Lane,

folks — a trip you'll take without a fall,

no joke. We'll find the tunes for all to

recall." Her right hand descended; she

toyed with intricate, impossible little

runs. "We're playmg the melodies you
remember best, Vifhilst I shall do the

rest . . . Moving back down the Lane

of splendid memories — a// aboard for

a tinkling drain of endless reveries.

Through the decades dancing in your
heart, watch your ages fade, entranc-

ing you even as I start ..."

She played "The Second Time
Around" for the remarried youngsters

present, who danced onto the floor

mistily, holding hands, claiming it for

their own song.

"Do you remember how long it

takes?" The white-haired man's fingers

were translucent as time where his

knuckles clutched his glass. "When
does it begin?"

But Lewis wais watching a couple

venture to the floor, bent as twigs,

hair sparse, gray. Close to each other

now, they were; dancing lightly. Easi-

ly. And the wom.in's hair was brown.
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the man's the color of Lewis's skin.

"It's already happening," he told the

old man, staring.

"I don't feel any different," he

said. He sounded panicky.

"Hey, it's not your time yet. She
hasn't played your rrelody yet."

Together, they turned to Esther

and a decade of songs— "Impossible

Dream," "Softly, As I Leave You,"

"Yesterday" fell away. Now and again

she leaned toward her microphone to

sing with eyes shut, a raspy and ear-

nest voice that made the people at the

red-and-checked tables and the sway-
ing dancers join in, share the pianist's

once-limitless treasury of emotion, add
to it. "String of Pearls." "I'll be Seeing
You." "Take the A-Train." "I'll Be
Home for Christmas." And now the

dance floor filled with angular young
soldiers whose dates wore pleated

skirts, and bobby-socks — lean boys
with bow-ties, pretty jrermed charmers
in sweaters, mouths bare of lipstick.

"It is happening," said the

customer to Lewis. He'd glanced into

the mirror behind the barkeep. At a

man with glossy, auburn hair. "It's

happening."

"Never to worry," Lewis said,

gaze elsewhere, smiling.

The mike screamed. "And here's

one for an old friend of Esther and the

Al-Key," Esther shouted hoarsely.

"Gerald Scott: this one's just for you!"

Tempo halved to a ballad's con-
templativeness; "Look for the Silver

Lining." The dancers cuddled cozily,

only their upper bodies moving. At
tables, people held hands, hugged —
hard. Esther sang just one line, gently,

distantly; Lewis alone saw the bright-

ness of her brown eyes and how she

strained in a taut line from face to

fingers: "Remember, somewhere . . .

the sun is shining , .

"

The young man before Lewis was
crying. "Lord," Lewis said. "Lord."

Then "Stardust," "Moonlight Be-

comes You." Couples who had taken

their seats returned, pressed close, en-

folded by broken time. "Dancing in

the Dark;" "You Do Something to

Me;" and the Al-Key was darkened,
lips met in the shadows. Somebody
called, "Play 'Always,' " and Esther

laughed, shouted back, "Don't I?"

And, after that, she commanded, "The
Roaring Twenties," and "My Salute to

the Great War!"
Only dancing, nov;. Movement of

energetic young legs to reckless rendi-

tions of "Charleston," 'Black Bottom,"
and others. Lewis, transfixed, won-
dered at the pretty girls with bobbed
hair and shining eyes, and those bright

young men, Fitzgeraldian in slicked-

back hair, blazers, white sports jack-

ets. Yet when Esther altered tempo
again, played the plaintive "Whisper-

ing," "Poor Butterfly," "All Alone," the

bartender leaned to the young fellow

with the wavy, auburn hair to tug his

sleeve in sudden, furtive warning.

"In a minute she's cornin' back
up!" Urgently, he'd decided to reach,

warn this customer. "ALL the way
up!"

"Yes; right; I remember." His eyes

were damp with joy. "I know."
"It doesn't last, man."
The youth, sighing, tapped his

glass for a refill. "It can't. We can't."

Trembling, Lewis poured again

heard "Beyond the Blue Horizon" and
a tune he recognized. One written in

the late twenties. Shocked, he saw
what was happening in front of his

post. He never could keep from
watching it. "A door, to the alley," he

whispered. "You can slip out. Get
away." The man shook his head.

"Come on, babe. I won't tell." He
squinted at the customer with the

starting-to-gray hair. "It might work.
Hurry!"

" — No." Sad, knowing eyes from
the shadows. "I couldn't do that." The
customers, returned to their tables,

were panting. Fanning themselves and
avoiding each other's glances. And
Esther was playing a song associated

with Elvis, "The joy is in the going-
back, young man. For awhile," The
elderly customer picked up his glass.

"For the high points. Never in stay-

ing-alone."

Twist music; the rock of the late

sixties, early seventies. Lewis, who
had nothing more to say, saw the old

gentleman put his glass down carefully

and fumble for his cane. "Can't you
see? Should any of us cheat — and

stay — it would be ruined for the

others." He patted Lewis's hand. "Then
none of us could ever go back again."

Then he made his slow, cautious

way to the piano bar, crushed bills in-

to the tip vase as Lewis, remembering
other evenings, watched and felt for

the first time that something had
changed, anyway.

"Closing time, folks." Esther,

voice distinct, hand on the mike faint-

ly tremoring. "Goodnight, Sweetheart"

was up; "The Party's Over" was the

final melody. "Folks," she called a last

time, " — last call ..."

The woman pushed through the

complex of doors onto Oldstone
Avenue, paused, overcome by winter.

Shivering involuntarily, she drew her

faded cloth coat closer around her

shoulders.

A late model car with idling

motor stood in a diagonally-slanting

parking space yards from the Al-Key
entrance. While she watched, a young
man who had visited the tavern soon
after Happy Hour climbed from the

driver's seat to the snowswept pave-
ment. He left the door open and was
craning his neck, seeing that the lights

inside the old bar were flickering out.

Briefly, he glanced toward the

woman, the last to leave. Then he
scanned the parking spaces, seeming
disappointed despite a bright, nearly

rever^tial smile.

In the car, an interior light beamed
and a second man sat in the backseat.

He was pressed forward as if he, too,

might be searching for someone. They
could almost be brothers, the woman
thought, unwilling to glance away.
Still, it was late; she was exhausted.
It was hard to think clearly at the

moment.
Suddenly— more than anything

else — the woman yearned to be home,
under the covers. Warm again. Pass-

ing the vehicle silently as a wraith, she

realized that the young man in the

backseat was humming. "Look for the

Silver Lining." Their eyes met for a

moment that almost allowed recogni-

tion and then she was past the auto-

mobile, feeling old, irritable, queru-
lous. Who can tell, she thought,

struck by the two men's striking re-

semblance, these days?

Freezing wind gusted beneath the

woman's lavender gown and liver-

_ spotted hands sought better purpose
on the Christmasy tip vase she

clutched dearly beneath her tattered

coat. She didn't look back when the

young men each whispered her name,
in turn, before driving away.
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ELLISON
(continued from page 25)

had been approved for us to go for-

ward into production.

On the 22nd, CBS approved me as

director for the segment. It was a scary

step for me to be taking, but I knew
what I wanted to see there on the screen

come Christmastime, that rushing-to-

ward-us Friday night, and I knew I

could pull it off. Hell, ain't I the guy
who writes such visual scripts, with all

the shots in there just to give the direc-

tor a vision, not a floorplan?

That day I scouted locations with

my Assistant Director, Paul Deason;
costumes were set; and I called in a

favor by getting Edward Asner to play

the loathsome Jack Podey. Ed and I had
been on a few barricades together, and
though I knew he did not do ordinary

* episodic TV, and that he drew down
a much heftier salary than TZ could

pay, I felt he would want to do a show
like this one. "Nackles," by the very
presence of an, Asner, would be a state-

ment of moral imperative that nobody
could dismiss. Ed agreed to play Podey.

I loved it . . . because I'd had him in

mind as Podey from the first line I'd

written. (True to his nature, Ed Asner
announced he would donate his entire

fee to charity. So what's not to love

about him?)

We worked through the weekend,
painting mattes, dressing sets, hiring the

other actors, looking at dozens of kids

till we found one who could play Pooch
to the hilt.

Everything was set.

And then, in New York, a woman
named Alice Henderson, bearing some
sort of title or other, but high up in

the CBS Standards & Practices division,

finally got around to reading "Nackles."

Later, CBS would say that they'd got-

ten the script at the last moment. As
you can tell from the dates of various

versions of the script, which would have
been approved all the way through the

process, they knew what "Nackles" was
to be, as far back as July. Alice Hender-

son's hair rose like Medusa's serpentine

locks. The word came down on Mon-
day the 25th;

You carmot do this script. Not no
way, now nohow, not never!

DeGuere and everyone else went
crazy. We were thousands of dollars in-

to the game already. Asner had a pay-

or-play contract. They would have to

pay me the full director's fee, even if

^ the show never got made. Everyone
started trying to get Henderson and her

department to suggest ways in which
it could work.

The suggestions were vile,

infamous!

It couldn't be New York. (Because

the week before CBS had aired a special

starring Lucille Ball as a bag lady, and
the head of CBS had gotten a cranky
call from Mayor Koch, upset that the

Apple was always being portrayed as

a cesspool.) We couldn't have the Puerto

Rican woman fudging on her welfare,

no matter how compassionately we por-

"For every
DeGuere and
Crocker who cares

about what goes
out to you . . .

there are a

hundred clowns
in suits

terrified of
making waves."

trayed reality. It couldn't under any cir-

cumstances be Christmas, but we could
pick any other holiday we chose. (TV
Guide quoted me as suggesting,

"Perhaps the dark side of the Easter

Bunny!")

There were more strictures. Many
more. 1 won't name them, because you
may be reading this before you read the

teleplay, and I don't want to spill the

beans. But when you reach the punch-
line, you'll understand that they ab-

solutely forbid . . .

Well, you'll see.

I
resigned on the 26th. There was a

lot of noise about it. 1 don't suffer

in silence. It was in the New York
Times, TV Guide, Los Angeles Times,

Variety, dozens of newspapers all over
the country, on Entertainment Tonight
and, ironically, CBS News.

But they wouldn't back down.
They pulled the plug, costing the

TZ production company what has been
estimated at between $150,000 and
$300,000. And the Christmas show had
a substitute segment slipped into it. And
I was gone. And that was that.

Except. In the Spring of 1986, when

it appeared that TZ would be picked

up for a second season, DeGuere called

and said CBS wanted me to meet with
Alice Henderson, who was coming in

from New York, to discuss my return-

ing to the show. We three met and had
lunch at Musso and Frank's Grill in

Hollywood, and I presented my case to

Ms. Henderson. I told her that I

respected her desire to protect the

American public from dangerous
material, but that 1 felt it was very

shaky ground for the network, to be

taking a stand against a potent indict-

ment of racism and bigotry. 1 told her

this was intended to be the real thing,

not Archie Bunker calling someone a

"spook" and then smiling, and every-

body knows he's at heart a good guy,

didn't he cry when Edith died?

I told her that 1 perceived her ac-

tions as intending to serve the com-
monweal, but that, in fact, she was ser-

ving the status quo. And since the status

quo was one of bigotry and racism, that

she was in no way defending the re-

sponsibility of the network.

It was an amicable talk. Nice

woman, actually . And she said she'd

consider revising her decision.

Well, they jerked me around for

months. Finally DeGuere had a meeting

with the Powers In Charge, and we ar-

rived at some revisions that 1 thought

we could live With.

I did the rewrite free of charge.

Sent it in.

And they switched censors. They
altered the rules of the game, and some
new jamook said not no way, not no-

how, not never!

And that was that.

I forgot. 1 forgot that for every

DeGuere and Crocker who cares about
what goes out tci you through that lit-

tle box, there are a hundred clowns in

suits, terrified of making waves, who
puff up like a banjo player who had
a big breakfast v\;ith the import of the

job. Men and women who care only

that a loaf of bread costs more than

13(£ and they will make damned sure

no little smartmouth writer endangers

their purchase of the Staff of Life.

For some of us, who live to regret

having forgotten the lessons of history,

there are other, more important Staffs

in this life. The Staff with which 1 worked
for a year on TZ was more important,

and CBS has broken that staff . .

.

Brennert and Crocker and 1 are gone.

The Staff of honor is also important.

And if a writer cannot do with honor
what he/she does best, then working
in the medium is only for the buck.

And that's no reason worth a fart

in the wind.
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NAGKLES
(continued from page 33)

FULL SHOT10. FOURTH FLOOR LANDING
as Podey emerges on the landing, looks around, spots the

door to 404, even though the final 4 is held by one nail

and hangs at a wry angle. He comes to the door and
knocks imperatively. Three beats. He bangs on the door
again. A voice from inside the apartment calls through the

door. A woman's voice, with a marked Latino accent.

CONSUELO (O.S.)

Whose dere?

PODEY
Department of Social Services.

There is silence. Podey understands the stall.

PODEY
Jack Podey frorr; the Welfare Center, Mrs.

Losada.

More silence. Then the sound of movement in the

apartment.

CONSUELO (O.S.)

(a stall)

I'm not dressed.

PODEY
(flat and mean)

Open the door, Miz Losada. 1 got no time for

this. Open up or the AFDC goes.

(beat)

Understand me, Miz Losada? The Aid. To.

Families. With. Dependent. Children stops. No
dinero, no food stamps, the cockroaches take

over!

(half beat)

Comprendel
The sound of three or four locks being undone. Bolts. Bars.

A Fox Lock with its bai-in-a-floor-slot being slipped back.

Then the door opens slowly.

11. INTERIOR LOSADA APARTMENT DAY
ANGLE ON THE OPENING DOOR MEDIUM CLOSE
Consuelo Losada was gorgeous when she was a teenaged

girl. But now she's in her late thirties and she's had four
kids; and god only knows what happened to Francisco,

who went out to get a fanbelt to repair the icebox ten

years ago and never found his way back; and twelve years

working behind a sewing machine in the sweatshop of

Marci Jean Fashions and working a night shift cleaning up
office buildings while she raised the kids . . . well, it's all

taken its toll. You can see she had great beauty. The cape
of dark hair, the good cheekbones, the tensile strength in

her body that keeps her going. But she's old folks. Before
her time, she's just hanging in there. And standing in her
doorway is Jack Podey.

PODEY
Podey. Investigator from Welfare Center. 1

want to talk to you about your eligibility.

12. REVERSE ANGLE PODEY IN F.G.

Consuelo looks frightened, but moves aside. Podey steps

in as camera follows. Off camera we hear door close

behind us. Podey looks around. Two tiny children, both
girls, stand against the far wall in front of something squat

that has a blanket thrown over it, (This item is a foldaway
bed that has been rapidly closed up, rolled against the

wall, and covered.) The rest of the apartment is what we'd

expect at this economic level. Dingy but clean; a corner

shelf of cheap bric-a-brac; a table covered with a lace

throw; an old TV set with rabbit ears; carpet threadbare.

Open doorway to the right shows us the edge of an old

kitchen. Two doors on the left wall, both closed. One
would be the bedroom, the other the bathroom.

CONSUELO
Please sit down if you want.

Podey goes to the table, pulls out a straight-back chair,

plops his case on the table, sits down and opens the case.

He takes up a sheaf of papers held with one of those big

black pressure clamps. He flips through them quickly,

looks at the kids, looks at her. She stands with hands
folded, looking midway between trepidations and scared.

PODEY
Missuz Consuelo Losada?

(she nods)

Record shows you're getting AFDC on four

children, zat right?

(she nods)

He looks around. It's just a pro forma look. He's toying
with her. Sits back in the chair, tilts it, opens his coat and
jacket underneath, hooks thumbs in vest lapels.

pqpEY
I only see two.

CONSUELO
(in Spanish)

What?
PODEY
(mean)

I said, Senora, I see two kids here.

Muchachas, comprende? Two. Not four.

CONSUELO
(indicates girls)

Si. Paloma y Pilar.

PODEY
(very snotty, making fun

of her Spanish)

Yeah? So where's Raymundo y Virgilio?

The Puerto Rican woman looks nonplussed. She wets her
lips.

CONSUELO
They in scool now.

PODEY
Lady, don't jerk me around. It's three days to

Christmas. You get my meaning?

(beat)

Christmas vacation, lady. There's no school.

She is caught, doesn't know what to do.
' PODEY
(goes for throat)

How about they're not even in this state,

howzabout that! Howzabout they're stayin'

with your mother, Mrs. Lupe Hernandez, at

.a
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555 Carb Street, in Las Cruc(;s, New Mexico,

howzabout?
She's now utterly unmanned. She doesn't know how to lie

out of it. The kids stand there watching with big eyes. It

is obviously cold in the apartment ... the kids wear two
sweaters each, and gloves. Podey rises, looks around.

CONSUELO
No, thass not true ...

PODEY
And howzabout maybe Gramma is collecting

public assistance in New Mexico for

Raymundo y Virgilio . . . and you're gettin'

AFDC for four, but you've only got two in

the apartment?

He starts moving toward one of the two doors on the left.

She moves to stop him, but he isn't stopping. Over his

shoulder he speaks:

PODEY
Mind if I use your bathroom?

He doesn't wait to get an okay, but opens the door and
steps in. He doesn't close the door.

13. INTERIOR BATHROOM WITH PODEY
Typical crowded, tiny bathroom. Shower curtain pulled

across the tub. Shelves full of toilet articles. Sink yellow
and stained from decades of cleanser. Angle with Podey as

he checks out the shelves of toilet articles. He puts his hand
on a mug of shaving lather with a brush still upright in

it. He puts his hand on the toothbrush rack, four
toothbrushes.

Then he turns suddenly, and whips the shower curtain

back. A fully-clothed man wearing a woman's jacket and
gloves stands in the tub. This is Rosario. They stare at each
other a moment, then Podey turns on his heel and comes
back into the living room.

14. LIVING ROOM ANOTHER ANGLE
as Rosario comes after him. Rosario is about forty, Puerto
Rican, nice-looking man, nothing less than honest and
hard-working about him. Podey is gathering the papers into

the case. Rosario exchanges hurried words in Spanish so

rapid with Consuelo that we may not be able to tell what
he said, but it's clearly upset and panicky.

PODEY
(fast and mean)

Don't bother, lady. I know all the stories. He
was just fixin' the shower, right? In his

galoshes, right?

(beat)

Boy, you people really fry mie!

CONSUELO
(hysterical)

Rosario iss justa fren'l He stop by to say hello.

My sons aren't here now, bot they come back

Podey slams the lid of the case, turns on her, on fire.

PODEY
We got computer matching on concealed

employment, we got cross-checking from
other states, we gotcher act down cold, lady.

This-'s fraud, you got that?

(Supplementary dialogue: to be translated into Spanish)

ROSARIO
(extremely angry)

Consuelo, he surprised me. I kept very sjill.

What does this mean . . . will he take away
the money for the children?

CONSUELO
(wildly)

I don't know, I don't know! He wouldn't do
this to us at Christmas. I'm afraid, Rosario;

Pilar may be coming down with the flu, or

something worse.

ROSARIO
Talk to him, this man . . . talk to him. I can
beg him not to do this, perhaps he'll listen.
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(Additional scenes: revised version)

Rosario understands only part of this. But the tone doesn't

escape him. Something is threatening the woman, and he
won't stand for it. He takes a step toward Podey, but
Consuelo — frantic not to get Podey any further aroused
— gesticulates wildly for Rosario to stay where he is. She
comes closer to Podey, imploring him:

CONSUELO
(emotional, utterly honest

and convincing)

Please, Mister, lemme 'splain. I don't cheat

onna welfare, honnes' to God!
PODEY

(smirking)

Oh . . . right. 1 forgot the story. There's

always a story, /klmost forgot I'm s'posed to

take off a minute to hear the story.

He stands, arms folded, clearly not hearing anything,

making a nasty mockery of listening.

CONSUELO
(honest, decent)

Francisco, ees my husband, he left us, he went
out ari never came back, almos' ten years ago.

I been workiri at the same job twelve

years— you can cneck, they give me a good
report, you see— downtown inna garment
dis'rict. Marci Jean Fashions, you heard of

them?

PODEY
Never heard of them.

(beat, sarcastic)

But they geev you good report, right?

CONSUELO
You gonna take the Aid away? My kids . . .

it's Christmas, m.ster . . .

Podey aims a fat thumb at her.

PODEY
Don't blame me. One of your close friends in

the building ratted on you. I'm just doin' the

job, lady. I write the report with a

recommendation, that's all 1 do, Christmas,

New Year's, Halloween or Cinco de Mayo!
He starts for the door. Rosario comes after him. Podey
turns, just spoiling for a fight.

PODEY
(ugly)

You lift one hanc, spick, and I'll put you in

traction for a year!

Consuelo rushes to Rosario, grabs him. Rosario is fuming,

grating his teeth, cursing in Spanish. Podey laughs a rotten

laugh and opens the door. He steps out, and just as he

closes the door he says:

PODEY
Merry Christmas.

15. HALL LANDING CtUTSIDE APARTMENT WITH
PODEY
As he emerges, and drags the door shut behind him. He
holds onto the knob for a moment, then there is the sound
of a fist hitting the door from inside. The door shakes and

CONSUELO
(hopeful)

Si. I ron a sewin' machine, nine hours a day.

An*" I gotta secon' job, nights, I go clean up
office buildiris. Joss to raise my kids proper.

They never got in no trobble, they good kids

. . . but ...

PODEY
(holds up a hand)

Let me take it from there.

(recites)

Nobody can raise four kids in New York City
these days on what the AFDC gives you,
right? You work your maracas off scrimping
and saving, but it ain't even enough to buy
the kids a decent Christmas toy . . . am I

right?

CONSUELO
(nods fast, a spark of hope)

Si, si! 1 can' make ends meet, so I send the

boys to my mother for a coupla weeks, joss

till I can —
PODEY

(silences her)

You should've thought of all that before you
had your litter, lady. You people spawn like

sardines and then expect the City to take up
the slack.

(beat)

You slugs are all alike! Forget it!

Podey picks up his case. CRnsuelo is terrified now.

(Supplementary dialogue: to be translated into Spanish)
Rosario is fuming, grating his teeth, cursing in Spanish:

ROSARIO
Filth! Heartless degenerate! You would throw
children into the streets where you spend your
nights sucking garbage from the sewers! Slime
for brains, dirt for a heart! Pig . . . less than
a pig . .

. pigs have more honor than you!
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dust comes through the cracks. Camera close on Podey as

he smiles a small, mean smile. That was the sound of

impotence, that fist hitting the door, instead of Podey's

head.

16. ANOTHER ANGLE CLOSE ON PODEY
As he leans against the wall for a moment, his case at his

feet. Leisurely, he reaches into his topcoat pocket and pulls

out a pack of gum, slowly unwraps a piece and folds it

into his mouth. He throws the wrappers on the floor. He
starts to bend to pick up his case, and stops . . . listening.

It is the voices of the kids on the stairs below him. He
straightens and eavesdrops, folding another piece of gum
into his mouth.

POOCH (O.S.)

(energetic)

And you know why Christmas be the best?

1 tell you why. Cause Santa Claus gone come
and make all your wishes true.

With Podey as he takes up his case, walks to the railing

and sneers, chuckling silently, as he listens to the kids. He
stays out of their sight above them, but moves around to

the stairwell and starts down ^ bit, balling up the gum
wrapper in his hand.

17. STAIRWAY WITH PODEY

Podey goes down the stairs a bit mare, then leans over to

look.

18. PODEY'S POINT OF VIEW WHAT HE SEES
On the third floor landing the four kids sit, and three of

them stare wide-eyed and delighted at Pooch, who spins

his tale of Christmas wonders, of the kindness of Santa

Claus. The little Puerto Rican girl's face is alight with

amazement and delight.

PUERTO RICAN GIRL
(run-on, like a child)

How ya know? Huh . . . huh . . . how ya

know, Pooch?

POOCH
I know! Santa cornin' down the chimney with

his reindeer on the roof, and he gotta big bag
of toys and candy and ice ci-eam that never

melt till it get to your mouth, and he gone
fill your socks up with robots an' AM-FM
radios, an ... an ...

19. TO INCLUDE PODEY
Podey flicks the balled-up gum wrapper at Pooch, hitting

him just above the eye. A startled Pooch looks over.

PODEY'S VOICE
An' nothing. Because Santa ain't cornin' to
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you, because Santa's white and he can't find
little crud like you.

The kids all stare at Podey's big mean face peering at them
over the bannister. He's taking great pleasure in tormenting
them.

POOCH
(fights back)

Thassa lie! Santa's good, cause he's a friend

of the baby Jesus, and he can find kids

anywhere!

PODEY
(warms to his evil)

There's someone else who comes to kids like

you. You know who that is?

They stare at him, sad and frightened.

PODEY
(malevolent, eyes shining)

Nackles. That's the one comes to black kids.

He's the other side of Santa Claus. Santa
Claus comes down through the chimney and
brings white kids toys; but Nackles, ah
Nackles . . .

(beat)

Yeah . . . he's nine feet tall, all dressed in

black, and real thin and nasty, and he's got

a dead white face like a corpse, and eyes that

burn like fire, and he travels in the tunnels

under the ground in a black coal car on rails,

pulled by eight blind white goats.

(beat)

And you know what Nackles'll do to you?
They are terrified. Th(!ir faces are trapped in his story.

PODEY
Nackles eats the flesh of kids like you.
Nackles roams back and forth underground,
in his dark tunnels darker than subway tun-

nels, and he looks around for kids like you
to stuff into his black bag, and he takes you
away screaming, so's he can eat you when his

big fangs get hungry.

20. ANGLE DOWN ON KIDS PODEY IN F.G.

as Pooch leaps up. He is holding a toy robot. He is wild
with justified hatred.

POOCH
You lyin' at us, you chinch honkie geek!

And he throws the rolaot toy as hard as he can. It hits

Podey on the left temple, breaking skin, bringing blood in

a small cut. Podey howls with rage and rushes down the
stairs. Pooch takes off at a dead run, as fast as he can,

down the stairs below Podey.

PODEY
(howling)

I'm gonna kill you, ya little nigger bastid!

21. ACTION SEQUENCE EITHER STEADICAM OR
RAPID INTERCUTS WHAT WE SEE
Podey running as fast as he can, jumping the last few steps

onto a landing, banging off the walls to catch up with the
kid. Pooch running full out in sneakers, fast as he can,

rounding the corners an(J sliding down the bannisters, down

and down and down. We expect to hit the first floor foyer
in a moment, but somehow we keep going down and
down. Is it four storeys, five, six, eight . . . what the hell

is going on here?!? It's a blur of walls and steps and
^stairwells, the angles tilting crazily as Podey keeps on go-
ing, foaming at the mouth, cursing, screaming, and at one
point, when we've covered twice as many as four floors,

but he keeps going because we can hear the sound of the

kid ahead of him, the feet hitting the steps and the landings
. . . and Podey's right around the bend, coming after him.
We don't see the kid any more, but he's there because we
hear him.

22. CUL DE SAC
Podey comes pounding down the last flight of stairs, and
finds himself in a narrow, square bottom landing. No win-
dows and only one door, that is slowly closing as he hits

the floor. He doesn't even stop to think. He grabs the clos-

ing door's knob, hurtles through and . . .

23. TUNNEL ESTABLISHING
He's not outside, and he's not in the basement, and he's

not anywhere that ought to exist. He's in a wide, dark tun-

nel with rock walls that scintillate faintly as though bits

of mica schist are imbedded in the basalt. (Suggest
something like featherstone.) There are tracks leading off in-

to the darkness. The light comes only from the stairwell

behind him, and as he turns to grab the still-closing door,
it seals itself shut with a click. He grabs the knob, pulls

at the door, but it won't open.

24. THE DOOR FULL ^HOF
The door begins to run, as though it were molten lava. He
yells with pain as the knob goes hot, and draws back his

hand quickly, holding it as though it's been burned. Before
our eyes the door melts into the rock and it is a seamless
surface. He is trapped here, underground, in a tunnel that

shouldn't exist. He turns and turns, now filled with fear.

25. THE TUNNEL ANOTHER ANGLE
Showing Podey small and terrified in the gloom. Only faint

light from an unknown source shows him anything. And
he stands there with his attache case, big mean face trying

to comprehend what's befallen him. And then he cocks his

head to one side, because he — and we — hear:

The strange sound of metal wheels rolling along tracks,

and the peculiar clop clop clop of hooves on the stone floor

of the tunnel. And he strains toward the sound.

26. ANGLE DOWN THE TRACKS PAST PODEY
HIS POINT OF VIEW
The tracks run into darkness, but there's a few slivers of
light slanting down from above, as though someone has
opened a lattice just a crack. And as we stare with him,
we see something coming. We wait for it. Draw out the

moment of greatest terror. Beat. Beat.

Then we see it is a coal car, being drawn by eight blind
white goats, their eyes milky and staring. The coal car is

old and dirty and rusty and black. And the reins that come
from the goats' harnesses run back into the hands of what
looks vaguely like the little black kid from scene 1. The
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little black kid who was up on the roof with his muffler
wrapped around his lower face like a desperado. Sure, it's

that kid . . . isn't it? At least it looks like that kid until

the coal car passes into total darkness between the slivers

of light.

But when it emerges, and draws to a halt in front of

Podey, the passenger in that coal car is no kid. He's nine
feet tall, all in black, with a demon's hood drawn so we
cannot see a face at all. But we see the two burning red

points of his eyes, glowing in the darkness behind the

hood.

27. PODEY AND NACKLES
as the specter steps out of the coal car. He walks toward
Podey, who is frozen there. The dark figure pats the head
of one of the goats, who bleats kindly. Then he stops as

the giant figure comes to stand in front of Podey.

PODEY
(terrified)

Who . . .

The specter speaks with a voice from the tomb. Give us

a voice we will not forget!

NACKLBS
You know who I am. You described me. Tall

and thin and dressed in black. Dead white face

and eyes of fire. My eight dear blind goats.

PODEY
(terrified)

You don't exist. I just made you up.

NACKLES
1 exist for you, Podey. I'm Nackles and here's

my big bag.

He draws a huge black bag from the coal car.

NACKLES
And you almost got it right. Not quite, but

almost.

28. NACKLES CLOSE SHOT
as he slips back the hood. His face isn't dead white, it is

black.

He moves toward camera.

SHARP CUT TO:
29. PODEY
His face a mask of terror as a silent scream will not come
from his open mouth and we:

CUT BACK TO:
30. NACKLES
coming closer and closer. He opens his mouth and there

are fangs there, real nasty fangs.

NACKLES
Merry Christmas, Jack Podey.

Then, slowly, as terrifyingly malevolent as we've ever heard
the sound, with that face coming nearer and nearer:

NACKLES

(Additional scenes: revised version)

28.

NACKLES CLOSE SHOT
as he slips back the hood. His face isn't dead white, it is

black. It holds black for several beats, then alters and is

the face of a man obviously Puerto Rican. It holds Latino

for several beats, then alters again. The face of a man
Oriental. Hold. Alter again. Eskimo or Aleut or Native

American. Hold for a beat, then congeals again as it was
originally, the face of a black demon conjured in the mind
of a bigot who hates all other peoples.

He moves toward camera.

SHARP CUT TO:
29. PODEY
His face a mask of terror as a silent scream will not come
from his open mouth and we:

CUT BACK TO:
30. NACKLES
coming closer and closer. He opens his mouth and there

are fangs there, extremely nasty double-rowed fangs.

NACKLES
Merry Christmas, Jack Podey; from all of us.

Then, slowly, as terrifyingly malevolent as we've ever heard
the sound, with that face coming n(;arer and nearer:

, NACKLES

SHARP CUT TO:
BLACK AND
FADE OUT.

SHARP CUT TO:
BLACK AND
FADE OUT.
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Video
by Welch D. Everman

Why George Romero's
classic "Zombie Trilogy"

just might be the most
important horror series

of our time.

Night of the Living Dead (Media,

Prism and others)

Dawn of the Dead (Thorn

EMI/HBO)
Day of the Dead (Media)

VVith the release of Day of the Dead
last fall, director George A. Romero's
long-awaited Zombie Trilogy was at

last complete. All three zombie films

{Night of the Living Dead, Dawn of
the Dead, Day of the Dead) are now
available on videocassstfe. It's now
possible for fans of the films — and
those who've missed one or more of

them — to view the entire trilogy at

once, and see why the films have been

perhaps the most influential horror
series of our time.

Matinee of the Dead
All three films are based on the

same simple but remarkable premise.

For some unknown reason, the un-
buried dead are coming back to life to

kill — and eat— the living. Victims who
are not completely ccmsumed soon
join the ranks of the walking dead to

create more victims. The films suggest

that, in time, the dead will take over
the Earth, putting an end to civiliza-

tion forever.

Romero's first effort. Night of the

Living Dead (1968), is still his best-

known work. Made in western Penn-
sylvania on a mini-budget, this grainy
black-and-white film tells the story of

a small group of people who are

trapped in a farm house that is under
attack by the walking dead.

Over the years, Romero has

gained a much-deserved reputation as

a horror humorist, but, interestingly

enough. Night of the Living Dead is

one of the grimmest, most humorless
horror films ever made. One by one,

the cast of characters is killed off by
the zombies and by each other, until

only Ben — the strongest of the group
— is left. But at the end of the film,

when it seems that all his efforts to

survive have paid off, he is shot and
his body is burned by a sheriff's posse
that mistakes him for one of the living

dead.

Made originally for the drive-in

crowd, this no-frills movie has become
perhaps the most influential horror
film of the past thirty years. In fact.

it is doubtful that the horror genre
would be what it is today without
Night of the Living Dead.

Night of the Living Dead was a

film of its time. The year 1968 marked
the assassinations of Martin Luther
King and Robert Kennedy, the cata-

clysmic confrontations of the Demo-
cratic Presidential Convention in

Chicago, and escalations in the Viet-

nam War and in anti-war protests at

home. Citizens turned against their

leaders, children turned against their

parents, and the social fabric seemed
to be unraveling. In short, the world
of Night of the Living Dead was not
so very different from the world as we
saw it on the evening news each night.

In Night, the everyday, rational

world we know is shattered by a

totally irrational event. Of course, this

is what happens in every horror
movie. But in earlier films, the intru-

sion of the irrational was always tem-
porary. A vampire or a werewolf
might claim a few unimportant vic-

tories, Godzilla might destroy down-
town Tokyo, but in the end the au-
dience always knew that things would
return to normal. If a stake in the

heart or a silver bullet couldn't solve
the problem, then modern science and
the military would take care of it.

The message was clear: our world
is basically rational, and even though
irrational events can happen, rationali-

ty is the normal order of life. Our no-
tions of good always triumph over
evil in the end.

Night of the Living Dead turns

this philosophy upside down by vio-

lating every taboo of our culture. In

the world of this film, our most sacred
values no longer apply. The dead, far

from being respected and honored, are
now monsters to be destroyed. The
family collapses — a little girl eats her
father and murders her mother— and
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the hero, Ben, is forced to commit
terrib/e acts just to stay alive. Ideas

like good and evil no longer make
sense. Ben's own basic goodness and
morality cannot save him. In Night,

the world is totally irrational, and our

rational philosophies are only a facade

that can collapse at any moment.
Most importantly, Night offers no

reason for what is happening. Earlier

horror films, of course, were full of

explanations. Godzilla was disturbed

by nuclear weapons testing, and the

invaders from Mars came to Earth be-

cause they needed a new home. Any
number of movie monsters have been

the results of atomic radiation. Such
explanations make sense, at least in

the context of horror films, and any-

thing that makes sense fits into our

rational scheme of things. Night also

offers the possibility that the zombies

are being brought back to life by ra-

diation from outer space, but this idea

is never confirmed, and Romero's later

Dead films reject it. At bottom, the

crisis of Night— like an earthquake, a

flood, a tornado, or a plague — just

happens. And there is no end in^sight.

As one of the characters says: "This

isn't a passing thing. It isn't like a

wind passing through."

Conspicuous Consumption
If Romero's Night of the Living Dead
introduced a new vision to the horror

cinema. Dawn of the Dead (1979) in-

troduced a grim humor— as if laughter

were the only possible response to a

meaningless universe. It is the best

film of the trilogy — in fact, one of the

best horror films ever made.
While Night was a product of the

Vietnam era. Dawn was made during

the reign of the "me generation" of

yuppies and conspicuous consumption.

As such, it is set in a shopping mall

where three men and a woman battle

zombies (the ultimate mindless con-

sumers) in a blood bath of special ef-

fects. In Romero's films, such graphic

violence is rarely gratuitous. His

human characters are forced to com-
mit unspeakable acts of vio-

lence-shocking acts that involve us as

viewers because we see them on the

screen. The extreme violence points up
the paradox of Romero's world in

which characters must do inhuman
things in order to remain human.

Dawn is a grueling experience but

one worth having. The four characters

are so finely drawn that their situation

becomes terrifyingly real. It is clear in

the second part of the trilogy that the

dead are triumphing over the living,

that the irrational is becoming the

natural order of things. And yet the

characters seem to have a deeper

understanding of what is going on.

When one character, Pam, asks;

"What the hell are they?" Peter

answers: "They're us, that's all."

Dead Reckoning

In Day of the Dead, the world has

been utterly transformed. The dead
now outnumber the living — "by

400,000 to one." The setting is an

underground bunker in Florida where

When there’s no more room ki HELL

the dead will walk the EARTH

First there was

‘W^ OF THE

a handful of scientists and military

men — the traditional saviors of earlier

horror films — are trying to come up
with a rational solution to a crisis that

has gone well beyond the scope of ra-

tional solutions. It is quite possible

that these dozen survivors are the last

humans on Earth.

Coming from any other director.

Day of the Dead would be a good
horror film. But coming from Romero
as the third part of the trilogy, it is

disappointing. Apparently, there were

problems with the production from
beginning to end, and it seems

Romero was unable to get the backing

necessary to shoot his original script.

Even so. Day has a lot going for it,

and it is certainly the funniest of the

Dead films, but it seems to undercut

the very elements that made the first

two efforts so effective.

Night has only six characters and
Dawn only four. But Day has many
more, too many to treat in detail.

And so the characters become carica-

tures— Captain Rhodes and his soldiers

are fairytale bad guys, always cursing

and shouting like professional wres-

tlers, while Sarah the scientist/heroine

is so strong and good that even the

other good guys have a hard time put-

ting up with her. Also, in Night and
in Dawn, the characters are ordinary

people, people like us, trapped in an

extraordinary situation. In Day, they

are the experts, the ones who are em-
powered to solve the problem, per-

haps even the ones who caused it.

Because these characters are not like

us, we can watch them from a dis-

tance. Their situation is not ours.

The setting also creates a distance

between the audience and the action

of the film. A rural farmhouse and a

shopping mall are everyday places

where the invasion of the irrational

seems terrifyingly out of place and,

for that reason, quite real. But an

underground military installation is

not a familiar place to most of us, and
what happens there happens not in

our world but somewhere else.

Perhaps the most significant shift

in the trilogy comes with the introduc-

tion of Bub, a zombie who is being

trained by the head scientist through

conditioned response to recall bits and

pieces of his life. Bub is good for

laughs, and he is certainly more like-

able than Capiain Rhodes and his

men, but there is a problem here. In

the first two films, the zombies are

frightening because they are an

anonymous and mindless mass with-

out personality, without individuality

— they are, in every sense, what we
might become. But Bub is a person.

He has a name, memories, a certain

charm, even a voice. He almost makes
being a zombie seem not so bad

after all.

Day is worth seeing, if only for

Richard Liberty's performance as Doc-

tor Logan, the maddest m.ad scientist

in film history. And, in many ways.

Day is the logical extension of the first

two films — though it is perhaps too

logical, too obvious, and, within the

context of the trilogy, too positive.

Still, the trilogy is a remarkable

achievement that is likely to influence

the development of the horror genre

for a long time to come. And, of

course, Romero's career is far from

finished. The rumor has been circulat-

ing for years that he plans to do the

film version of Stephen King's The

Stand (interestingly enough, a novel

about a plague). His current project is

the film version of King's Pet

Sematary. With his past accomplish-

ments and a promising future, there is

no doubt that George Romero de-

serves a place alongside James Whale,

and Tod Brov/ning, as a modern
master of horror cinema.
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The Goulart
Archipelago
by Ron .Goulart

Curse of the Demon (Columbia)
EC Classics (Russ Cochran publisher, $4.95)

In previous years I coniributed movie
reviews and then a nostalgia column
to this magazine. This latest venture
will more or less combine both those

areas and take in things contemporary
as well. It'll be miscellany, a potpourri
of items about fantasy and horror,

past and present.

It isn't often that I get to use
words like potpourri in my work these

days. That's one of the reasons I'm

elated at being back in the pages of

TZ, where one can expect highbrow
readers who won't wince and grunt

upon encountering a high class vocab-
ulary and an occasional well-turned

phrase.

Vault of Horror I

Back in the early 1950s when I was
a fun-loving college boy with crewcut
and cashmere sweater — well, forty

percent cashmere actually — I was a

loyal purchaser of all the comic books
that bore the EC logo. Among my
special favorites were those devoted to

sf and horror— Tfl/es From The Crypt,

Weird Fantasy, Weird Science, et

cetera. My EC collection grew to be
fairly extensive and I held on to it

through my years as a slick advertis-

ing man and even after I married and
allegedly settled down. Finally in 1968
I sold it, along with a great deal of

other graphic treasures, to finance a

move East and an assault on the cita-

dels of literature. As I n^call, most of

the scary titles were grabbed up by a

fellow who in recent years hosted a
horror movie television show in the

Bay Area.

For the past several years Russ
Cochran, the only publishing giant to

Be based in West Plains, Missouri, has

been reprinting the entire EC ouvre in

handsome hardbound volumes in

black and white. More recently he's

launched EC Classics, full color com-
pilations that run to 56 pages and
retail for $4.95. Curious to determine
how the old stuff would strike me
now, I picked up the Vault of Horror
issue and devoted an afternoon (okay,

about twenty minutes) to trying to

recapture the past.

Publisher William Gaines and his

editor A1 Feldstein prided themselves
on the magazine's artwork. Much of it

still holds up. Jack Davis and George
Evans are still impressive. Graham
Ingels didn't win me over back in the

1950s and he still doesn't, although I

think his self-bestowed nickname of

Ghastly is richly deserved.

The yarns themselves, however,
failed to work for me. Most of them
are merely perverse reworkings of O.
Henry, with Two of a Kind managing
to take the basic part of The Gift of
The Magi and use it in a vampire tale.

I also found myself wondering what
the current generation of comic book
readers will make of the narrative

tricks borrowed from long ago popu-

t
lar radio spook shows like Inner Sanc-
tum and The Whistler. Not only the

gimmick of having a ghoulishly wise-

cracking host introduce the stories,

but even the business of using locu-

tions like, "You stand at the end of the

pier, staring anxiously out over the

glittering, restless waters of the Carri-

bean," remind me of the programs I'd

anxiously — along with Gaines and
Feldstein, obviously— tuned in on the

1940s.

It occurred to me that at the time
of my original exposure to this materi-

al I didn't realize it was so packed
with the adolescent fascination with
and defiance of death, the same sort

of attitude in the old weird tales of

Ray Bradbury. There's a full color fes-

tering corpse on just about every
page, at least one open grave per

story and a giggling gallows humor
hanging over everything.

Ah, youth.

Barefaced Plug

Speaking of comic books, my newest
nonfiction effort, Ron Goulart's Great
History of Comic Books -their title,

not mine — ought to be brightening up
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your local book and comic shops even

as we speak. A trade paperback, it

covers the whole history from the

1930s to the present and is profusely

illustrated in black and white and

color.

You'll find a section on the whole

EC line and information about all

sorts of other weird comic books.

Such as Web of Evil, Web of Mystery,

Fantastic Fears, Strange Tales, and

Uncanny Tales.

Vault of Horror II

On more than one occasion, in these

pages and elsewhere. I've praised a

1950's horror film called Curse of the

Demon. I had to rely on memory,

since the picture hasn't showed up on

television in my part of New England

in many a year. Recently, through the

magic of video tape, I was finally able

to see it again. It's just about as good

as I remembered.

Released in this country in 1958,

the film was loosely based on a short

story by M.R. James. My favorite

summation of the plot is the oj;ie ap-

pearing in the indispenable TV Feature

Film Source Boo/c— "American psy-

chologist, in London, upon learning

that ancient parchment brings death to

holder, secretly plants it on devil-cult

leader." The resourceful American is

Dana Andrews and the Satan worship-

per is a gifted British actor named
Niall MacGinnis. Peggy Cummins is

the charming blonde who goads

Andrews into looking into the strange

doings and the director is Jacques

Tourneur.

A graduate of the unit run by

producer Val Lewton at RKO in the

1940s, Tourneur had directed the best

of Lewton's memorable low budget

horror movies— The Cat People, The

Leopard Man, cind ! Walked with a

Zombie, A relatively subtle fellow,

Tourneur never showed when he could

hint. He was an expert at creating what

one critic has called "generalized unease."

He does a good job of that in

Curse. Even a walk down a long hotel

corridor is unsettling and one of the

more sinister events in the movie is a

children's party that the plump Mac-

Ginnis gives for the local tykes on the

vast lawn of his country place. There

are a number of other nifty scenes,

concluding with the shots of the devil-

cult leader chasing the elusive scrap of

rune-scribbled parchment along the

night railroad tracks.

The film has been written about

quite a lot and most of the comments

always include a slam at the demon
himself. "The film's producers ... in-

serted some atrocious shots of the

demon at the very outset of the pic-

ture," complains An Illustrated History

of the Horror Film, even though it

features a nice shot of the selfsame

demon on its cover. A few weeks ago

PBS reran a quickie documentary on

horror movies and there was Dana
Andrews himself recalling how upset

they all were at the intrusion of the

demon. Myself, I find him sort of

charming. Unnecessary, but fun to

watch.

British film maven Leslie Halliwell

includes an essay on this movie —

under its English title Night of the

Demon — in his latest book Halliwell's

Harvest (Scribner's, 1986). He has

quite a few favorable things to say

about it. He does point out that, al-

though it was filmed in England, it

plays hob with the geography of the

country. He is also less than taken

with Andrews and Cummins, going so

far as to describe Andrews's perfor-

mance as stodgy. I don't agree and

have always thought of Andrews as

an effective and personable actor.

Although as the years pass 1 find I can

no longer, through no fault of his,

watch his best-known film Laura.

Perhaps we'll go into the reasons for

that in a later column.
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Screen
by Gahan Wilson

Of flies, ducks, creeps
and other ruminations
on the cinematic dog
daps.

The fly (20th Century- Fox)
rhe Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2

I Cannon)
Howard the Duck (Unii/crsal)

Night of the Creeps (T-i-Star)

1 here have been except ons, but this

summer's films have been pretty much
a hodge-podge of pretty mediocre
films accompanied by a \ery high level

mot record-breaking, I certainly

v.ouldnt go that far) ol hype in rela-

t on to the products being hyped.
E'ecause of this last I actor a really

sizeable amount of or-erenthusiastic ^

expectation has been artificially pro-
i

duced and most everybody interested
'

in the sort of movies '’ivilight Zone
\

types such as ourselves I ke has found :

him or herself, at one time or another
'

during these late departed dog days, ;

sitting in the darkness, clutching a

paper barrel while slowh' emptying it

o: its popcorn and simulated butter,

gazing up wistfully wi h increasing
<J sappointment with orr great big
Bambi eyes (God - I hoac those ex-

ploitive bastards are reading this

deathless copy and that it's breaking
their reptile hearts!) ai something
rather less than what wi‘ had hoped
tor limped across the magic movie pic-

: u re screen

.

Being just another li/ing, breath-
ing, fault-ridden, fallible human (now
\('U know), I have found myself as
badly misled as the next s acker by this

I’f that cinematic dream gone aglim-
mering, and my only potjntial conso-
lalion is that- irutside of a few cases
ot actual fraud I havc^ riot been the
only one to let my desires lead me
as' ray: I am all too painfully aware

that others have erred before me:
those involved in the actual manufac-
ture of the turkey I am viewing, from
its producers and directors on clown. I

suppose this knowdedge should make
me feel better, only, somehow', it

doesn't.

Fly-by-Night

I am not, for example, cheered up par-

ticularly by the thought that David
Cronenberg failed to achieve the heavy
sort of movie he was very clearly hop-
ing for when he set out to make The
Fly.

1 have followed Mr. Cronenberg's
career with much sympathetic interest,

I wish him well in general, and 1

wished him w'ell with The Fly in par-
ticular as it struck me — and obviously
struck him -as a likely vehicle for his

extremely strong, extremely personal
vision of mortality, and that only in-

creases my regret he did not pull it

off.

If he hadn't taken the damned
thing so seriously, it might have
w'orked very well. It sounds perhaps
contradictory, but if he'd used a lighter

touch he might have come closer to

getting on screen that grim Golgothic
perspective of his with The Fly than
w’ith anything he's done before.
Anyhow, you can sec its success loom-
ing, so it's possible to look at the
bright side (us Midwesterners always
like to do whenever possible) and con-
sider The Fly as an important step
along Cronenberg's way, even if it is

something of a stumble.

The essential basic story of The
Fly has by now passed into popular
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legend: a scientist rashly tests a matter-

transmitting device by sending himself

through its wires only to discover that

he has inadvertantly included a fly as

a fellow passenger, and the two arrive

at their destination with their heads

switched. I saw it, and you saw it and
Cronenberg saw it; the difference bet-

ween you and me and Cronenberg is

that we said: "Kind of crazy, but,

hey — what the hell," and went on our

silly, feckless ways whereas

Cronenberg stalked out of the theater

to berate an usher about the The Fly's

inherent illogicalities, continued to

brood about them for years thereafter

and finally had to make this damned
movie in order to get it out of his

system.

All well and good, and indeed

Cronenberg does succeed in working
out a far more logical version of the

thing, including getting rid of the

switched head notion (apparently

Cronenberg was annoyed because the

fly's head would still be dinky and the

man's would still be about the size of

a melon, right? Right.) (Whereas I

have no recollection of even thinking

about the size problem, only that a

man with a fly's head wouldn't do any
of the humanish things the fellow did

in the movie: he'd just sit around and
buzz and wonder what hapened to his

wings, right? Right.) (So 1 guess both

Cronenberg and me are crazy.) And

going along with the far more satisfy-

ing, and ickier idea that the computer

which breaks up and reassembles ob-

jects in transit just follows orders and

improvises the man and fly into a

mixed organic whole in order to tidy

up the transport. Nice and ironic, and
Cronenberg continues to ring some
really nice nasty changes on the thesis

as the movies rolls along.

Where The Fly goes wrong is in

its earnest attempt to become high art.

It does just fine so long as it stays

with thinking up and presenting hor-

rific imaginings on the increasingly

ghastly results of the smart-but-not-so-

smart scientist's misguided experiment,

but then it tries, much too self-con-

sciously, to move into high tragedy,

and there it comes a cropper.

I remember seeing a comic book
version of Hamlet which was clearly

a well-intentioned attempt to bring

culture to our nation's youth, but

which was hilarious up to, and very

much including, its ending speech by
the Prince of Denmark which was
rendered: "Farwell, Horatio, the rest is

silence . . . AAAARGGH!!" Now,
mark you, I am not saying that "Ham-
let" could not be rendered quite

satisfactorily in comic book form, on-

ly that you are setting up some high

cultural hurdles when you try it.

It may have been that Cronenberg

was thinking of The Elephant Man's

success at combining monsterdom and

tragedy, when he calculated his struc-

turing of The Fly, I think it's likely,

but if it's so it misguided him because

the form of Lynch's film, a true ac-

count based on a humane physician's

telling of the bravery and resource-

fulness of his legendarily deformed pa-

tient, gave him all sorts of built-in ad-

vantages, including total credibility,

whereas The Fly moves in an entirely

different direction, and by making his

suffering hero increasingly fantastic

and less and less human, and by ac-

tually basing him on a well-known

pop monster, Cronenberg gives him-

self a super whopper of a challenge

(but one that can be met and has

been, as witness King Kong and the

Whale Frankensteins) , which proves

too much for him. Also, he can't ex-

pect to have the fun of turning his

hero into a proper fiend indulging in

constantly rottener excess (I must say

o his last attempted dastardly deed is

> really an impressive gem of stinky

2 behavior) and then hope we'll really

5 weep when he comes to his dismally

^ bizarro end; but from the way
o Cronenberg handled the conclusion,

® it's clear he was hoping there wouldn't

be a dry eye in the house. Unfor-

tunately it's only sort of depressing.

Chainsaw Massacred

If I had hopes for The Fly, 1 had

mostly forebodings for The Texas

Chainsaw Massacre Two, which is ad-

mittedly not a good mind-set for a

reviewer and may have colored (what

the hell, why not be painfully honest?)

my not particularly positive reactions

to this sequel.

Chainsaw Two turns out, as I had
expected, not to have much more to

say the second time around. Nothing

more actually. A good deal less, the

truth be told.

The makers of the film have tried

to cover the lack of new material

(and, unhappily, the weakening of the

old) by inflating it (it doesn't happen

it a little bitty place, it happens in a

great big place), and by camping it up

(which puts them in the position of

trying to exaggerate, say, Mae West),

but both ploys result, predictably, in

overstraining the oddly gentle notion

of the crazy group of brothers doing

their best to carry on their homicidal

family tradition and to please the

horrible old man whom they love so

much and who terrifies them so com-

pletely, even now when he can't quite

hold his deadly hammer.
The hitchhiking fjrother, for in-

stance, has been given an inch-thick
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makeup barely a tad less subtle than
a cheap dime sture Ha loween mask,

\

and that, ul course, effectively de-
stroys any credibility in his function
as one of the brothc'rs who can
leasibly wander amongst us humans,

i running errands to further the family's

nefarious ends. Makeup celebrity Tom
Savini is given a number of chances

j

to shine in his art from a skinned man
j

to a huge, moldering woman, and I'm

!
t.fraid they turn out to be a series of

I

convincing demonstrations that he's

I

weak in both style and imagination,

i
i he cooking brother, on the other
hand, has been peculiarly mellowed so
tnat his frantic schizoid flipping from
stern disapproval of some familial at-

trocity to sudden gigglirg glee at the

same has been forgotten -- err very pos-
sibly even misunderstoou (who knows
ivith this dismal bowdlerization?) — and
replaced by a boring, y consistant
cnaracter who disapproves of a sibling

carrying out this or that terrture or

;

moody slaughter only because of
botched technique in the style of ex-

;

ccution, and who makes jokes only
because he's really rather a jolly old
soul, for God's sake.

The lair of the killers has been
shifted from their little house to a

de'caying theme park whic'h road signs
land therefore the script) indicate is

based on the great battles of Texas,
but outside of one quick shot of a

I

bleeding mural and a lot of cardboard
i

mountains (did some famous Texas
battles take place in Alpine surround-
ings;), this whole idea was sermewhere
01 other abandoned durirg the shoot-
ing of the movie, and it is a tribute

to the film's all over sloppiness that I

oicln t even notice this odd howler un-
iii 1 did my usual pre-review mulling,
i here are tunneisful of skeletons in

ced settings ol bric-a-brac and moun-
ta ns ol bones and gory f.igments, but
'h'l creative spark of Cluiinsaw Otic
dm sorry to call it that) is entirely

cone and there is nothing to compare,
bi come anywhere near close to, the
ingenuity ol the chair in the original
movie with human arms mingled with
Its arms, or the cackling fjt hen stuff-

ed into its tiny hanging cage.

The movie ends whth the fiendish
Uirnily very carefully being exploded
odstage, so I'm afraid the producers
.11 c not content with this junking of
vlat was- and still is, damn it —

a

irnall pearl of a horror movie, and
that they fully intend to crud it up
'•orne more with yet another dreary se-
quel if they sell enough tickets to this

iinlortunate mistake.

I saw a great word-cd-mouth-in-

action scene on the bus related to all

this: a couple of girls with wooly
school intitials sewn onto variesus

parts ol their clothing were sitting in

the seal before me when one turned
brightly, even enthusiastically, to her
friend and asked, "How was the new
Chuinsaw Alcrssucrc? and her friend

replied, "Stupid," and so I had the
pleasure of observing this awful
movie's producers lose a little money
right there in front of my eyes, and
I must confess it was a pleasant thing
to see.

Duck and Cover
George Lucas himself, I am told, hit

on the idea of making Howard the

very easily, see where Howard might
well have become a really swell
character, however (I'm really sorry to

keep coming up with these negative
comments, folks, but I didn't make the
goddamned movies) as played by Ed
Gale, a midget in a duck costume, he
just doesn't work. Maybe if they had
sacrificed a little so far as size authen-
ticity went and had, say, Danny
DeVito, or some other wisenheimer
with a touch more pizazz in the role
it might have played, but as it is,

Howard comes acrirss as a boring scrul

who, if you can believe it, doesn't
even waddle! I knew they were in

trouble right off when I saw he didn't
waddle.

Also the script is apparently, even
in these days of extreme writing
down, outstanding in its deliberate at-
tempt to cater to an audience of re-

markably low intelligence. 1 think it

would be fair to say that the level of

its aim could be described as conde-
scending, even insulting, and it's kind
of awesome to try to envision what
kind of theaterful they must have had
in mind when they wrote Howard, but
it wasn't the light sprinkling I saw it

with, for none of them, men, women,
nor children, appeared to enjoy it

much at all.

Mind, there are some perfectly

okay bits to Howard

.

Jeffrey Jimes is

a good mad scientist slowly being
possessed by an evil being from outer
space, but though they work very
hard at the makeup and special effects

and do much of it very cleverly, you
haven t really tied in with Howard (it

shouldn't be all that hard to identify

with an alien duck!) so you don't real-

ly care if Jones fries him with laser

beams, and, very much the worst of

all, none of it's really ever funny, and
that was the point of Howard — he was
supposed to be FUNNY. Get it!?!

So I guess it won t end up being
another series.

To give you an idea of how bad
things were, the only movie I can
recommend to you, and that's to only
a small segment of you (which seg-

ment shall become clear as 1 go along)
is something called Night of the
Creeps.

Its a nostalgic shocker which very
successfully evokes the sort of tacky
but effective stuff they cranked out in

the late ^rrties and fifties. It employs
the same unfair cutting tactics a la Val
Lewton's suddenly snorting bus in Cal
People, only nowhere near as stylish,

just dragged-out suspense and then
pow! But it works if you like to jump.
It is very much in the old EC comics
tradition and has insane hatchet
murderers who chop up victims until

they squish, walking dead dogs who
spit leeches into your mouth, lots of

girls dressed up for the Delta Urpa
Barfa ball, all ready to be horribly
killed, and loads of smug collegiate

football heroes who are wearing white
tuxedos with carnations in their but-
ton holes and who have, happily,
been turned into loathesome, rotting

zombies which must be destroyed with
flame throw'ers.

Summing it up. Night of the
Creeps is a crude gross out with
nauseatingly sentimental overtones
which totally lacks any redeeming so-

cial value, is scrupulously devoid of

gogd taste or any artistic merit, and
is the only movie — but only if you're
bent enough to like that kind of

movie — I can honestly recommend as

successful of its kind.

Which, of course, is ridiculous.
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Classifieds
TZ Classifieds bring results! Reaching more than 350,000 readers,* they’re one of the magazine worid’s biggest

bargains. The cost, payable in advance, is $2.00 per word ($2.50 for words FULLY CAPITALIZED). There is a twenty-word

minimum; phone numbers with area codes count as one word. (No discounts are applicable.) Please send your ad copy,

with payment to Twilight Zone Magazine, Att’n. Terry Martorano, Classified Ad Dept., 800 Second Avenue, New York,

NY 10017. Deadline for the April 1987 issue is December 1, 1986; for the June 1987 issue, it’s February 1, 1987.

'Globe Research Subscriber Survey, 1985

BOOKS/MAGAZINES/CATALOGS

MOVIE AND TV SCREENPLAYS. Great Sci-Fi

Collection. FREE CATALOG. Script Warehouse,
2265 Westwood Blvd., #590T, L.A., CA 90064

WIERD TALES, Fantasy, science-fiction, horror,

off-trail pulps and books featured in monthly

15-page COLLECTORS SHOWCASE mail-in bid

auction cataiogue. Pius movie memorabilia,

comics, animation art. 400 items pic-

tured/described. Current issue $1.00. Coiiectors

Book Store, 1708 N. Vine, Hoilywood, CA
90028

YOUR PHOTO NEEDED for horror novei.

CURSE OF LATOMBA, published in tabioid for-

mat, will feature photos of characters and

bogus National Enquirer styie ads. Need
modeis to portray characters and iiiustrate ads.

If you’d like to “star” in a horror novel (or be

an “extra”), send SASE for free details by Jan.

1, Tabloid Horrors, 101 Simpsonville Plaza,

Drawer 175, Simpsonville, SC 29681 *

WORLDS LARGEST OCCULT, Mystic Arts,

Witchcraft, Voodoo suppiy house, 7000 unusuai

curios, gifts, books. Everything needed. Set of

3 fascinating 1986 cataiogs, $1.00. By Airmail

$2.00. Woridwide Curio House, Box 17095T.

MN 55417

STEPHEN KING COLLECTIBLES! over 150

magazine appearances (stories-articles-inter-

views); first edition; movie and book promo
material. Write for an amazing 10 page iist:

TIME TUNNEL, 313 Beechwood Ave., Mid-

dlesex, NJ 08846

Brian Lumley’s HERO OF DREAMS: $7.50,

paper; $21, he; $35, signed, numbered; add
$1.25 p&h. Coming: SHiP OF DREAMS, THE
COMPLEAT CROW, others. Catalog, FREE
copy, FANTASY MONGERS QUARTERLY, 224.

Paul Ganley, Box 149, Buffalo, NY 14226

10,000 DIFFERENT MOVIE & MOVIE STAR
POSTERS. CATALOGUE $2.00. MNEMONICS
LTD., DEPT. “K.” #9, 3600 21 ST. NE,

Calgary, ALTA., T2E 6V6, CANADA

^
\irM0mSCRIPTS!

f

NOW AVAILABLE! Scripts from your fav- ^
orite Movies & TV Shows. From Gone w/
the Wind to Ghostbusters! Over 3000 titles!

!
^9

Send $1 (refundable) for huge catalog...

Receive «ff offer! ! ! SCRIPT CITY, 1765 N.

LOOKING FOR A PUBLISHER? Learn how
you can have your book published, promoted,
distributed. Send for free booklet, HP-7, Vantage
Press, 516 W. 34th St., New York, NY 10001

VIDEO

1,000,000 SCI-FI/HORROR VIDEO TAPES/
SOUNDTRACKS! Video Cataiog: $1 .00 Sound-

tracks: $1.00 RTS/TZ7, Box 1829, Novato, CA
94948

SF/HORROR VIDEOS. Classic, cult, rare films.

Forbidden Planet, Gcdzilla, The Mummy, Psycho

$59.95 each. Cataloci of 500 -f titles. Send $2.00

to: A&R Video, Box 2066, Littleton, CO 80161

MISCELLANEOUS

WATERBED WITCHES—One witch’s funniest

goofs—$2.50. Fifty Love Potions—Includes
marriages—$3.00. F’aul Robinson, Box 402,

Hamiota, MB Canada Romoto.

Highland, lf760TZ, Los Angeles, (iA 90028 .j

TV GUIDES, 1951 THRU 1985. 44 Page
Catalogue $1.50. Catalogue of Movie and TV
Photos, Magazines Posters, and Paperbacks,

Dark Shadows, Monkees, Avengers, Charlie’s

Angeis, James Bond, U.N.C.L.E., Comics, Play-

boys, Prisoners, etc. $1.00 Howard Rogofsky,

Box 107-Z, Gien Oaks, NY 11004 .r^
SERVICES

WITCHCRAFT Harness its Powers. Gavin and
Yvonne will teach you how. Box 1502-TZ, New
Bern, NC 28560

SELF DIS-COVER-Y A journey into oneseif.

Reiax/Cope Send two 224 stamps to Siice of

Life. Box 2153 Quincy, MA 02269

Just thought I'd stop by and let you know that I won't be at the budget

meeting on Monday.
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Build a better splatter' film, it seems, and the movie-
going public will beat a psychopath to your door. This
was the year when three of the most profitable films of
the year were sequels to classics in the genre -Friday the
13th. The Texas Chainsaxo Massacre, and the granddaddy
of them all. Psycho.

Most mainstream critics dismiss them as trash. But
such films are phenomenally popular among young peo-
ple, and reportedly account for forty percent of all video-
tpe rentals. What hapiaened? When did horror films

-

those gothic chillers featuring vampires and werewolves
and monsters — turn into fests of gore? And, more to the
point, when - and why - did audiences stop identifying
with the victims and start sympathizing with the devil?

It probably began with Alfred Hitchcock's black-and-
white classic Psycho (1960), a film that altered forever
our perception of cold-blooded murder. Hitchcock had al-
ready prepared us for the change with such films as The
Man Who Knew too Much (1934), Saboteur (1942), Spell-
bound (1945), Strangers on a Train (1951), and The
Wrong Man (1957), each of which featured an innocent
man who appeared guilty to everyone else. But Psycho
took the process one steji further. In an ingenious fusion
ot Gregory Peck's dream-tormented protagonist in Spell-
bound and Robert WHker's smooth-talking killer in
Strangers on a Train, the sexually-confused Norman Bates
IS both guilty and innocent simultaneously.

Hitchock reinforces this cinematically. In the in-
famous shower scene, we are not only caught off guard
by the death of Marion Crane (Janet Leigh) -the apparent
protagonist - but we view the killing from the murderer's
point of view. We have become accomplices in the crime.

Psycho was extremely profitable for a low-budget
picture and it spawned a host of look- and sound-alikes
like Psychomania (1963), Paranoiac (1963), The Psycho-

Fi-ancis Ford Coppola's Dementia
A’ (19o3). But it took more than a decade for the psycho-
killer sub-genre to hit its stride with the release of two

low-budget thrillers. The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)
and Halloween (1978).

Directed by Tobe Hooper, The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre, featured young hippie-types menaced by a
chainsaw-wielding psycho, referred to affectionately as
leather-face' by the film's fans. It rapidly became a cult-
dassic with the drive-in set. Halloween, directed by John
Carpenter, told the story offMichael Myers, a masked
murderer who killed his sister in a fit of sexual jealousy,
and now seeKs new victims each year on the anniversary
ol: her death, most of them sexually active young women
t has become the most profitable independently-made
feature m movie history. Sean S. Cunningham's low-
budget smash Friday the 13th (1980) which followed the
same formula, has inspired six sequels.

Critics have complained, rightly, that films like
Chainsaw and Halloween preach a sort of psychotic
Puritanism that advocates death as a fitting punishment
for sexual activity. The question is, why should this dis-
urb^ philosophy have such a wide popularity today?

Ihe answer may lie with the audience itself. It is
made up primarily of adolescent boys (who are probably
sexually confused themselves). It's likely that these view-
ers identify with the psychopaths in the same way that
previous generations identified with the frustrated, tor-
tured monsters in Frankenstein or The Wolfman. The
films offer them the opportunity to vent feelings of rage
and frustration that have no other socially acceptable
outlet. The difference is that the antisocial behavior is
now overt, rather than encoded. And while the killers act
out the maladjusted adolescents' darkest fanstasies, they
are also objects of sympathy, if not approval.

i,-
always loved Norman and

his diabolical kin, because they are the children of our
collective unconscious - the bad seeds of a culture that
preaches conformity.

— James Verniere
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GRASS-ROOTS GORE
Jack the Ripper stalks the

sidewalks of downtown
Tulsa, Oklahoma. An evil

cult of dog worshippers

lurks in the countryside.

No woofin': these are the

subjects of the first three

movies from a new Tulsa-

based "studio," United

Entertainment.

The company's first

release—R/ood Cult, the

blood-splattered story of

a murderous sect— came

out in 1985. United

Entertainment shot the

story in two weeks with

a video camera, and
billed it as the first

movie ever made
especially for the

home-video market.

According to United

Entertainment's chairman.

Bill Blair, Blood Cult cost

only thirty thousand

dollars to make, and it

sold at least fifteen

thousand copies

nationally — at a retail

price of $59.95.

And with that,

conservative Tulsa,

Oklahoma—home of Oral

Roberts University, the

city whose district

attorney recently declared

Garbage Pail Kids a

menace to morality — was
into the horror movie
business.

The company's

second film. The Ripper,

starred gore-film make-up
artist Tom Savini, who
was a real— er— cut-up in

the title role. Revenge, a

sequel to Blood Cult,

The
OTHER
SIDE

starred Patrick Wayne
(the Duke's son) and John

Carradine. All three films

were shot in or near

Tulsa, and were produced

and directed by Linda

and Chrsltopher Lewis.

Their next project, A
Quiet Night in the

Country, will be a horror

film intended for

theatrical release.

Meanwhile, yet another

Tulsa-based movie maker,

Larry Thomas, is

wrapping up a science

fiction monster show
called Mutilations.

All of which just goes

to show that— despite the

title song of Rodgers and

Efammerstein's Oklahoma!
— the wind doesn't just

come whistling down
those plains anymore. It

screams.

—Ron Wolfe

OPERA OF
THE RED DEATH
Describing Diamanda
Galas as a "singer" is

like calling Ed Gein a

home hobbyist. While

what this young woman
from San Diego does

with her voice isn't

exactly criminal, it

certainly is arresting, and
very often the most
damned frightening thing

you've ever heard. Her
third LP, The Divine

Punishment (U.K. Mute),

is the first part of her

opera adaptation of Poe's

"Masque of the Red
Death," and further

explores the dark themes

of madness, delerium,

and the occult that she

began with The Litanies

of Satan, Panoptikon,

and Wild Women with

Steak-Knives. The
product of a middle-class

Greek-American

upbringing. Galas

deviated first into

avant-jazz improvisational

piano, and from there

into the fiercely

disciplined, harrowingly

intense style of

shriek-singing she's

developed since the late

seventies. She takes the

stage with supreme

self-confidence, brutal

strokes of heavy
make-up emphasizing the

severity of her features.

And then, as she clutches

a microphone in each

hand, the demonic
transformation begins:

lights flash hypnotically,

pain-threshold Krell

electronics rip out from
the sound system, and
her spitting, scratching

song of pain, death, and
beauty wails forth.

Diamanda Galas is one

of a kind, and the

world's probably a safer

place for it.

-^Lou Stathis

QUEEN TUT
The Egyptian Pharoahs
did it. So did the kings

and queens of ancient

times. So why couldn't a

waitress from south Jersey?

The custom of being

buried with one's wealth

is almost as old as . .

,

well . . . dying itself. So
it shouldn't have come as

a surprise recently when
they buried an Atlantic

City W'oman with her

life's s.tvings. Her devoted

son decided that of her

entire family she was the

only one who'd earned it.

So he concealed the

money in her coffin—

a

total C'f two thousand

dollars, cash money. Not
exactly’ a king's ransom,

but maybe enough to

ransom a retired waitress

from Jersey.

If this trend catches

on, will we all be trying

to "take it with us"? And
if this year the rage is

coffin up cash (or would

that b(» down?) what
could it lead to? Should

we prepare ourselves for

casket cash machines?

Burial bonds? Crypt CDs?
Interment IRAs?

Body banking: we
think :it's the wave of the

future.

—Paul Learn

"Death is psychosomatic."

— Charles Manson
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OTHER
SIDE

CHAOS, INC.
These are the robots
that other robots have
nightmares about.

Welcome to the

world of Survival

Research Laboratories.

Three San Francisco ar -

tists: Mark Pauline, Eric

It's now available as a
Pantheon trade

paperback.

In the expansion, the
story takes on new
meanings and resonances.
It is not simply the
story of Vladeic and
Anja Speigelman, as
related by Vladek to his
son Art. It is also the
story of the complex
relationship between
father and son, filled

with love and anger, ex-
pectation and resentment,
bewilderment and regret.

In the middle of
Maus we suddenly learn
that Art had had a

break-down and spent
some time in a mental
institution in the late

"We probably have the

mummy market cor-

nered," says Mark Paul-

ing. Sometimes the un-
fortunate beasts end up

OF MAUS AND MEN
Back in the 1960s, Art
Spiegelman, then a teen-

ager, became increasingly

fascinated by the possi-

bilities of comic art as a
medium of expression.

Coming across a story

originally printed in the

EC comic Impact in

1955, Bernard Krigstein's

"Master Race," was
especially important to

him. Spiegelman took
the story apart panel by
panel for an English

paper at Harpur College.

Aside from the fact

that "Master Race" was
brilliantly told in both
words and graphics,

Spiegelman had another
reason to be particularly

interested in it. "Master
Race" told the story of
a concentration camp
commandant, and
Spiegelman's parents,

Polish Jews, were sur-

vivors of Auschwitz.

Spiegelman began
considering telling his

parents's story. To make
it more manageable,
more graspable, to cut
the horror and at the

same time give it poetic
truth, he recast the Jews
as mice and the Nazis
as cats. By the early

'70s he had worked up
a three-page story. It ap-
peared in the under-
ground comic book Funny
Aminals in 1972. He
called the story "MAUS."

In the years that

followed, Spiegelman
worked on Maus. When
he and his wife Fran-
coise Mouly began
publishing their graphic
magazine RAW in 1980,
the work-in-progress

started appearing in

chapter installments in
*

each issue. It soon was
attracting a lot of atten-

tion. The New York
Times called it an "un-
folding literary event."

Werner and Matthew
Heckert, have created a
modern-day mechanical
Grand Guignol by using
(or misusing) the raw
materials of twentieth-

century technology to

create diabolical machines
that make sly statements
about the abuses of

power and control in the

post-industrial world.

A typical SRL show
takes months to assem-
ble. Glass explodes dur-
ing the shows, A flame
throwing mechanical
"guinea pig" scuttles by.
Rockets go off. A giant

masticating skull goes up
against a miniature crane
swinging a spiked wreck-
ing ball. Machines fall

on each other, burn and
beat each other in fren-

zied performances where
each machine's power
seems to lead it to run
amok.

Then there are the

mummies, road kills

scavenged from train

tunnels where nature has
freeze-dried them into an
easily manipulated state.

on the infamous

Mummy-Go-Round or
bowing a mechanical
hand. Sometimes they
are reanimated. In 1981,
Pauling created a device
that made a dead rabbit

walk backwards. He
maintains that the

organic elements that oc-

casionally appear on
SRL's machines are there
to provoke and disturb

audiences in such a way
that they cannot
trivialize the work.

SRL takes technology
and pushes it through
the meat grinder of

modern art to produce a

state of madness where
no two shows can ever
look alike and each per-
formance resembles a
cross between a gladiator

spectacle and a bad day
at the foundry. The
group's subject matter is

the twentieth-century

itself, its chaos and
violence, icons and arti-

facts, laid over a thick

sub-strata of black,

caustic humor.

-Richard Kadrey

'60s, and that around
that time his mother
committed suicide. Some-
how Art had, like his

father, gone on — and
more than gone on. He
had become a whole
person. This is a book
about survival.

Maus is immensely
powerful, rich in all

sorts of detail of fact

and feeling, the cumu-
lative effect of which is

stunning. I do not know
if Maus is a novel,

but it is assuredly great
literature.

—Jonathan White
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Dear Tappan and Alan,

Please read this carefully; 1 don't want to come across

as a crackpot. 1 am sure that, considering the nature of

Twilight Zone, you get a certain amount of crank mail about

people persecuted by demons or discovering that they have

Powers. Please bear with me. I want you, at least, to under-

stand in case something . . . happens to me.

My short story, "Pennies from Hell" (published in Night

Cry, Spring 1987) began as a frivolous reflection on the

familiar children's rhyme, which I remember from my
childhood as:

See a penny, pick it up.

All the day you'll have good luck.

See a penny, leave it lay.

Death will claim you that same day.

It was cute then. Youll recall how we joked about my having

invented a new occult art; Penniomancy, the divining of the

future from pennies and other small change. As Victorian

horror writers used to say. Had I But Known . .

.

Then, for three days in a row on the commuter train in

Philadelphia, I found pennies on the floor by my foot. The
pennies were always shiny and face up. Hardly coincidences.

These were my first penniomantic talismans.

That's my point I have slowly come to realize that the

Story is, in many of its particulars, absolutely true!

I've done my homework now. I've talked with people

who know. My chief informant is a high-ranking adept in

one of the world's oldest mystic orders. He warns me that

much of this lore is far too dangerous to repeat in public

print, but 1 am permitted to reveal the following principles

(The Four-Fold Path) of penniomancy:

The coin doesn’t have to be a penny. Indeed, the more
unusual the denomination, the more important the omen.

The coin itself is not magic. The circumstances of your

finding it are what is important. For example, a novelist who
finds a dozen Susan B. Anthony dollars on the sidewalk out-

side his publishers' office might get a record-high advance.

The prophecy can be retrospective. Prophecy-by-retro-

spect is a confirmed principle of occultism. If the novelist

finds the coins after getting the record advance, that could

mean that the gods, or fates, or v/hoever is responsible

("There are some things ..." my informant intoned solemn-

ly) have sanctioned his good fortune.

You'd better not ignore it. Failure to pick up the coin

and divine its meaning can lead to the direst calamities. On
the morning of October 29, 1929, a leading Wall Street

financier was in too much of a hurry to pick up a silver

dollar outside the Stock exchange — and the rest is history.

The catch is, once you're even a little bit aware of what

it all means, rule #4 goes into effect and there's no turning

back. The pennies seem to multiply. I now find money on

the street literally every day. My only hope is to make rea-

soned, responsible use of the new knowledge. I am conduc-

ting a scientific experiment: since January 1, 1986, I have

been collecting all this found money in a drawstring bag,

which has already grown quite heavy. On New Year's Eve

I shall count the total, and from the condition of the coins

and numerous other signs, I have no doubt that I shall

receive an awesome Revelations. Whether I will be free, or

even able, to report the results to the faithful readers of

Twilight Zone, 1 cannot predict as 1 write.

The unfortunate protagonist of my story became obsess-

ed with pennies, and his obsession destroyed him. 1 try to

convince myself it won't happen to me. But— look, you guys

are my friends and I hope I can level with you — I am not

at all sure that any other conclusiori is possible.

We penniomancers remain dreadfully aware of— if you

will excuse the expression— the dark side of the coin. My
researches have unearthed numerous sinister references to

the art throughout the ages. The most convincing evidence

I've found comes from the Secret Autobiography of

Guiseppe Balsamo, alias Cagliostro, the celebrated charlatan,

who settled in Rome in 1789, after a long career of courtly

fraud and medical quackery. He should have suspected the

importance of the coin that appeared on his doorstep, a four-

teenth century Byzantine besant, an extraordinary enough

find in eighteenth century Rome. Across the image (of John

V Palaiologus, appropriately, one of the unluckiest rulers of

history) the lettersMORT had been scratched. Did Cagliostro

pause and ponder? No. He was far too arrogant to believe

any sort of doom could befall him. He pawned the coin, and

within days the Inquisition had clapf ed him into the Castle

Sant Angelo on charges of heresy, sorcery, and Freemasonry.

Cagliostro died in prison, half mad, irantically scribbling in

the Secret Autobiography by day, wliile at night the ghosts

of his numerous bilked victims pelted him with spectral coins.

Now, nothing of the sort has happened to me, and

maybe it won't, but then did Dr. Faustus really believe that

the final hour, when the devil was to claim him, would

actually strike?

In my less grandiose moments I compare myself more to

the moron in the joke, who jumped out of a hundred-story

building, passed ninety-nine floors, and said, "Well I'm all

right so far."

There was a time when I thought about withdrawing the

story. But, no. Let it stand. It is better that the public be

warned of the danger.

I'm all right so far.

But I'm scared.

— Darrell 'Schweitzer
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